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Dynamic network reconstruction refers to a class of problems that explore causal interactions
between variables operating in dynamical systems. This dissertation focuses on methods
and algorithms that reconstruct/infer network topology or dynamics from observations
of an unknown system. The essential challenges, compared to system identification, are
imposing sparsity on network topology and ensuring network identifiability. This work studies
the following cases: multiple experiments with heterogeneity, low sampling frequency and
nonlinearity, which are generic in biology that make reconstruction problems particularly
challenging.
The heterogeneous data sets are measurements in multiple experiments from the underlying
dynamical systems that are different in parameters, whereas the network topology is assumed
to be consistent. It is particularly common in biological applications. This dissertation
proposes a way to deal with multiple data sets together to increase computational robustness.
Furthermore, it can also be used to enforce network identifiability by multiple experiments
with input perturbations.
The necessity to study low-sampling-frequency data is due to the mismatch of network
topology of discrete-time and continuous-time models. It is generally assumed that the
underlying physical systems are evolving over time continuously. An important concept system
aliasing is introduced to manifest whether the continuous system can be uniquely determined
from its associated discrete-time model with the specified sampling frequency. A Nyquist-
Shannon-like sampling theorem is provided to determine the critical sampling frequency for
system aliasing. The reconstruction method integrates the Expectation Maximization (EM)
method with a modified Sparse Bayesian Learning (SBL) to deal with reconstruction from
output measurements.
A tentative study on nonlinear Boolean network reconstruction is provided. The nonlinear
Boolean network is considered as a union of local networks of linearized dynamical systems.
The reconstruction method extends the algorithm used for heterogeneous data sets to provide
an approximated inference but improve computational robustness significantly.
The reconstruction algorithms are implemented in MATLAB and wrapped as a package.
With considerations on generic signal features in practice, this work contributes to practically
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Introduction
Network reconstruction it the process that builds path diagrams, called “networks”, from
data sets. The term “network” refers to undirected or directed graphs, with or without
capacity functions that define the weights associated with edges. The name comes from
the legacy of biology, instead of the strict definition of networks in the graph theory or
computer science. The data can be cross-section data, panel data or time series, which
depend on the requirements of the methods used in network reconstruction. The problem of
network reconstruction is a general inverse problem motivated by many phenomena which
are naturally described as networks of interconnected systems.
Dynamic network reconstruction refers to reconstructing from time series directed graphs
(with capacity functions, if necessary) that describe interconnections between measured
variables, by identifying network models for the underlying dynamical systems. Dynamic
networks, the results of dynamic network reconstruction, do deliver causal information.
We avoid using the term “causal network reconstruction” to differentiate it from network
inference/reconstruction methods based on certain widely used definitions of causality that
are given by conditional independence in probability, which will be reviewed later. One will
see overlaps between these two classes of approaches.
This dissertation studies methods and algorithms in dynamic network reconstruction,
with focuses on particular issues raised by the properties of biological data. The network
model used in our studies is called Dynamical Structure Functions (DSF), which will reviewed
in detailed in Chapter 2. Specific problems considered in this dissertation are summarized in
Section 1.4. Motivation to the work is given in Section 1.1, and literature review of available
network reconstruction methods follows in Section 1.2. The essential preliminary tools in
mathematics used in later chapters are provided in Section 1.3.
2 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Many complex systems can be modeled as directed graphs (digraphs) or networks in applica-
tions to reveal interactions between variables, and the sparse structure is often presented
in nature. An example of the latter is the interactions between species such as genes and
proteins in human cells; such interactions can be modeled by stochastic/ordinary differential
equations, e.g., Palsson (2011). Such network models in biology help to understand, for
instance, metabolic pathways, interactions between DNAs/proteins, and furthermore con-
tribute to pathology of, disease detection on or even clinical treatment to complicate diseases,
e.g., Bar-Joseph et al. (2012). This section shows a few examples and specific concerns in
data analysis that drive our studies.
1.1.1 Genetic regulatory networks
A deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule consists of two long polynucleotide chains composed
of four types of nucleotide subunits. Each of these chains is known as a DNA chain or a
DNA strand. The complete store of information in an organism’s DNA is called its gnome,
which specifies all the RNA molecules and proteins that the organism will ever synthesize.
A gene comprises a section of DNA beginning with a promoter sequence and ending with a
terminator sequence. The term gene expression describes the process that a cell converts the
nucleotide sequence of genes first into the nucleotide sequence of RNA molecules and then
into amino acid sequence of proteins, which perform functions in the cell or organisms. See
Alberts (2015) for more descriptions.
The molecules, such as mRNAs and proteins, interact with each other to perform functions,
which is graphically described as genetic regulatory networks (GRNs) in biology studies. The
nodes of GRNs can represent genes, or even, in general, proteins, mRNAs, protein/protein
complexes or cellular processes. Edges between nodes represent interactions between the
nodes, that correspond to individual molecular reactions through which the products of one
gene affect those of another. The nodes can also regulate themselves directly or indirectly
via feedback loops. Figure 1.1 is an example of the GRN. To reconstruct such GRNs with
gene as nodes, the measurement of nodes is in demand, which corresponds to their gene
expression levels. The GRNs originate as a graphical tool to describe the information of
interactions observed in biological experiments. To accelerate the reconstruction process,
people associate mathematical models to GRNs, which in addition capture system behaviors
and make predictions. By identifying these mathematical models from measurements,
we determine the GRNs and further, if necessary, confirmed by experiments. Modeling
techniques include differential equations, Boolean networks, Bayesian networks, graphical
Gaussian models, etc. (Äijö and Lähdesmäki, 2009; Akutsu et al., 1999; Marbach et al., 2010;
Margolin et al., 2006; Murphy and Mian, 1999; Rogers and Girolami, 2005; Song et al., 2009;
Yeung et al., 2005). Each model has its strengths while having drawbacks on its descriptive
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Figure 1.1. An example of genetic regulatory network, which describes genetic mechanism of circadian
clock behaviors of Arabidopsis. From Pokhilko et al. (2010).
capability in certain levels, especially on delivering causal information so as to match with
experimental observations. The reconstruction of GRNs becomes particularly important in
biological studies, which provides interactions between genes to help understand mechanisms
of biological systems, and then guides us for biological intervention/modification or treatment.
In later chapters, one specific GRN model in biology, named “Millar models” (Fogelmark
and Troein, 2014; Greenham and McClung, 2015; Pokhilko et al., 2010), is going to used in
numerical examples of network reconstruction. Here provides with an essential introduction of
its background. The Millar models associate with a GRN that describes circadian rhythms in
Arabidopsis, which is progressively explored by more than 15 years’ experiments. Circadian
rhythms are a biological process that displays an endogenous, entrainable oscillation of about
24 hours. The self-sustained oscillations of the clock genes drive rhythmic expression in
Arabidopsis. It provides plants with an adaptive advantage to anticipate the daily changes in
environmental conditions. The Arabidopsis circadian clock can be understood via a genetic
network consisting of morning and evening feedback loops interconnected by a central loop
(Locke et al., 2006; McClung, 2006), e.g., Figure 1.1. The specific version of Millar models,
denoted Millar-10 model, used in our numerical simulations is provided by Pokhilko et al.
(2010).
1.1.2 Nervous systems and brain networks
The nervous system is the organ system that is composed of the brain, spinal cord and
nerves, and that serves as the communicating and coordinating system of the body, carrying
information to the brain and relaying instructions from the brain. The basic unit of the
nervous system is the nerve cell, or neuron, illustrated as Figure 1.2a. It is an electrically
excitable cell that receives, processes, and transmits information through electrical and
chemical signals. These signals between neurons occur via specialized connections called
synapses. Neurons connecting to each other form neural networks, e.g., Figure 1.2b. As the
most complex network known to man, a human brain comprises about 100 billion neurons
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(a) neuron (b) neural network
Figure 1.2. Anatomy of a multiploar neuron and SMI32-stained pyramidal neurons in cerebral cortex.
(a) is of NeuroLex ID: sao1417703748, and (b) is from brainmaps.org.
connected by about 100 trillion synapses, anatomically organized over multiple scales of space
and functionally interactive over multiple scales of time (Fornito et al., 2016). As a chapter
title used by Buzsaki (2011), “structure defines functions”, brain network connectivity has
unsurprisingly been a central goal of neuroscience.
Early work of brain networks is based on clinicopathological correlations. For example,
Figure 1.3a is Lichtheim’s sketch of a large-scale human brain network for language, or
Figure 1.3b, a diagram drawn by Freud, to map clinical idsorders onto large-scale bran






(a) Lichtheim’s sketch (b) Freud’s diagram
Figure 1.3. Brain network examples based on clinicopathological correlations. (a), (b) are reproduced
or copied from Fornito et al. (2016).
development of neuroimaging techniques, including functional magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), multielectrode array
(MEA) recording of local field potentials, and positron emission tomography (PET), people
start to explore interactivity by examining neurophysiological time series. For example,
(Eguiluz et al., 2005; Hagmann et al., 2008; Stam, 2004) give a graphical analyses of human
brain functional networks using functional MRI and M/EEG data, in which correlation or
coherence between each pair of time series is calculated and thresholded to determine an
existence of edges in diagrams. An example of results by Hagmann et al. (2008) is given
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in Figure 1.4, where nodes are anatomical parcellations and edges represent connections.
These methods allow us to access complicated structures of brain networks with less efforts
Figure 1.4. Brain networks from human MRI. From Hagmann et al. (2008).
than clinicopathological correlations. However, it is questionable to conclude an connection
between brain regions by statistical dependency using simple metrics like correlation. People
actually have realized it and named it by functional connectivity to avoid this issue. (Honey
et al., 2009; Skudlarski et al., 2008) have pointed out that functional connectivity is not
identical to, although correlated with, anatomical connectivity. As functional connectivity is
averaged over longer time periods, it may converge onto structural connectivity, although it
is important to remember that structural and functional connectivity are different measures
(Fornito et al., 2016; Zalesky et al., 2012). Furthermore, even in the so-called resting state,
it is clear that functional connectivity is not stationary (Chang and Glover, 2010). Due to
these issues, the contribution of networks of functional connectivity to cognitive function may
be significantly offset in practice. Moreover, the transmission of electronic signals between
neurons are directional, as implied by the mechanism of neurotransmission, which cannot be
taken into account by these correlation-based networks.
As listed in the above review, these drawbacks motivate us to develop alternative network
reconstruction methods, which present connectivity exactly or at least closely coinciding with
anatomical connectivity and deliver more useful information to help to understand cognitive
function, such as directionality, causality, orders of dynamics, delays, etc. There is no doubt
that such a network reconstruction method will accelerate the understanding of neuronal
systems.
1.1.3 Practical features of biological data
Time series data acquisition
Considering the dynamical nature of biological systems, time-series experiments are key
to understand and model these processes. Two types of biological data are our potential
applications. One is the massive calcium imaging of neurons over time using microfluidic
devices, which is then converted to fluorescence time series by image processing algorithms,
6 Introduction
e.g., Figure 1.5. The other widely used time series data in biology is gene expression data.
(a) merged nuclei (b) time series
Figure 1.5. Examples of calcium imaging data and the time series. From Moreno et al. (2015).
Such data can be used to gain a wide range of insights, such as characterizing the function of
specific genes, the relationships among genes, their regulation and coordination and the clinical
implications of differential dynamics (Bar-Joseph et al., 2012). Most of available time-series
gene expression data are generated by microarray, a multiplex lab-on-a-chip that assays large
amounts of biological material using high-throughput screening miniaturized, multiplexed and
parallel processing and detection methods. An example of time-series microarray data in our
applications is He et al. (2012), shown in Figure 1.6. A recent improvement in bio-techniques,
Figure 1.6. Example of microarray time series from He et al. (2012).
high-throughout RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), makes time-series expression studies more
feasible and relevant. Most genomic techniques require a large quantity of biomaterials, such
as populations of cells. Thus so far have time-course measurements been applied to cases
in which uniform cell populations are available. Bar-Joseph et al. (2012) lists the following
cases that are appropriate to assume time-series experiments: responses to external signals
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(such as stress (Gasch et al., 2000) or pathogens (Amit et al., 2009)), developmental processes
that have a clear starting point (e.g., embryonic development (Arbeitman et al., 2002)); and
cyclic internal process in which the entire cell population can be synchronized (e.g., the cell
cycle (Bar-Joseph et al., 2008; Rustici et al., 2004) and circadian clock (Locke et al., 2006;
McClung, 2006; Pokhilko et al., 2010)).
Sampling frequencies
Sampling rates or sampling frequencies (the reciprocal of sampling periods) are chosen
depending on your goals of experiments. To capture the cyclic behaviors, e.g., circadian
rhythms (Locke et al., 2006; McClung, 2006), the measurement should be sampled uniformly
(called equidistant sampling in terminology) and cover enough number of cycles. In general,
if the analysis depends on methods from time series analysis, mostly we require equidistant
temporal data. Admittedly, the non-equidistant time series can also be used while in a fairly
complicated way. In perturbation-response experiments most attention is given on the early
stage that shows most dynamics (transit response in system theory), e.g., the transcriptional
response in biology (Bar-Joseph et al., 2012), and sampling late time points usually do not
add much information (steady-state response in system theory). In practice, selecting the
appropriate sampling rate is difficult due to the limited prior knowledge of the systems in
study. This motivates us to check, refine or re-develop methods that fail when sampling rates
are not high enough.
The dynamical systems in our study are assumed to be evolving in continuous time in
nature. It deserves to be emphasized that the discrete-time approach for dynamic network
reconstruction (which is based on identification of dynamical systems) is valid only if the
sampling frequency is high enough, where the discrete-time model shares the same network
structure as the continuous one that is the physical process. To use discrete-time methods,
one practical rule to choose sampling frequencies is taking ten times the bandwidth of the
underlying linear systems (Ljung, 1999). However, in biological systems, most time-series data
are sampled considerably slower than this empirical frequency, e.g., “high time-resolution”
time series in He et al. (2012), which often cannot be solved by increasing sampling rates due
to strict limits in biological experiments. These restrictions due to technology or expenses
motivate us to the study in Chapter 4, 5.
Experiment repetitions
Once the general time scale is worked out, in particular in biological studies, there is the
issue to make a balance between the length of time series and the number of replicates,
given a fixed budget. This is also a challenging question in general, even considered for
specific methods. Mostly it is “answered” by domain knowledge or experience. For example,
Bar-Joseph et al. (2012) provides the following advice: “if the goal is only to identify the genes
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that are significantly differentially expressed at certain points in the time series, then it my be
better to invest more heavily in replicates; by contrast, if the goal is to determine the complete
set of genes that are changing or to investigate the pattern and kinetics of the response, a
denser sampling rate is an advantage”. Another example is a study on immune responses by
Amit et al. (2009), which monitors a few gene expression using dense sampling over a long
time period and then tries to decrease sampling rates to reach an optimal experiment design.
Provided with replicate data, the ordinary treatment is to take averages with the purpose
of removing effects of noise. However, mostly, only a few replica are available in time
series data sets, e.g., less than 5, which implies it no longer makes sense to work with
statistical averages. Pan et al. (2015) proposes a way to take advantage of replica to increase
robustness or accuracy of estimation. Yet another aspect to highlight here is that the system
parameters of biological processes could be fairly different due to the variance in individuals
in experiment repetitions, as observed in biological experiments He et al. (2012). The essence
is the interconnection structure, e.g., interactions between genes, or communication between
neurons, which are consistent over experiment repetitions. This drives us to study how to
use these “heterogeneous” replicate data (system parameters could be different while their
network structures keep consistent) more efficiently.
1.2 Literature Review
Network inference has been widely applied in different fields to learn interaction structures
or dynamic behaviors. Such fields include systems biology, computer vision, econometrics,
social networks, etc. However, there is no agreement upon the definition of “network”, and it
usually refers to a larger class of graphical models than the standard definition in the graph
theory. In particular, with increasingly easier access to time-series data, it is expected that
networks can explain dynamics or causal interactions. For instance, biologists use causal
network inference to determine critical genes that are responsible for diseases in pathology.
In the study of biological Boolean network, (probabilistic) Boolean networks are introduced
in (Akutsu et al., 1999; Shmulevich et al., 2002), which in essence models dynamics of the
underlying processes by Markov chain models. However, this model tells little on causal
relations. Due to direct inference of Boolean information, the benefit in compensation is
less data for inference. Another popular model in biological network inference is Bayesian
networks, e.g., Murphy and Mian (1999), whose relationships to Hidden Markov Model
and Boolean network have been studied. Although it delivers certain causality information,
the Bayesian network is defined on directed acyclic graphs. Refer to (Pearl, 1988, p. 127)
for more information on domains of different probabilistic models. The feedback loops in
networks could be particularly important in biological applications. Concerning general
causal networks, as the primary contribution in Granger (1969), Granger causality (GC)
provides causality graphs (see e.g. Eichler (2007)) based on predictability to identify causation
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between time-series variables. However, as it was realized by Granger (1969), this approach
may be problematic in deterministic settings, especially in dynamic systems with weak to
moderate coupling. Inspired by GC, which is equivalent to the vector autoregression form
under fairly weak conditions (e.g., see Eichler (2007)), an idea of adopting system theory
has been proposed to deal with causal network reconstructions. There has been several
papers proposing methods for network inference by identifying simplified dynamical models
in biological applications, e.g., (Beal et al., 2005; Friston et al., 2003; van Someren et al.,
2000). These progresses will be reviewed in this section.
To study the identifiability issue in network inference, a general network representation
for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems has been introduced by Goncalves and Warnick
(2008). Similar models are proposed in different perspectives, e.g., (Van den Hof et al., 2013;
Weerts et al., 2015). Results on network identifiability were firstly manifested in Goncalves
and Warnick (2008). There have been many papers on the study of dynamic networks in
different aspects: network identifiability (Goncalves and Warnick, 2008; Hayden et al., 2016b),
network module identifiability (Van den Hof et al., 2013), network inference in discrete-time
approaches (Chiuso and Pillonetto, 2012; Yue et al., 2018), etc. Our work is based on this
LTI network model, called Dynamical Structure Function (DSF), which will be reviewed in
details in Chapter 2.
1.2.1 SSM-induced graphical models
This section reviews a few graphical models based state-space models (SSMs) for network
reconstruction, with additional simplifications. Consider the following LTI state-space systems
in continuous time or discrete time:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)
(t ∈ R+) or
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)
(t ∈ N+) (1.1)
with state vector x(t) ∈ Rn, input vector u(t) ∈ Rm and output vector y(t) ∈ Rp. Provided
with (1.1), path diagrams can be defined considering the Boolean values of system matrices.
In precise, let GSS = (VSS , ESS) denote the digraph with vertex set
VSS = {xi}ni=1 ∪ {uj}mj=1 ∪ {yk}
p
k=1 (1.2)








where the rows (or columns) correspond to the sequence (x1, . . . , xn, u1, . . . , um, y1, . . . , yp),
respectively. Moreover, considering LTI state-space models in discrete-time, the time series
chain graph can be defined, GT S = (VT S , ET S), where VT S = VSS × N+ and(
(xi, t− 1), (xj , t)
)
∈ ET S if Ai,j ̸= 0;(
(ui, t− 1), (xj , t)
)
∈ ET S if Bi,j ̸= 0;(
(xi, t), (yj , t)
)
∈ ET S if Ci,j ̸= 0;(
(ui, t), (yj , t)
)
∈ ET S if Di,j ̸= 0.
There are literature on causality graphs (or causal networks) that distinguish between
the following two cases:
(




(v, t), (z, t)
)
. They call the latter one as
contemporaneous correlation, which is represented by an undirected edge; and hence the
resultant graph becomes mixed graphs.

















































(b) time series chain graph
Figure 1.7. The digraph and time series chain graph for the state-space model in Example 1.1.
Common simplifications of (1.1) include C = I (states directly observed), B = I (direct
access to state), D = 0 (strictly causal interactions) and assumption on A such as symmetry
(undirected graph) and sparsity (sparse graph). With full-state measurements (i.e. all state
variables can be measured, which turns to be C = I), the above digraphs from state-space
models can be directly used to reconstruct the causal interactions between measured variables,
which is widely used in biological applications, as reviewed later. When the state variables are
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not fully measured, it raises the question on the model to describe the interactions between
measured variables, which we may call the problem of network definition. This section reviews
one reduced graphical model from state-space model, and comments on its drawbacks if
considering it as a general model for network reconstructions.
Fully-observed or steady-state SSMs
The simplest networked system is the LTI state-space model under full state measurement,
which is widely used in biological applications. Gardner et al. (2003) uses the state-space model
with C = I,B = I,D = 0 to model regulatory interactions in a nin-gene subnetwork of the
SOS pathway in Escherichia coli and correctly identifies the major genes and transcriptional
targets of mitomycin C activity. Regarding network inference, it considers the steady-state
case, i.e. 0 = Ax(t) + u(t), from which the matrix A ∈ Rn×n could be obtained by solving a
system linear equations given a sufficient number of independent inputs. The same steady-
state model is used in Tegner et al. (2003), which presents how the perturbation of chosen
genes in a microarray experiment (i.e. input design) can be used to perform a reverse
engineering algorithm and reveal the underlying genetic regulatory network. There are more
similar works in applications, such as (Kholodenko et al., 2002; Sontag, 2008).
Friston et al. (2003) uses a bilinear form of state-space models to model causal interactions
among neuronal populations using neuroimaging time series. It starts with the fully observed
nonlinear state-space model ẋ = F (x, u), where F is some nonlinear function describing
the neuro-physiological influences and u the external input. It argues that the bilinear
approximation provides a natural and useful reparameterization to model the effective







, Lj = ∂
2F
∂x∂uj
, B = ∂F
∂u
.
It manifests that the Jacobian matrix A represents the first-order connectivity among the
regions in the absence of input, named as “effective connectivity” or “latent connectivity”.
The connectivity introduced by the parameters of the bilinear term, Lj , is called “induced
connectivity”. The parameter estimation is performed by Friston et al. (2003) using the EM
algorithm and full-state measurements.
Graphical model derived from SSMs
Beal et al. (2005) proposes a graphical model based on state-space models (SSMs) to
reconstruct genetic regulatory networks with hidden factors. This is model is mostly referred
as the method of “state-space model” for network reconstruction in biological applications,
e.g., (Aderhold et al., 2014; Marbach et al., 2012). However, as seen later, it is significant
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simplification of SSMs. It uses the input-dependent SSM and feeds back the gene expressions
from the previous time time step into the input for the current time step, which is written as
x(t) = Ax(t− 1) +By(t− 1) + w(t),
y(t) = Cx(t) +Dy(t− 1) + v(t),
(1.4)
where y(t) denotes the gene expression levels at time t, x(t) the unobserved hidden factors,
and w(t), v(t) are process and measurement noise. The graphical model of the setup (1.4) is
given in Figure 1.8. From the equation
Figure 1.8. The feedback graphical model with outputs feeding into inputs, by Beal et al. (2005). Here
xk denotes the value of x at time k.
y(t) = (CB +D)y(t− 1) + r(t),
where r(t) = v(t) + Cw(t) + CAx(t − 1), Beal et al. (2005) concentrates its analysis on
the matrix (CB + D), whose (i,j)-th element represents the activation or inhibition from
gene j and gene i at the next time step depending on its sign. It states that the matrix
(CB +D) captures “all of information related to gene-gene interaction over one time step”.
Considering the statistical problem of parameter estimation, it shows that if the SSM is stable,
controllable and observable, then the (CB +D) matrix remains invariant to any coordinate
transformations of the state and is identifiable. It proposes a procedure, called variational
Bayesian EM algorithm, to estimate parameters and hyperparameters by maximizing a lower
bound of marginal likelihood.
The model for network reconstruction proposed by Beal et al. (2005) is limited in the
following ways. First, the necessity to feedback outputs could be fairly difficult to implement
in practice. In biological experiments, we do have control inputs available; however, they
are mostly very simple signals, such as the change of light, temperature, pH, or adding
toxic chemicals. Hence, supposing no questions on its thereafter network definition, the
fundamental setup (1.4) covers a very special class of networked systems. Second, the focus of
(CB+D) to define networks is particularly restrictive. Almost all dynamics between elements
of y happening via hidden states have been overlooked. The effects of hidden states/factors
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are not well considered in network reconstruction. Furthermore, even if we focus on the
interactions between yi over one time step, what (CB +D) can capture is barely the case as
Beal et al. (2005) stated (“it captures all of the information related to gene-gene interaction
over one time step”). The reason is that Beal et al. (2005) ignores the information flow from
yi to yj via hidden states, i.e. the flows enabled by A, which we believe are more important
than the ones captured by (CB+D). It is too restrictive that only considering the first-order
dynamics between node variables in networked systems.
1.2.2 Boolean networks
The Boolean network (BN) model is originally introduced by (Glass and Kauffman, 1973;
Kauffman, 1969), in which the gene expression is quantized to only 1 or 0 and the expression
level of each gene is a function (using logical rules) of expression states of other genes. This
computational model has been proven by applications, e.g., Yuh et al. (1998), to be effective
in certain cases to reveal the logical rules. To cope with uncertainty of networks, attributed
to increased gene complexity and differentiation-related specification, Akutsu et al. (2000)
introduces noisy Boolean networks and proposes an identification algorithm, which relaxes
the requirement of consistency intrinsically imposed by the Boolean functions. Furthermore,
Shmulevich et al. (2002) points out that “from an empirical point of view, the assumption of
only one logical rule per gene may lead to incorrect conclusions when inferring these rules
from gene expression measurements, as the latter are typically noisy and the number of
samples is small relative to the number of parameters to be inferred”. Due this consideration,
Shmulevich et al. (2002) proposes the model, probabilistic Boolean network (PBN), which
shares the properties of Boolean networks, and is declared to be able to deal with uncertainty
in both data and model selection. The essential concepts of PBN are introduced as follows.
A Boolean network GBN (V, F ) is defined by a set of nodes V = {x1, . . . , xn} and a list of
Boolean functions F = (f1, . . . , fn). A variable xi is called fictitious if
f(x1, . . . , xi−1, 0, xi+1, . . . , xn) = f(x1, . . . , xi−1, 1, xi+1, . . . , xn)
for all x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn. And a variable is essential if it is not fictitious. The list of
Boolean functions F represents the rules of regulatory interactions between genes. Given a
Boolean network GBN (V, F ) and an initial joint probability distribution D0(x), x ∈ {0, 1}n
over the n-dimensional hypercube, the joint probability of every node after one step of the
network is






where ik ∈ {0, 1}. The relation (1.5) can be used in iteration fashion, which defines the
iterative system
Dt+1 = Ψ(Dt) (1.6)
where the mapping Ψ : [0, 1]2n → [0, 1]2n is implicitly defined by (1.5). Since Ψ in fact is affine,
(1.6) can be written as Dt+1 = DtA = D0At+1, where D0 is the initial joint distribution, and
A is a 2n × 2n binary matrix defined as
Aij =
1 if ∃x ∈ {0, 1}
n, C(f1(x), . . . , fn(x)) = j, C(x1, . . . , xn) = i
0 otherwise
(1.7)
where C(i1, . . . , in) = 1 +
∑n
j=1 2n−j · ij and each ij ∈ {0, 1}. As easy to see, the formula
of Dt is the Markov chain representation, with the binary state transition matrix A (since
the state transition is specified by the Boolean functions and the probability transition can
be either 0 or 1). Now we can define the probabilistic Boolean network GP BN (V, F ) by a
set of nodes V = {x1, . . . , xn} and the list F = (F1, . . . , Fn), where Fi = {f (i)j }j=1,...,l(i) for
every node xi, each f (i)j is a possible function determining the value of gene xi and l(i) is the
number of possible functions for gene xi. A realization of the PBN at a given instant of time
is determined by a vector of Boolean functions. Let f be all possible realizations of the PBN.
The probability that predictor f (i)j is used to predict gene i (1 ≤ j ≤ l(i)) is equal to
c
(i)





Pr{f = f k},
and it must satisfy ∑l(i)j=1 c(i)j = 1. The dynamics of the PBN is essentially the same as the
Boolean networks. However, at any given point in time, the value of each node is determined
by one of the possible predictors, chosen by its corresponding probability. In regard to
the inference problem of the PBN, the coefficient of determination (COD) , proposed in
(Dougherty et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2000), is used. Shmulevich et al. (2002) also discusses the
dynamics of the PBN, such as steady-state distributions, and the relationship of the PBN to
Bayesian networks.
Given the above summary of the PBN (and BN), one has been able to see its weakness,
which essentially inherits from the BN model. “From a conceptual point of view, it is likely
that the regularity of genetic function and interaction known to exist is not due to ‘hard-wired’
logical rules, but rather to the intrinsic self-organizing stability of the dynamical system”
(Shmulevich et al. (2002)). In nature the biological systems evolve as dynamical systems
over time. However, it is not clear that under what conditions the interaction structures of
certain dynamical systems could coincide with the Boolean structures of the Markov chain
representations Dt+1 = DtA with binary state transition matrix A, which is inferred from
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system measurements. Indeed there are “successful” examples using the PBN or even BN in
applications, e.g., Gardner et al. (2003) and examples listed in (Feist et al., 2009; Karlebach
and Shamir, 2008). In a theoretical point of view, it is not necessary that the edges of the
PBN/BN have their correspondences in physical connections. Hence, in general, one has
to be particularly careful to draw conclusions on interactions from inference results of the
BN or PBN. In general, in order to infer physical/causal interactions, we have to resort to
identification of dynamical systems, even though only Boolean structures are desired. On
the other hand, however, the PBN/BN benefits from its simplified model (binary A) for the
requirement of data size in reconstruction.
1.2.3 Bayesian networks
Bayesian networks
Bayesian networks (BN) refer to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), used to represent causal or
temporal relationships. This term emphasizes three aspects, as summarized in Pearl (2000):
(1) the subjective nature of the input information; (2) the relative on Bayes’s
conditioning as the basis for updating information; and (3) the distinction between
causal and evidential modes of reasoning, a distinction that underscores Thomas
Bayes’s paper of 1763.
The strict definition of Bayesian networks is in essence built on a clear correspondence
between the topology of a DAG and the dependence relationships portrayed by it.
First we introduce a concept that describes the topology of a DAG, presented in Pearl
(1988). Let X,Y and Z be three disjoint subsets of nodes in a DAG G, then Z is said to
d-separate X from Y , denoted by (X⊥⊥Y |Z)G, if there is no path between a node in X and
a node in Y along which the following two conditions hold: (1) every node with converging
arrows is in Z or has a descent in Z; and (2) every other node is outside Z. On the other
hand, we demand the concept of conditional independence in probability theory, using the
definition given by Pearl (2000). Let V = {V1, V2, . . . } be a finite set of random variables, P (·)
be a joint probability function over V , and X,Y, Z stand for any three subsets of variables in
V . The sets X and Y are said to be conditionally independent given Z if
P (x|y, z) = P (x|z) whenever P (y, z) > 0.
We use a shorthand notation (X⊥⊥Y |Z)P or simply (X⊥⊥Y |Z) to denote the conditional
independence of X and Y given Z. And unconditional independence is denoted by (X⊥⊥Y |∅).
See (Pearl, 2000, p. 11) for a list of properties of the conditional independence.
Now we are able to give a definition of Bayesian network by relating the topology of
DAGs to the conditional independence in probability. A DAG G is said to be an I-map
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of a dependency model P if every d-separation condition displayed in G corresponds to a
conditional independence relationship in P , i.e. if for every three disjoint sets of vertices
X,Y, Z we have
(X⊥⊥Y |Z)G =⇒ (X⊥⊥Y |Z)P .
A DAG is a minimal I-map of P if none of its arrows can be deleted without destroying its
I-mapppness. Then, Bayesian network of a probability distribution P on a set of variables V
is defined as a DAG G = (V,E) if G is a minimal I-map of P .
The next question is the construction of Bayesian networks (or the existence problem),
which actually is pretty straightforward. Consider a distribution P on n variables X1, . . . , Xn,
which is assumed to admit the following identity
P (x1, . . . , xn) =
∏
i
P (xi | pai), (1.8)
where PAi is a select group of variables Xj (j ≠ i). Provided with (1.8), we can repre-
sent it by digraphs, by drawing the variables in PAi as the parents of Xi. For example,
P (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = P (x1)P (x2|x1)P (x3|x1)P (x4|x2, x3)P (x5|x4) is be represented by Fig-





Figure 1.9. An example of DAG representing a probability function which admits a fractorization.
(see (Pearl, 2000, p. 16)). If a probability function P admits the factorization (1.8) relative
to DAG G, we say that G represents P , that G and P are compatible, or that P is Markov
relative to G. The set PAi is said to be Markovian parents of Xj if PAi is a minimal
set of predecessors of Xj that makes Xj satisfy P (xi | x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, xn) = P (xi | pai).
The following theorem guarantees that the DAG G compatible to P that admits (1.8) with
Markovian parents PAi is a Bayesian network of P .
Theorem 1.1 (Pearl (2000)). For any three disjoint subsets of nodes (X,Y, Z) in a DAG G
and for all probability functions P , we have
• (X⊥⊥Y |Z)G =⇒ (X⊥⊥Y |Z)P whenever G and P are compatible; and
• if (X⊥⊥Y |Z)P holds in all distributions compatible with G, it follows that (X⊥⊥Y |Z)G.
The uniqueness problem studies whether two given DAGs are observationally equivalent,
that is, whether every probability distribution that is compatible with the DAGs is also
compatible with the other. It is an important property that follows from d-separation.
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Theorem 1.2 (Observational Equivalence Pearl (2000)). Two DAGs are observationally equiv-
alent if and only if they have the same skeletons and the same sets of v-structures, that is,
two converging arrows whose tails are not connected by an arrow.
Given a joint distribution P that is Markov relative to one DAG G, Theorem 1.2 allows
us to determine which edges must be present in other DAGs that are compatible with P .
Observational equivalence manifests that it is limited to infer directionality from probability
alone. For example, consider the DAG in Figure 1.9. Reversing the direction of the
arrow between X1 and X2 neither introduce nor destroy a v-structure, which hence gives
an observational equivalent DAG. Without resorting to manipulative experimentation or
temporal information, we cannot distinguish the new DAG from the original from probability.
However, an equivalence class of network structures can be uniquely represented by a partially
directed acyclic graph (PDAG), where a directed edge X → Y denotes that all members
of the equivalence class contain the arc X → Y ; an undirected edge X — Y denotes that
the equivalence class contains either X → Y or X ← Y . The PDAG, representing the
observational equivalence class, can be effectively constructed from the given DAG.
Learning Bayesian networks
To use Bayesian network approach in practice, the critical problem is on the learning of
Bayesian networks. It consists of two levels of learning problems, as summarized in Heckerman
(1998):
• given a Bayesian network, determine the probabilities of interest from complete or
incomplete data (i.e. some variables are not observed);
• learning both the structure and probabilities of a Bayesian network given data.
Both of the learning problems are NP-hard, as studied by Chickering (1996). The first task is
done by using Monte-Carlo methods or the Gaussian approximation to compute the posterior




P (z|y,G)P (θ|y, z,G),
where Y and Z denote the observed and unobserved variables; and then perform the ML
or MAP method. In ML or MAP estimation, one may use an approximation by ignoring
the prior P (θ|G) (when the sample size increases) or find a local ML or MAP by the EM
method. The second task is often more useful in practice, where the structure is mostly not
unknown and is the knowledge we want to learn from data. The principle is encoding the
uncertainty of network structure by defining a variable whose states correspond to the possible
network structure hypotheses G. One may choose to maximize the posterior probability of
a graph P (G|D) ∝ P (D|G)P (G) given the data D to infer the DAG (e.g., see Friedman
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et al. (2000)). The marginal likelihood P (D|G) =
∫
P (D|G, θ)P (θ|G)dθ can be computed by
Monte Carlo approach given incomplete data, e.g., (Chib, 1995; Raftery, 1996), or the Laplace
approximation, e.g., Kass et al. (1988). We also need to assess the structure prior P (G) and
the parameter priors P (θ|G). Under certain assumptions, we can derive the structure and
parameter priors for many network structures with acceptable costs, e.g., see (Buntine, 1991;
Cooper and Herskovits, 1992; Heckerman and Geiger, 1995; Heckerman et al., 1995). Since
finding the best G from all DAGs in which each node has no more than k parents is NP-hard
for k > 1, we have to use heuristic search algorithms, including greedy search, best-first
search, and Monte Carlo methods, etc. The key consideration for any search algorithm is the
search space.
Dynamical Bayesian networks
In order to deal with temporal data and cycles in digraphs that are prevalent in practice,
dynamical Bayesian networks (DBN), also known as dynamic probabilistic networks are
proposed by Dean and Kanazawa (1988). Let a Bayesian network for variables X be denoted
by a pair B = (G, θ), where G is the DAG and θ represents the set of parameters that
quantifies the network. A Bayesian network B defines a uniqe joint probability distribution
over X given by PB(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏n
i PB(xi | pai). The DBN is an extension of a BN over
X to a family of BNs over X[t], t = 1, 2, . . . , which models temporal processes X[t] and
represents the joint distribution over all possible trajectories of a process. In most literature,
e.g., (Friedman et al., 1998; Heckerman, 1998), the process is assumed to be Markovian,
i.e., P (X[t + 1] | X[0], . . . , X[t]) = P (X[t + 1] | X[t]), and stationary, i.e., the transition
probability P (X[t+ 1] | X[t]) is independent of t. Given the assumptions, a DPN is defined
by a pair (B0, B→) that consists of two parts, referring to the definition given by Friedman
et al. (1998),
• a prior network B0 that specifies a distribution over initial state X[0]; and
• a transition network B→ over the variables X[0], X[1] that is taken to specify the
transition probability P (X[t+ 1] | X[t]) for all t.
An example is given in Figure 1.10.
Learning DBNs mirrors the results for BNs, which maximizes the marginal likelihood
P (D|G) to obtain the network structure and then estimate corresponding parameters. Simi-
larly, in terms of the calculation of the marginal likelihood, there are two ways: using BIC by
assuming the posteriro is insensitive to the choice of prior given a large number of data, or
using a close-form solution by restricting to certain priors, e.g., BDe by using the Dirichlet
distribution. The learning process demands a training data set consisting of N complete
observation sequences (that requires N number of experiments). The log likelihood according
to the structure of DBN is expressed as a sum of terms, each of which depends only on the


















Figure 1.10. An example of DBN that is specified by a prior network B0 and a transition network B→.
conditional probability of a variable given a particular assignment to its parents (see Friedman
et al. (1998) for details), and hence maximum likelihood can be done within each family
independently. This decomposition property allows to learn B0 and B→ independently, which
is exactly in the same manner as learning a BN for a set of samples. The main advantage of
DBNs over dynamical network is that the link dynamics are only restricted by the Markov
order and therefore can be nonlinear and combinatorial. However, in practice, this advantage
may be offset by the limitations of data availability. For example, the numerical example
given by Yu et al. (2004) needs thousand data points to recover first-order LTI networks of 20
states. Moreover, the improvements of DBNs over BNs (i.e. dealing with cycles in digraphs
and modeling temporal processes) may also be offset, considering that the learning process
requires a large number of observation sequences, which implies hundreds of experiments
have to be repeated and which mostly may not be viable in practice, especially in biology.
1.2.4 Granger causality
Granger causality and path diagrams
Let X(t) = [x1(t), ..., xn(t)]T , t ∈ Z be a weakly stationary multivariate time series from n
data channels, defined on a probability space (Ω,F ,P). Let V = {1, ..., n} be the set of
indices. For any A ⊆ V , we define XA(t) as the multivariate subprocess given by the indices
in A. X̄A(t) = XA(s), s < t denotes the past of the subprocess XA at time t. Here we use
the modern definition of Granger causality given by (Dahlhaus and Eichler, 2003; Eichler,
2007), which is expressed in terms of conditional orthogonality of closed linear subspaces
in a Hilbert space of random variables (Eichler, 2000). See Granger (1969) for the original
definition from C. W. J. Granger, which is based on comparison of variances of prediction
errors.
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Definition 1.3 (Granger-noncausality (Dahlhaus and Eichler, 2003)). Let A and B be
disjoint subsets of V . Then
1. XA is Granger-noncausal for XB with respect to the process XV , denoted by
XA ↛ XB [XV ], if
XB(t) ⊥ X̄A(t) | X̄V \A(t) ∀t ∈ Z.
2. XA and XB are contemporaneously uncorrelated with respect to the process
XV , denoted by XA ≁ XB [XV ], if
XA(t) ⊥ XB(t) | X̄V (t), XV \(A∪B) ∀t ∈ Z.
Definition 1.4 (causality graph (Dahlhaus and Eichler, 2003)). The Granger Causality
graph of a stationary process X is defined as a mixed graph G = (V,E) that satisfies for
all a, b ∈ V, a ̸= b
1. a→ b /∈ E ⇔ Xa ↛ Xb [XV ]
2. a— b /∈ E ⇔ Xa ≁ Xb [XV ].
The Granger Causality graphs contain two types of edges: directed edges, “→”, and undirected
edges, “—”. In the later sections we are particularly interested in “→” edges.
Given the multivariate time series X(t), t ∈ Z, X has a moving average (MV) representa-






where g(τ) is a square-summable sequence of n× n matrices, g(0) = I; ϵ(t) is a white noise
process with non-singular covariance matrix Σ. In linear systems, the sequence g(τ) is called
the impulse response function, given ϵ(t) as input and X(t) as output. We assume that the
spectral density matrix of X at frequency ω, denoted by f(ω) satisfies
∃ c ≥ 1, c−1I ≼ f(ω) ≼ cI for all ω ∈ [−π, π], (1.10)
where A ≼ B indicates B −A is positive semidefinite. Under this assumption, the process X
has a vector autoregressive (VAR) representation (see (Eichler, 2007; Rozanov, 1967), and
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Φ(τ)X(t− τ) + ϵ(t), (1.11)
with the non-singular covariance matrix Σ of ϵ(t).
Theorem 1.5 (Causality Graph and VAR (Eichler, 2007)). Let X be a multivariate time series
with autoregressive representation (1.11). The causality graph G = (V,E) associated with X
satisfies for any a, b ∈ V, a ̸= b
1. a→ b /∈ E ⇔ Φb,a(τ) = 0, ∀τ ∈ N
2. a— b /∈ E ⇔ Σb,a = 0.
There is more work devoted to generalizing the concept of causality Renault and Triacca
(2015), and introducing other useful tools, e.g., separability (pairwise separability (Eichler,
2007; Richardson, 2003); global separability (Renault and Triacca, 2015)).
Exogeneity implications and identifiability
Considering weakly stationary X(t), the existence of an econometric test for exogeneity
have been demonstrated by Sims (1972), where the definition of “exogeneity” is adopted
from econometric analysis. In the sense of Granger Causality, the exogenous variables U
appear as those unidirectional causal for the other variables Y in X. Starting with the
complete dynamic simultaneous equation model (CDSEM), Geweke (1978) manifests two
implications of exogeneity with weaker assumptions than Sims (1972), in the equivalent
concept of econometric exogeneity. Regarding Granger Causality, such a relationship could
be written as a special case of the CDSEM
Y (t) = Φ(q)Y (t) + Ψ(q)U(t) + ϵ(t), (1.12)
where Eϵ(t) = 0 for all t, cov(ϵ(t), U(t−s)) = 0 for all t and all s ≥ 0, and cov(ϵ(t), Y (t−s)) =
0 for all t and all s > 0; the vector of disturbances ϵ(t) is serially uncorrelated; the operator
Φ(q) and Ψ(q) are matrices of polynomials of infinite order in non-negative powers of q−1,
defined as generating functions Φ(q) := ∑∞k=1 Φ(k)q−k and Ψ(q) := ∑∞k=0 Ψ(k)q−k; and the
coefficients on future values of U(t) are equal to zero. Note that, in the sense of Granger
Causality, we only know (1.12) is valid when Y (t) and U(t) are jointly stationary. However,
it is not necessary to require U(t) to be covariance stationary when using theorems in Geweke
(1978) to test exogeneity.
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Theorem 1.6 (First implication of exogeneity (Geweke, 1978)). Suppose that the regression of
Y (t) on all current, lagged and future values of U(t) is
Y (t) = K(q−1)X(t) + v(t) (1.13)
where cov(v(t), U(t − s)) = 0 for all s and v(t) is a stochastic process with autoregressive
representation. Then there exists a CDSEM relating U(t) and Y (t) in which U(t) is exogenous,
if and only if, in the regression (1.13) the coefficients on future values of U(t) are equal to
zero.
The study of exogeneity in (Geweke, 1978; Sims, 1972) considers the jointly stationary
stochastic processes Y (t) and U(t). Such an exogeneity is unidirectional Granger Causality.
Note that theoretical results on Granger Causality only guarantee correct identification of
acyclic link structures, e.g., (Materassi and Innocenti, 2010; Materassi and Salapaka, 2012;
Nabavi et al., 2015).






A(k)ϵ(t− k), A(0) = I, (1.14)
where E{ϵ(j)ϵ(k)′} = δkjG, the B(j) and A(k) are p dimensional square matrices and the
generating functions
h(z) = ∑mj=0B(j)zj , g(z) = ∑nk=0A(k)zk (1.15)
have determinants with all zeros outside of the unit circle while h(z), additionally, has no
zeros on the unit circle (Hannan, 1969).
Theorem 1.7 (ARMA (Hannan, 1969)). Let f(λ) = 1/(2π)h(eiλ)−1g(eiλ)Gg∗(eiλ)h∗(eiλ)−1.
The necessary and sufficient condition that this decomposition be unique is that a greatest
common left divisor of h and g be the unit matrix and that the null space of A(n)T and
B(m)T have null intersection.
It is not trivial to see what statistical properties of data, specific network topologies,
or system properties could lead to Theorem 1.7 satisfied. That is why it is difficult to use
Theorem 1.7 directly, compared to sufficient conditions such as requirements on acyclic




System identification concerns the fundamental problem of estimation of a model from
experimental data. This section is not a comprehensive review on system identification,
but only the selected topics that contribute to later chapters. The contents are organized
into three parts: classical treatments, a Bayesian approach, and state estimation. We use
single-input-single-output (SISO) LTI systems as the example, in which u(t) denotes the
input that stimulates the underlying system and y(t) is the output that responds to both
u(t) and noise/disturbance v(t). System identification is modeling the underlying system and
noise dynamics (usually using Gaussian white noise as its inputs), such that, for example,









Figure 1.11. System with disturbance and diagram of system identification.
Classical system identification
Consider a LTI model in discrete time (see (Ljung, 1999, chap. 4)), given by
y(t) =G(q)u(t) +H(q)e(t)










where {g(k)}∞1 denotes the impulse response of the underlying system, and the noise v(t) is
assumed to be modeled by H(q)e(t). In most cases, it is usually not possible to determine all
coefficients a priori, all or some of which have to be estimated, denoted by θ. The model
with unknown parameters thereon is given by y(t) = G(q, θ)u(t) +H(q, θ)e(t) with the PDF
of e(t), fe(x, θ). The one-step prediction model is






whose form does not depend on fe(x, θ). We need to choose specific parametric time-series
models to describe/approximate G(q, θ), H(q, θ). For example, the autoregressive model
(with extra input) models the system as
G(q, θ) = B(q)
A(q) , H(q, θ) =
1
A(q) , (1.19)
where A(q), B(q) are polynomials of q−1 with unknown coefficients to be determined, il-










Figure 1.12. Diagram of the ARX parametric model.
ARMAX), it can be written as a (pseudo-)linear regression problem ŷ(t|θ) = φT (t, θ)θ (using
φT (t) when FIR or ARX), and be solved to obtain the estimation of θ. One may also
formulate the parametric model in a probabilistic way and perform ML estimation. Different
parametric models give different degrees of freedom to model the processes. For example, the
ARX model in (1.19) obviously force to share the same roots. The selection of parametric
models and the orders of parametrized models may in general be cast as model selection
problems.
With regard to the identification of state-space models, there is the famous subspace
method (e.g., see (Van Overschee and De Moor, 2012; Viberg, 2002)) and the gradient-
based search algorithm (either PEM or ML) equipped with Kalman filters (see (Åström,
1980; Ljung and Wills, 2010)). However, considering the low sampling frequency issue,
the above perspectives turn to be quite hard to be extended. The solution in Chapter 5
is built based on another space-space identification method using the EM algorithm by
Gibson and Ninness (2005). It treats the state variables x as latent variables in the EM
algorithm, and the complete-data log likelihood log p(X,Y |θ) can be obtained in theory from
the state space model, where X,Y denote the measurements of x, y, respectively. However,
since the measurement of x is not accessible, the EM estimates the expected complete-data
log likelihood Eθ′ [log p(X,Y |θ)|Y ] provided with Y and the previous parameter estimation
θ′, which is maximized in each EM iteration to update the estimation of θ. To compute
Eθ′ [log p(X,Y |θ)|Y ], Kalman filters and smoothers are equipped in each EM iteration. Gibson
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and Ninness (2005) argues that this method does not require the smoothness of the cost
function or the likelihood function, compared to most gradient-based search algorithms.
Bayesian perspectives and kernel methods
As known in classical system identification, the variance of parameter estimation increases
linear with the FIR model order (Chen et al., 2012; Ljung, 1999). Hence, for higher order FIR
models, it is important to counteract the increasing variance by regularization. Regularization
means that we use as the cost function ∑t (y(t)− φT (t)θ)2 + θTDθ, where the regularization
matrix D is positive semi-definite. An example in MathWorks (2016) shows that even a fairly
simple selection of regularization terms could help to improve the identification performance.
The additional insights into the choice of D comes from Bayesian perspective, in which
the parameter vector θ is treated as random variables and the regularized identification
is equivalent to its MAP estimation. The regularization matrix is contributed to by prior
distributions (θ ∼ N (0, P )) and noise variance σ2; being precise, D = σ2P−1. It reflects
the size and correlations of the impulse response coefficients (Chen et al., 2012; Pillonetto
et al., 2014). Furthermore, the Bayesian perspective gives more freedom on regularization by
introducing hyperprior distribution, whose parameters can be estimated by empirical Bayes




k if k = j
0 otherwise
(diagonal)
PDC(k, j) = cρ|k−j|λ(k+j)/2 (diagonal/correlated)
PT C(k, j) = cmin(λj , λk) (tuned/correlated)
(1.20)
where the hyper-parameters are c ≥ 0, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and |ρ| ≤ 1.
The further understanding on the construction of the regularization matrix is gained from
Gaussian process (GP) applied to transfer function estimation. Pillonetto and De Nicolao
(2010) applies the GP to estimate the impulse response of a stable linear system. Considering
the impulse response function {g(k)}∞1 , the GP models it as a Gaussian process, i.e. for
any finite n, [g1, . . . , gn] ∼ N (0, Pn), where Pn is the n × n upper left block matrix of the
semi-infinite matrix P that is defined by cov(g(ti), g(tj)) = P (ti, tj) (P (ti, tj) is often called
a kernel). With the knowledge on the standard choice of kernels in the GP, Pillonetto and
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De Nicolao (2010) discusses the following kernels
PCS(k, j) =
c(k
2/2)(j − k/3) k ≥ j
c(j2/2)(k − j/3) k < j
(cubic spline)
PSE(k, j) = c exp(− (k−j)
2
2λ2 ) (squared exponential)
PSS(k, j) =
c(λ
2k/2)(λj − λk/3) k ≥ j
c(λ2j/2)(λk − λj/3) k < j
(stable spline)
(1.21)
where the hyper-parameters c ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. There is literature, e.g., Csurcsia and
Lataire (2016), which uses the perspective of regularization but constructs the regularization
matrix by kernels in (1.20), (1.21), whose hyper-parameters are determined by cross validation
or other resampling methods. Another recent work by Dinuzzo (2015) deserves our particular
attention, which quantifies all kernels that stabilize the LTI systems.
State estimation: Kalman filtering and smoothing
Kalman filtering and smoothing are widely used in many fields, such as signal processing,
control systems, system identification, etc. It can be presented in different perspective:
least-square perspective, Bayesian perspective, etc. Here we only introduce the essential
results that are going to be used in Chapter 5. The results are mainly referred to Shumway
and Stoffer (2017).
Consider the linear Gaussian state-space model (for simplicity of notations, we use the
shorthand xt to denote x(t))
xt = Axt−1 + wt
yt = Ctxt + vt
(1.22)
where wt ∼ N (0, Q), vt ∼ N (0, R) and x0 ∼ N (µ0,Σ0). The primary aim is to produce
estimators for the underlying unobserved signal xt, given the data y1:s = {y1, . . . , ys} to time
s. When s = t, the problem is called filtering; and when s > t, it is called smoothing. Let us
temporarily use a shorthand notation xst = E(xt|y1:s) and P st1,t2 = E
[





(when t1 = t2 = t, we use P st for convenience). The Kalman filter is given as prediction and
update steps as follows, for t = 1, . . . , n,
• prediction:
xt−1t = Axt−1t−1 +But,
P t−1t = AP t−1t−1AT +Q,
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• update:
xtt = xt−1t +Kt
(
yt − Ctxt−1t −Dut
)
,
P tt = (I −KtCt)P t−1t ,









An important byproduct is the innovations (prediction errors) ϵt := yt − E(yt|y1:t−1) =
yt − Ctxt−1t − Dut and the corresponding covariance matrix var(ϵt) = CtP t−1t CTt + R for
t = 1, . . . , n. Now we consider the smoothing problem, i.e. estimating xt based on the entire
data sample y1, . . . , yn (t ≤ n), which implies that each estimated value is a function of
the present, future and past. The Kalman smoother , also known as Rauch-Tung-Striebel
smoother, is given as, for t = n, n− 1, . . . , 1,





Pnt−1 = P t−1t−1 + Jt−1
(
Pnt − P t−1t
)
JTt−1,
Jt−1 = P t−1t−1AT (P t−1t )−1.
In Chapter 5, we need to compute Pnt,t−1 in the EM algorithm, which is called the lag-one
covariance smoother, as presented below:





for t = n, n− 1, . . . , 2, with initial condition
Pnn,n−1 = (I −KnCn)APn−1n−1 .
1.3.2 Sparsity
The cardinality of x ∈ Rn, denoted card(x), is the number of nonzero components of x. The
operator card is quasiconcave on Rn+ (but not Rn) since card(x+ y) ≥ min{card(x), card(y)}
holds for x, y ⪰ 0, but otherwise has no convexity properties. A vector x ∈ Rn is said to be
k-sparse if card(x) ≤ k. A simpler notation ∥x∥0 ≤ k is also used to denote the k-sparse x,
where ∥x∥0 is called l0-norm of x (strictly speaking, ∥x∥0 is not a norm of x). Informally, we
may call x is sparse if ∥x∥0 ≪ n. The nonconvexity of ∥x∥0 (i.e. card(x)) raises the following








subject to x ∈ C, ∥x∥0 ≤ k.
(convex minimum cardinality problem) (convex problem with cardinality constraint)
Many applications in computer science and engineering can be formulated as convex-
cardinality problems, for example, sparse design (finding sparest design vector x that satisfies
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a set of specifications), sparse modeling/regressor-selection, sparse signal reconstruction,
estimation with outliers, etc. Due to the usage of basic concepts in the later chapters, we
provide a bit more details on the sparse signal reconstruction problem. It considers the
canonical form y = Aw+ ϵ, where A ∈ RN×M is a matrix whose columsn represent a possibly
over-complete basis (i.e. rank(A) = N and M > N); w ∈ RM is the vector to be estimated;
ϵ is noise, usually assumed to be ϵ ∼ N (0, σ2I); and y ∈ RN is a vector of measurements.
The problem is to seek vectors whose entries are predominantly zero while still allowing us to




subject to Aw = y,
(1.23)
while the noisy case is usually solved by
minimize
w




subject to ∥w∥0 ≤ k,
(1.24)
where λ ∈ R+ and k ∈ N need to be tuned by other techniques or known by prior information.
However, due to ∥w∥0, the general convex-cardinality problem is NP-hard! It can be globally
solved by branch-and-bound, which can work for particular problem instances with luck, but
in worse case reduces to checking all (or almost all) 2n sparsity patterns. This is barely
computationally acceptable. People find more approximated methods to solve this class of
problems, introduced as follows.
Convex approximation
The l1-norm heuristic method is widely used to solve the convex-cardinality problems, studied
in many fields, e.g., sparse design, LASSO and robust estimation in statistics (Friedman
et al., 2010; Simon and Tibshirani, 2012; Tibshirani, 1996), support vector machine (SVM)
in machine learning (Bi et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2004), compressed sensing (Baraniuk, 2007;
Donoho, 2006), total variation reconstruction in signal processing (Chambolle, 2004; Rudin
et al., 1992), etc. The l1-norm is the best convex relaxation/approximation of the l0-norm.
To see it, we first introduce the concept of conjugate functions. Let f : Rn → R. The function







is called the conjugate of the function f . It is easy to see that [f(x)]∗∗ = f(x) if f is convex.
It leads to (∥x∥0)∗∗ = ∥x∥1, where x is a vector in Rn.
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The next question follows naturally on the performance of l1-norm approximation. To be




subject to Aw = y,
(1.25)
the question is to quantify the difference ∥ŵ−w∗∥. It is answered by the Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP) in Candes and Tao (2005), which characterizes matrices which are nearly
orthonormal, at least when operating on sparse vectors. Let A be an n×m matrix, K an
integer and a constant δK ∈ (0, 1). We say A satisfies the RIP of order K with constant δK if
(1− δK)∥x∥22 ≤ ∥Ax∥22 ≤ (1 + δK)∥x∥22 for all x s.t. ∥x∥0 ≤ K.
The Restricted Isometric Constant (RIC) is defined as the infimum of all possible δ for a
given A ∈ Rn×m,
δK = inf
[
δ : (1− δ)∥x∥22 ≤ ∥Ax∥22 ≤ (1 + δ)∥x∥22
]
for any |k| ≤ K, ∥x∥0 ≤ k.
Besides the general reconstruction theorem in Candes and Tao (2005), Candes and Plan
(2011) provides a more convenient result, let δ2K <
√
2− 1, then ∥ŵ − w∥2 ≤ C0σ(w, ∥ · ∥1),
where w is any feasible solution to (1.23), C0 ∈ R+ denotes an constant, and σ(w, ∥ · ∥1)
denotes the k-sparsity of w, i.e. minz ∥w − x∥1 s. t. ∥x∥0 ≤ k.
Besides the standard LASSO, there are also two efficient methods based on l2/l1-norm
heuristics, called l2- or l1-reweighted iterative method, by Chartrand and Yin (2008) and
Candes et al. (2008), respectively. Without loss of generality, let us take l1 reweighted method
as an example (the l2 reweight method is to replace l1 norm of w with l2 norm). Instead of
minw ∥y −Aw∥22 + λ∥w∥1, it
w(k+1) ← argmin
w






where k denote the iterate index, ν(k)i denotes the weight index associated with wi. It shows
better performance than the LASSO, as claimed, analyzed and shown by examples in Candes
et al. (2008).
The last remaining problem on the l1-norm heuristics is its numerical computation, which




The general Bayesian framework is firstly proposed by Tipping (2001) to obtain sparse
solution to regression and classification tasks utilizing models linear in parameters. It is
thereon studied by Wipf and Rao (2004), which proves its performance on enhancing sparsity
superior to l1-heuristics. Tipping (2001) uses a zero-mean Gaussian prior distribution and
utilizes Gamma distributions as hyperpriors to model the variances of the prior and posterior
distributions. The uniform hyperprior, which is non-informative, is adopted in Wipf and Rao
(2004); Wipf et al. (2011),which call this method Sparse Bayesian Learning (SBL) and whose
perspective is mainly used in the later chapters. This formulation of prior distributions is a
type of automatic relevance determination (ARD) prior (Tipping, 2001).
The SBL is to find sparse solutions of w to the classical problem y = Aw + ϵ, where ϵ is
noise. The SBL assumes the Gaussian likelihood, i.e. p(y|w;σ2), where the noise variance
σ2 is unknown and to be determined. In contrast to the previous methods, which assume a
fixed prior if putting in the Bayesian framework, the SBL uses a parametric prior p(w; γ),
which depends on a vector of hyperparameters each of which controls the prior variance
of each weight. For fixed values of the hyperparameters governing the prior, the posterior
density of the weights p(w|y; γ, σ2) is also Gaussian. The marginal likelihood is obtained by
marginalizing over the weights, and it is Gaussian and can be analytically calculated. The
hyperparameters (γ, along with σ2 if necessary) are estimated from the data by maximizing
the marginal likelihood, which is referred to as evidence maximization or type-II maximum
likelihood. And estimation of the weights w is obtained by performing maximum a posteriori
(MAP).
To find the maximum-likelihood estimation of hyperparameters, we have to resort to numer-
ical methods to maximize the marginal likelihood. The first method is Expectation Maximiza-
tion (EM), which treats the weights w as hidden variables and then maximizing the expected
complete-data likelihood Ew|y;γ,σ2
[
p(y, w; γ, σ2)
]
, where p(y, w; γ, σ2) = p(y|w;σ2)p(w; γ)
represents the likelihood of the complete data {w, y}. We can get the closed form of E-step
that is necessary to update the M-step. The expensive part is to matrix multiplication
and inverse, which can be further accelerated by linear algebra modification and pruning
small values of γ in EM iterates. The second method, at the expense of proven convergence,
optimize the log marginal likelihood by taking the derivative with respect to γ, equating to
zero, and forming a fixed-point equation that leads to faster convergence (MacKay, 1992;
Tipping, 2001). The last method used in Pan et al. (2016, 2015) optimizes the cost function in
the w-space using Convex Concave Procedure (CCCP) to obtain both w and hyperparameters,
based on the essential analysis by (Wipf and Nagarajan, 2010; Wipf et al., 2011).
With regard to the performance of SBL on enhancing sparsity, the analysis in Wipf and
Rao (2004) proves that the SBL is superior to both FOCUSS and l1-norm heuristics, even
though the SBL takes local minima as the solution. The work of Wipf and Nagarajan (2010)
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further analyzes the SBL with comparison to the l2 reweighting method by Chartrand and
Yin (2008) and the l1 reweighting methods of Candes et al. (2008). It points out that the
SBL is a non-separable reweighting scheme, in the sense that both l2 and l1 reweighting
methods update each weight associated with each element of w separately in the weighted
l2/l1 regularization terms in (1.24).
1.3.3 Numerical optimization
This section reviews the essential numerical methods that are going to be used in later chapters.
We use the l1-regularized least square problem as an example to review numerical methods,
even though our work consider more complicated problems. In addition, it also covers the
Expectation Maximization (EM), which is going to be used for evidence maximization in
SBL and state-space identification in Chapter 5.
Dual problems and DCP
Let us start with a simple solution to the l1-regularized least square problem by solving its
dual problem that is standard linear-constrained quadratic program. It uses nothing more






2 + λ∥w∥1. (1.27)







subject to r = Aw − y.





∥r∥22/2 + λ∥w∥1 + zT (Aw − y − r)
]
. (1.28)
First we simplify g(z) by computing the infimum over w. Using the conjugate of the l1-norm













T z∥∞ ≤ λ
−∞ otherwise.
(1.29)














Substituting (1.29) and (1.30) into g(z), the Lagrangian dual problem can be written as a





T z + zT y
subject to −λ ≤ AT z ≤ λ,
(1.31)
which is a standard linear-constrained quadratic program and therefore can be solved by
QP/QCP solvers, e.g., Gurobi, MOSEK. The optimal point x∗ to (1.27) is then be obtain by
x∗ = (ATA)−1(AT y −AT z∗) assuming A is column full rank, where z∗ optimizes (1.31).
A more convenient choice for MATLAB users is the CVX toolbox (CVX Research, 2008;
Grant and Boyd, 2015), which uses Disciplined Convex Programming (DCP) to automatically
convert convex optimization problems to canonical forms and then calls standard methods,
including (but not limit to) barrier, primal-dual and cutting-plane methods. One may call
commercial solvers in CVX, like Gurobi and MOSEK. According to Grant (2004), the DCP
deals with the Manhattan norm (i.e. l1 norm) by using the following equivalence, if solving
the primal,
∥w∥1 ≤ z ⇐⇒ ∃ w+, w− ≥ 0,
w+ − w− = w
1T (w+ + w−) = z,
or solving the dual problem to avoid non-smoothness of the l1-norm term in a similar manner
as the example above. With the solutions to the canonical (dual) form by standard solvers,
the DCP draws the dual recovery (see Grant (2004)) to recover solutions to the original
problem. In the later chapters, the DCP is used in algorithm implementations to solve
grouped reweighted l1/l2-regularized least-square problems, which requires tricks in CVX
due to different dimensions of groups.
Proximal methods and ADMM
Proximal methods serves to solve nonsmooth, constrained, large-scale, or distributed versions
of convex optimization problems. In proximal algorithms, the base operation is evaluating the
proximal operator of a function, which involves solving a small convex optimization problem.
Thereon the proximal gradient method and alternative direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
can be applied to solve the whole problem. These methods will be used in Chapter 3 and 6.
This section introduces the most essential definitions and algorithms, which are referred to
Boyd et al. (2011); Parikh and Boyd (2013).
Let f : Rn → R∪ {+∞} be a closed proper convex function. The effective domain of f is
the set of points for which f takes on finite values, dom f = {x ∈ Rn : f(x) < +∞}. The
proximal operator proxf : Rn → Rn of f is defined by
proxf (v) = arg minx
(




The function minimized on the righthand side is strongly convex and not everywhere infinite,
so it has a unique minimizer for every v ∈ Rn. If f is block separable, f(x) = ∑Ni=1 fi(xi),
then (proxf (v))i = proxfi(vi), i = 1, . . . , N . Moreover, the proximal operator has the
following two properties:
• (postcomposition) If f(x) = αϕ(x) + b, with α > 0, then
proxλf (v) = proxαλϕ(v).





proxα2λϕ(αv + b)− b
)
.
In particular, if f = ∥ · ∥1, then
(proxλf (v))i =

vi − λ vi ≥ λ
0 |vi| ≤ λ
vi + λ vi ≤ −λ
= (1− λ/|vi|)+vi, (1.33)
called (elementwise) soft thresholding, where (·)+ replaces each negative element with 0. If
f = ∥ ·∥2, then proxλf (v) = (1−λ/∥v∥2)+v, which is something called block soft thresholding.
And if f(x) = (1/2)∥Ax − y∥22, then proxλf (v) = (I + λATA)−1(v − λAT b). For more
complicated computation of proximal operators, one may refer to Combettes and Pesquet
(2011) for more algorithms, which provides the Dykstra-like proximal algorithm for Chapter 6.




f(x) + g(x), (1.34)
where f is smooth and g : Rn → R ∪ {+∞} is closed proper convex. The proximal gradient
method is to update x at the k-th iteration by
xk+1 := proxλkg(xk − λk∆f(xk)), (1.35)
which converges with rate O(1/k) when ∆f is Lipschitz continuous with constant L and step
size are λk ∈ (0, 1/L]. In most cases, the L may not be easy to compute, one can use the line
search as presented in Algorithm 1. The accelerated proximal gradient method is replacing
the update rule (1.35) by
zk+1 := xk + wk(xk − xk−1),
xk+1 := proxλkg(zk+1 − λk∆f(zk+1)),
(1.36)
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Algorithm 1 Line search for proximal gradient method
1: given xk, λk−1 and parameter β ∈ (0, 1). ▷ A typical value of β is 1/2
2: Let λ := λk−1.
3: repeat
4: Let z := proxλg(xk − λ∆f(xk)).
5: break if f(z) ≤ f̂λ(z, xk). ▷ f̂λ(x, y) := f(y) + ∆f(y)T (x− y) + (1/2λ)∥x− y∥22
6: Update λ := βλ.
7: until
8: return λk := λ, ξk+1 := z.
where wk = k/(k+ 3) and λk is determined similarly by line search. As a powerful algorithm
suited to distributed convex optimization, the ADMM is manifested as follows
xk+1 := proxλf (zk − uk),
zk+1 := proxλg(xk+1 + uk),
uk+1 := uk + xk+1 − zk+1,
(1.37)
where z, u are immediate variables used in iterations.
Expectation Maximization
The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is to find maximum likelihood solutions for
models having latent variables. Let x be the set of all observed data, and z be the set of
all latent variables. The set of all model parameter is denoted by w, and the log likelihood
function is given by




We call {x, z} the complete data set, and log p(x, z|w) the complete-data log likelihood
function. A key observation is that the integration over the latent variables appears inside
inside the logarithm, which makes the marginal distribution p(x|w) fairly complicated to
perform ML or MAP estimation, even if the joint distribution p(x, z|w) belongs to the
exponential family.
In applications of the EM algorithm, p(x, z|w) is easy to compute in theory or from data
if assumed to be provided with latent variables; but p(x|w) is not. In practice, however,
we are not given the complete data set {x, z}, but only x. To perform ML estimation on
p(x|w), we consider instead its expected value under the posterior distribution of the latent
variable, which corresponds to the E-step of the EM algorithm. Our state of knowledge of
the latent variable z is given only by the posterior distribution p(z|x,w). In the E-step, we
use the previous estimate wk to update p(z|x,wk). We then use this posterior distribution to
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p(z|x,wk) log p(x, z|w)dz ≜ Ez|x,wk (log p(x, z|w)) . (1.38)
In the M-step, the revised estimate wk+1 is determined by
wk+1 = arg max
w
Q(w,wk). (1.39)
Each cycle of EM will increase the incomplete-data log likelihood unless it is already at a
local maximum. In the MAP estimation, the E-step remains the same as in the ML case,
whereas in the M-step the quantity to be maximized is given by Q(w,wk)+ log p(w). Suitable
choices of the prior could bring additional benefits in estimation, for example, sparse selection
of parameters in Chapter 5.
1.4 Thesis Outline
1.4.1 Problem statement
The studies in this dissertation are developing methods and algorithms on dynamic network
reconstruction with focus on practical issues in biological data analysis:
• limited length of time series;
• low sampling frequencies;
• heterogeneity of data sets;
• nonlinearities.
These are mostly common deficiency or particular properties of biological data, which have to
be taken in account such that dynamic network reconstruction can be applied to applications.
The limited size of data is considered throughout our work. Considering each of the rest
properties or issues generates topics in our studies, as illustrated in Figure 1.13.
To be more specific, in the consideration of each issue, the problem is to identify the
so-called dynamical structure functions from the limited sized of time-series data to determine
Boolean networks (digraphs) or dynamic networks (digraph with capacity functions), under
the assumption that the underlying network is sparse.
1.4.2 Summary of contributions
The contribution comes first is the study of fundamental methods and algorithms on dynamic
network reconstructions. Even though Section 1.4.1 addresses that our work on network
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Figure 1.13. A sketch of thesis outline, where arrows represent hierarchy relations, and dash arrows
implies that starting point can be applied to the end point. Each colored polygon denotes a property of
biological data. The combinations of these polygons label the motivations that drive the corresponding
studies.
to be stressed that the study of methods on dynamic network reconstruction (identification
of the DSFs) has not yet been well studied, except the steady-state cases. And we consider
the reconstruction problems in a practical scenario.
Chapter 2 starts with reviewing essential concepts on dynamical structure functions (DSF)
and corresponding dynamic networks. In Chapter 2, we suggest definitions of linear network
identifiability, which helps to unify the available work on network identifiability. The main
results on network identifiability conditions are reviewed, as preparation for reconstruction
in later chapters.
Chapter 3 addresses reconstruction of linear dynamic networks from heterogeneous
datasets. Those datasets consist of measurements from linear dynamical systems in multiple
experiments subjected to different experimental conditions, e.g., changes/perturbations in
parameters, disturbance or noise; while the Boolean structures of the underlying networks
are assumed to be same in all experiments. The network identification is performed by
integrating all available datasets and promote group sparsity to assure both network sparsity
and the consistency of Boolean structures over datasets. In terms of solving the problem, a
treatment by the iterative reweighted l1 method is used, together with its implementations
via proximal methods and ADMM for large-dimensional networks.
Dynamic network reconstruction has been shown to be challenging due to the requirements
on sparse network structures and the satisfaction of network identifiability. Moreover, the
low sampling frequency makes identification problems more difficult and forces to rely on
continuous-time models to infer networks. Chapter 4 raises the concept of “system aliasing”,
which plays a central role when the sampling frequency is not high enough. It focuses on the
full-state measurement, which is supposed to the basic case but has fairly shown complications.
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A sampling theorem on system aliasing is presented, together with a test criterion on system
aliasing. In the case of no system aliasing, an algorithm is provided to reconstruct dynamic
network from full-state measurements with large sampling periods. Moreover, it provides
certain results in theory for the cases when system aliases are presented.
Considering particular difficulties on the calculation of gradients for optimization in
parameter estimation in the low-sampling-frequency case, Chapter 5 uses the Expectation
Minimization (EM) algorithm to bypass this issue. The E-step is calculated via Kalman
filter and smoother and the M-step is equipped with Sparse Bayesian Learning (SBL) to
enhance network sparsity. To solve the SBL problem, another EM algorithm is set up, in
which we apply the constraints of network identifiability heuristically. Chapter 5 manages
to offer a solution using Bayesian approaches to reconstruct dynamic networks from output
measurements with low sampling frequency.
Systems in nature are inherently nonlinear. However, for nonlinear dynamical systems
with hidden states, how to give a useful definition of dynamic networks remains an open
question. Chapter 6 presents a useful definition of Boolean dynamic networks for a large class
of nonlinear systems. Moreover, a robust but approximated inference method is provided.
The well-known Millar-10 model in systems biology is used as a numerical example, which
provides the ground truth of causal networks for key mRNAs involved in eukaryotic circadian
clocks.
In a sum, this dissertation provides a class of solutions to dynamic network reconstruction




This chapter starts with essential concepts on dynamical structure functions (DSFs) and
dynamic networks, in which we also briefly comment on other variants of network models.
The suggested definitions of network identifiability is then presented, which helps to unify the
available work on network identifiability. Several useful conditions on network identifiability
are reviewed in Section 2.2.2, as preparation for later chapters. The last section discusses
the theoretical aspects of dynamical structure functions, which includes network semantics,
realizations, stability, and an graphical interpretation of paths in the definition. This chapter
consists of reviews of the previous work, and extensions of DSFs and new results firstly
presented here.
2.1 Linear Network Models
2.1.1 Dynamical structure function
Consider a dynamical system given by the continuous-time state-space representation in the
innovations form,
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) +Ke(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) + e(t)
(2.1)
where x(t) and y(t) are real-valued n and p-dimensional random variables, respectively;
u(t) ∈ Rm, A,B,C,D,K are of appropriate dimensions; and e(t) is p-variate real-valued
unknown white noise with covariance E[e(t)eT (τ)] = Rδ(t − τ) and R is positive definite
(denoted as R > 0). The initial state x(t0) is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable
with unknown mean m0 and variance R0. The variable x is called the state variable, y is the
output variable, and u is the input variable. Without loss of generality, we assume n ≥ p (i.e.
output measurements constitute partial state information) and C is of full row rank. Indeed
the input signals can be generated via stochastic processes in practice. The input variable
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u(t) is set to be a vector in Rm, in the identification point of view1, since we assume u(t) is









, where the variable z is called the hidden
state variable. For convenience, we use the terms states, outputs, inputs and hidden states to
refer to the elements of x, y, u and z, respectively. In later discussion on a dynamical system,
we always assume the dimension of the state variable is n, which may not be known; and
the dimensions of the output and input variable are p,m, respectively, which are fixed and
known.
To describe the interconnections between between the variable of interests (i.e. the inputs,
outputs and noise variables), the network model, known as dynamical structure function, is
derived from (2.1) by Goncalves and Warnick (2008)
y(t) = Q(s)y(t) + P (s)u(t) +H(s)e(t), (2.2)
where
Q(s) = [Qij(s)]p×p, Qii(s) = 0, ∀i,
P (s) = [Pij(s)]p×m, H(s) = [Hij(s)]p×p,
where Q,P,H are p × p, p ×m and p × p matrices of continuous-time transfer functions,
respectively; all diagonal elements of Q are zero; each element of Q (except zeros) is a strictly
proper real-rational transfer function2, and elements of P,H are proper; s is the differential
operator, i.e. sy(t) = dy(t)/dt. For simplicity, we also use (Q,P,H) to denote the DSF (2.2).
Remark 2.1. We restrict the state-space models to be the innovations forms, considering the
availability of definition of dynamical structure functions. It is well known that a general LTI
state-space model (i.e. SSMs with process and measurement noises of different covariance
matrices) can be transformed into the innovations form. However, to make a valid definition
of DSFs, we have to show such a definition is invariant to the transformation.
The procedure to define the DSF (2.2) from (2.1) mainly refers to (Chetty and Warnick,
2015; Goncalves and Warnick, 2008). Without loss of generality, suppose that C is full row









and Ē = CT (CCT )−1. Now we change the basis such that z = Tx, yielding Â = TAT−1,
B̂ = TB, Ĉ = CT−1, D̂ = D, K = TK, and partitioned commensurate with the block
1In control theory, one may generalize {u(t) : t ∈ R+} to be a stochastic process, where the input can be
constructed by outputs or noise models.
2See Section 2.1.3 for extensions with proper Q.
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Introduce the differential operator s and solve for z2, yielding
sz1(t) = W (s)z1(t) + V (s)u(t) + L(s)e(t) (2.4)
where
W (s) = Â11 + Â12(sI − Â22)−1Â21,
V (s) = B̂1 + Â12(sI − Â22)−1B̂2,
L(s) = Ĥ1 + Â12(sI − Â22)−1Ĥ2.
(2.5)
Let DW (s) = diag(W (s)) be a diagonal matrix function composed of the diagonal entries of
W (s) (i.e. DW = diag(W11,W22, . . . ,Wpp)). Define
Q̂(s) = (sI −DW )−1(W −DW ),
P̂ (s) = (sI −DW )−1V,
Ĥ(s) = (sI −DW )−1L,
(2.6)
yielding z1(t) = Q̂(s)z1(t) + P̂ (s)u(t) + Ĥ(s)e(t). Noting that z1(t) = y(t)−Du(t)− e(t), the
DSF of (2.1) with respect to y is then given by (2.2) with
Q(s) = Q̂(s),
P (s) = P̂ (s) + [I − Q̂(s)]D,
H(s) = Ĥ(s) + [I − Q̂(s)].
(2.7)
Noting that the elements of Q̂, P̂ , Ĥ (except zeros in the diagonal of Q̂) are all strictly proper,
it is easy to see that Q is strictly proper and P,H are proper. It has been proven in Chetty
and Warnick (2015) that the DSF defined by this procedure is invariant to the class of block
diagonal transformations used above, which implies it is a feasible extension of the definition





, D = 0.
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According to the A matrix and its corresponding DSF, we can draw the digraphs with
vertices {y1, y2, x3}, as shown in Figure 2.1.
u
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Figure 2.1. Path diagrams of Example 2.1.
Casually speaking, the digraph of the DSF (the right subfigure) is obtained from the
digraph of the whole states (the left one) by removing hidden states (i.e. {x3}) and
replacing with one direct path each path from {u, y1, y2} to {y1, y2} via {x3}. See
Section 2.3.4 to understand how the definition of DSFs complies with the principle–
removing hidden states along the information flow.
Consider the discrete-time state-space model in the innovations form
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) +Ke(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) + e(t)
(2.10)
that has the same definitions of A,B,C,D,K, x0, and {e(t) : t ∈ N} is a sequence of i.i.d.
p-dimensional random variables with e(t) ∼ N (0, R), R > 0. The discrete-time DSF can be
similarly defined from (2.10),
y(t) = Q(z)y(t) + P (z)u(t) +H(z)e(t) (2.11)
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where
Q(z) = Q̂(z), Q̂(z) = [zI −DW (z)]−1[W (z)−DW (z)],
P (z) = P̂ (z) + [I − Q̂(z)]D, P̂ (z) = [zI −DW (z)]−1V (z),
H(z) = Ĥ(z) + [I − Q̂(z)], Ĥ(z) = [sI −DW (z)]−1L(z),
(2.12)
and W,V,L,DW are defined as (2.5) with s replaced by z.
2.1.2 Dynamic networks
To make precise the path diagrams associated with the DSFs, we present the following
definition by analogy with network in the graph theory. For convenience to give definitions
for both continuous-time and discrete-time DSFs, we use q to denote either the differential
operator s or the forward shift operator z.
Definition 2.1 (Yue et al. (2017)). Let G = (V,E) be a digraph, where the vertex set
V = {y1, . . . , yp, u1, . . . , um, e1, . . . , ep}3; the directed edge set E is defined by
 (yj , yi) ∈ E ⇔ Qij(q) ̸= 0,
 (uk, yi) ∈ E ⇔ Pik(q) ̸= 0,
 (el, yi) ∈ E ⇔ Hil(q) ̸= 0,
 (yi, uk) /∈ E, (yi, el) /∈ E, ∀i, k, l;
Let f be a map defined as
f : E → STF
(yj , yi) 7→ Qij(q) or (uk, yi) 7→ Pik(q) or (el, yi) 7→ Hil(q),
where STF is a subset of single-input-single-output (SISO) (strictly) proper rational
transfer functions. We call the tuple N := (G, f) a linear dynamic network, f the capacity
function of N , and G the underlying digraph of N , which is also called linear Boolean
dynamic network.
For example, the dynamic network of the deterministic DSF y = Qy + Pu with
Q =

0 0 Q13 0
Q21 0 Q23 0
0 0 0 Q34
Q42 0 0 0







3Here we use yi, uk, el as the label names of vertices, which correspond to the signals yi(t), uk(t), el(t). One
may alternatively define the vertex set as a set of indices.
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is provided in Figure 3.2. For clarity, we also use the notation yj → yi to denote the directed
edge (yj , yi) in E; similarly uk → yi, el → yi. In applications the edges from u or e to y may
not be interesting, one could modify the definition by removing the corresponding ones from
V and E, and we still use the same terminology of “dynamic network”.
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<latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit>
y4
<latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit>
u1<latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit>
(a) Boolean dynamic network
Q21(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit>
Q23(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit>
Q13(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit>
Q34(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit>
Q41(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit>
P11(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="okyELw5nbzCXVAT5/atTO8skp3Q=">AAACJHicbVA9SwNBFHznZ4xfiZY2hyFgEcKdjbEL2FhG9FRIQtjbvItL9m6P3XdiCOlsbfUn+GusxMJG/CnuJRZqfLAwzLzHzE6YSmHI896dhcWl5ZXVwlpxfWNza7tU3rk0KtMcA66k0tchMyhFggEJknidamRxKPEqHJ7k+tUtaiNUckGjFLsxGyQiEpyRpc5HPb9Xqnh1bzruPPC/QaW5W73/BIBWr+xsdPqKZzEmxCUzpu17KXXHTJPgEifFTmYwZXzIBti2MGExmu54mnXiVi3TdyOl7UvInbI/L8YsNmYUh3YzZnRj/mo5+Z/WzihqdMciSTPChM+Moky6pNz8425faOQkRxYwroXN6vIbphknW0/xl41khHc2RM365SlNLbfTJjK1LB1oxOGUIKWkmdj+/L9tzYPgsH5c985sjw2YTQH2YB8OwIcjaMIptCAADgN4gEd4cp6dF+fVeZutLjjfN7vwa5yPL70VpuQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c+pqhX1XPZiH2YwJzQvvlcjmSvM=">AAACJHicbVA9TwJBFNzDb0QFLW0uEhILQu5sxI7ExhKjqAkQsre8gw17t5fdd8YLobO11Z/gP7GzMhZaWPoL/AHuAYWAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNhZZaWV1bX1jeym7mt7Z18YfdKy1gxaDAppLrxqAbBQ2ggRwE3kQIaeAKuvcFpql/fgtJchpeYRNAOaC/kPmcUDXWRdNxOvuhUnPHYi8CdgmJtr3T/8/L9We8UrFyrK1kcQIhMUK2brhNhe0gVciZglG3FGiLKBrQHTQNDGoBuD8dZR3bJMF3bl8q8EO0x+/diSAOtk8AzmwHFvp7XUvI/rRmjX20PeRjFCCGbGPmxsFHa6cftLlfAUCQGUKa4yWqzPlWUoaknO2MjKMKdCVE2fmlKXU7tlPZ1OY56CmAwJlBKoUemP3e+rUXQOKqcVJxz02OVTGad7JMDckhcckxq5IzUSYMw0iMP5JE8Wc/Wq/VmvU9WM9b0Zo/MjPX1C84FqX4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c+pqhX1XPZiH2YwJzQvvlcjmSvM=">AAACJHicbVA9TwJBFNzDb0QFLW0uEhILQu5sxI7ExhKjqAkQsre8gw17t5fdd8YLobO11Z/gP7GzMhZaWPoL/AHuAYWAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNhZZaWV1bX1jeym7mt7Z18YfdKy1gxaDAppLrxqAbBQ2ggRwE3kQIaeAKuvcFpql/fgtJchpeYRNAOaC/kPmcUDXWRdNxOvuhUnPHYi8CdgmJtr3T/8/L9We8UrFyrK1kcQIhMUK2brhNhe0gVciZglG3FGiLKBrQHTQNDGoBuD8dZR3bJMF3bl8q8EO0x+/diSAOtk8AzmwHFvp7XUvI/rRmjX20PeRjFCCGbGPmxsFHa6cftLlfAUCQGUKa4yWqzPlWUoaknO2MjKMKdCVE2fmlKXU7tlPZ1OY56CmAwJlBKoUemP3e+rUXQOKqcVJxz02OVTGad7JMDckhcckxq5IzUSYMw0iMP5JE8Wc/Wq/VmvU9WM9b0Zo/MjPX1C84FqX4=</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="bvP0LMgccEA+irpOgzv/oT2C0JE=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFKIiXgj8eIRowgJNGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJjeJ3nkCpbkMH3AagRvQUch9ziga6n46qA+KZafqpGOvg1oGyiSb1qBkFfpDyeIAQmSCat2rORG6M6qQMwHzfD/WEFE2oSPoGRjSALQ7S7PO7XPDDG1fKvNCtFP278WMBlpPA89sBhTHelVLyP+0Xox+w53xMIoRQrYw8mNho7STj9tDroChmBpAmeImq83GVFGGpp78ko2gCM8mRMX4JSl1JbFT2teVOBopgElKoJRCz01/tdW21kG7Xr2uOneX5WYjKzJHTskZuSA1ckWa5Ja0SJswMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9JnpQ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bvP0LMgccEA+irpOgzv/oT2C0JE=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFKIiXgj8eIRowgJNGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJjeJ3nkCpbkMH3AagRvQUch9ziga6n46qA+KZafqpGOvg1oGyiSb1qBkFfpDyeIAQmSCat2rORG6M6qQMwHzfD/WEFE2oSPoGRjSALQ7S7PO7XPDDG1fKvNCtFP278WMBlpPA89sBhTHelVLyP+0Xox+w53xMIoRQrYw8mNho7STj9tDroChmBpAmeImq83GVFGGpp78ko2gCM8mRMX4JSl1JbFT2teVOBopgElKoJRCz01/tdW21kG7Xr2uOneX5WYjKzJHTskZuSA1ckWa5Ja0SJswMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9JnpQ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bvP0LMgccEA+irpOgzv/oT2C0JE=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFKIiXgj8eIRowgJNGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJjeJ3nkCpbkMH3AagRvQUch9ziga6n46qA+KZafqpGOvg1oGyiSb1qBkFfpDyeIAQmSCat2rORG6M6qQMwHzfD/WEFE2oSPoGRjSALQ7S7PO7XPDDG1fKvNCtFP278WMBlpPA89sBhTHelVLyP+0Xox+w53xMIoRQrYw8mNho7STj9tDroChmBpAmeImq83GVFGGpp78ko2gCM8mRMX4JSl1JbFT2teVOBopgElKoJRCz01/tdW21kG7Xr2uOneX5WYjKzJHTskZuSA1ckWa5Ja0SJswMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9JnpQ0=</latexit>
y3
<latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit>
y4
<latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit>
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(b) dynamic network
Figure 2.2. An example of a dynamic network for a given DSF.
2.1.3 Network model variants and extensions
This section discusses a few model variants of dynamic networks that appear in the historical
studies. We will discuss why these models are restrictive. Certain variants show possible
ways to extend the definition of DSFs, which, however, deserve more careful considerations
on their validity and meaningfulness.
Restrictive models with P = I
The dynamic network model proposed in Van den Hof et al. (2013) is written as
y(t) = Q(z)y(t) + u(t) + v(t), (2.14)
where the non-diagonal elements of Q(z) are relaxed to be proper real-rational functions, u(t)
is an external excitation signal that is quasi-stationary, and v(t) is unmeasured disturbance
being realized by a stationary stoachastic process with rational spectral density, represented
by vj = Hj(z)ej with ej a white noise process and Hj a monic, stable and stably invertible
filter. Their later works, e.g., (Weerts et al., 2016, 2015), start adopting the similar network
model as the DSF, where the Q,P are relaxed to be proper. These network models in (Van
den Hof et al., 2013; Weerts et al., 2016, 2015) are proposed directly, without a specific
definition from the state-space models or studying the realization problem. The importance
of the realization or the state-space-based definition of network models will be manifested in
Chapter 5, where the reconstruction problem is so challenging that we have to transit from
the state-space realizations.
It makes senses to consider the special case of H that is limited to be square, diagonal
and full rank. Even though we introduce H in (2.2) as a general matrix of transfer functions,
the special case of H is considered in analysis of network identifiability, e.g. Hayden et al.
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(2016b). The majority of significant differences is the omission of P in the network model.
The following is going to argue that this simplification leads to a fairly limited class of network
models.
Without loss of generality, we consider the noise-free case, i.e. removing v(t) or setting




, D = 0. The model (2.14) takes the special case P = I, in which its
state-space realization has to adopt non-zero D terms. To see this, consider the following
reasoning. Let G = Ĝ+D, where Ĝ is strictly proper. Consider also P̂ to be the solution of
the network from Ĝ, i.e. (I −Q)Ĝ = P̂ , and (I −Q)G = P . Since P = I and G = Ĝ+D, it
yields that (I −Q)(Ĝ+D) = I, or
(I −Q)Ĝ+ (I −Q)D = I.
Since (I −Q)Ĝ = P̂ , we have P̂ + (I −Q)D = I, or
P̂ +D −QD = I.
From the fact that Q, P̂ are strictly proper, if follows that D = I and hence
P̂ = Q.
This equality implies why the model (2.14) is very restrictive. First, the assumption P = I
implies P̂ = Q, which tells that it would only cover a small class of LTI state-space realizations
that, after setting D = 0, lead to Q = P by definition of the DSF. Second, while inputs
entering directly in the outputs y are sparse (i.e. P = I), there is process noise entering at all
nodes where Q is nonzero (since P̂ = Q). Hence the “input” structure of disturbance/noise
H is not sparse at all. Furthermore, if we considering process noises in the underlying
realizations and assume Q not being diagonal, the noise part H would contradict with the
setup of model (2.14), which always assumes H to be diagonal. The network could either
consider the very special case Q being diagonal, which is useless, or assuming no process
noise.
Extension of DSFs: general C
When we give the definition of DSFs from SSMs in Section 2.1.1, we restrict to C’s of full
row ranks. However, it is straightforward to consider general C’s, as addressed in Chetty







, y1 ∈ Rp and y2 ∈ R(p−l), are ordered such that the first l rows of C






with C1 ∈ R(l×n) being full row rank. Now we




, where E1 ∈ Rn×(n−l) is any basis of




, R1 = CT1 (C1CT1 )−1. Performing the same state
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is the identity matrix. Following the same procedure (2.4)-(2.7) gives the
DSF model
[
yT1 (t) yT2 (t)
]T




















and W,V,L, Q̂, P̂ , Ĥ are defined same as (2.5), (2.6). It is clearly that, due to real matrix
Ĉ21, the Q(s) is now proper (i.e. each element of Q, except zeros, is proper but may not be
strictly proper), instead of strictly proper. Note that Q̂, as the upper partition of Q, keeps
being strictly proper. Moreover, Q is no longer hollow (i.e. all diagonal elements are zero).
The matrices P,H are proper, which are the same as the aforementioned. The only unique
property is that the (p− l) rows of P,H at bottom are always real.
2.2 Network Identifiability
There have been many studies on linear dynamic network identifiability, e.g., (Gevers et al.,
2016; Goncalves and Warnick, 2008; Hayden et al., 2016b), with different perspectives on this
concept. However, a strict definition in mathematics is still in discussion. Here we present a
definition, which could unify the available results in a common language.
2.2.1 Definitions
Consider the network model (2.2), which yields
y(t) = (I −Q(q))−1P (q)u(t) + (I −Q(q))−1H(q)e(t)
≜ Gu(q)u(t) +Ge(q)e(t).
(2.16)
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Referring to (Ljung, 1999, chap. 4), we have the one-step-ahead prediction of y, ŷ(t|t− 1) =
G−1e Guu(t) + (I −G−1e )y(t). Substituting the expressions of Gu, Ge in terms of Q,P and H,
it yields the one-step-ahead predictor of DSFs, named network predictor model,





Given any class of parametric models, the corresponding network predictor models can be
obtained by substituting in (2.17) the parametric expressions of Q,P and H.
Definition 2.2. A network predictor model of an LTI system is a stable filter W (q) that
defines a predictor as follows












Wu(q) = H−1(q)P (q), Wy(q) = H−1 [Q(q) +H(q)− I] . (2.19b)
Consulting the definition of identifiability of input-output models in Ljung (1999), the
version for linear dynamic networks is presented as follows.




Q(q), P (q), H(q)
)
ι
: ι ∈ I
}
, (2.20a)
M∗Pred = {Wι(q) : ι ∈ I} , (2.20b)
where M∗Pred is a set of W (q) that is defined in (2.19), and I denotes the general index
set, which is not necessary to be finite nor countable.
Note that I can be any index set, which is not necessary to be finite or countable. Here we
modify the definition of model set by replacing predictor models with dynamical structure
functions. In network reconstruction applications, besides model prediction, network topology
also matters, which is encoded in (Q,P,H) instead of W .
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Definition 2.4. A network model structure M and a network predictor model structure
MPred are differentiable maps from a connected open subset DM ⊆ Rd to model sets
M : DM → M∗
θ 7→
(




MPred : DM → M∗Pred
θ 7→ W (q, θ),
(2.21b)
such that the gradient of the predictor model is stable, i.e. for any given z ∈ C, |z| ≥ 1,
the gradient of W (z, θ) over θ exists and is stable for θ ∈ DM, where
W (z, θ) =
[
H−1(z, θ)P (z, θ) H−1(z, θ)[Q(z, θ) +H(z, θ)− I]
]
.
Now we present the definitions of network identifiability.
Definition 2.5 (network identifiability). A network model structure M is globally identifi-
able at θ∗ (θ∗ ∈ DM) if
MPred(θ) =MPred(θ∗), θ ∈ DM ⇒ θ = θ∗. (2.22)
Moreover, M is globally identifiable if it is globally identifiable at almost all θ∗ ∈ DM,
i.e. the set of θ at which M is not globally identifiable has Lebesgue measure zero.
The local version of network identifiability can be defined similarly as (Ljung, 1999,
p. 113). We say M is locally identifiable at θ∗ if there exists δ > 0 such that
MPred(θ) =MPred(θ∗), θ ∈ Nδ(θ∗) ⇒ θ = θ∗, (2.23)
where Nδ(θ∗) denotes a neighborhood of θ∗ with the radius δ. In addition, M is locally
identifiable if it is locally identifiable at almost all θ∗ ∈ DM.
To put other available perspectives on network identifiability in a unified language (Gevers
et al., 2016; Goncalves and Warnick, 2008), we introduce two more definitions by modifying
(2.22) in Definition 2.5.
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Definition 2.6 (network identifiability with known structures). A network model structure
M is globally identifiable at θ∗ with known structure (θ∗ ∈ DM) if
M(θ) =M(θ∗), θ ∈ DM ⇒ θ = θ∗; (2.24)
Moreover, M is globally identifiable with known structure if it is globally identifiable at
almost all θ∗ ∈ DM, i.e. the set of θ at whichM is not globally identifiable has Lebesgue
measure zero.
Definition 2.7 (alternative network identifiability: unique factorization). A network model
structure M is globally identifiable at θ∗ (θ∗ ∈ DM) if
MPred(θ) =MPred(θ∗), θ ∈ DM ⇒ N (θ) = N (θ∗), (2.25)
where N (θ) denotes such a N that is determined from [Q(θ), P (θ), H(θ)] by Definition 2.1.
Moreover,M is globally identifiable if it is globally identifiable at almost all θ∗ ∈ DM,
i.e. the set of θ at which M is not globally identifiable has Lebesgue measure zero.
Remark 2.2. Note that N (θ) = N (θ∗) is equivalent to M(θ) =M(θ∗). This implies (2.24)
and (2.25) together are Definition 2.5.
Compared to the definition of input-output system identifiability (Ljung, 1999, p. 112,114),
one may notice that Definition 2.6 is obtained by replacing the transfer function model set4
in (Ljung, 1999, p. 114) by the network model set. Definition 2.6 can be interpreted as
a definition of networks identifiability with known structures (i.e. the Boolean networks
are known). The difference between (2.24) and (2.22) has to be emphasized. The model
structures MPred and M are not equivalent. It is due to the fact that we need additional
conditions to guarantee the unique factorization of (Q(q, θ), P (q, θ), H(q, θ)) from W (q, θ),
which is mathematically described by Definition 2.7. This is the essential challenge in network
reconstruction, which has been used as a definition of “network identifiability” in (Gevers
et al., 2016; Goncalves and Warnick, 2008; Hayden et al., 2016b). It is “reasonable” in the
sense that in most applications we are particularly interested in the conditions to guarantee
the unique identification of N from data (even if the exactly same N can be determined by
different parameters θ’s).
Considering Boolean dynamic networks, it is likely that multiple θ’s lead to the same
Boolean structure. However, the essence is to guarantee unique Boolean structures from
4Here we consider the model set as a family of (G(q), H(q)) instead of W (q) in (Ljung, 1999, p. 107), by
noticing that they are actually equivalent for input-output models (Ljung, 1999, p. 105).
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data. Therefore, the definition follows by replacing the dynamic network N in (2.25) with
its digraph G.
Definition 2.8 (Boolean network identifiability). The Boolean structure G of a dynamic
network with model structure M is globally identifiable at θ∗ (θ∗ ∈ DM) if
MPred(θ) =MPred(θ∗), θ ∈ DM ⇒ G(θ) = G(θ∗). (2.26)
Moreover, the Boolean network is globally identifiable if it is globally identifiable at
almost all θ∗ ∈ DM.
Example 2.2. Let us continue with Example 2.1 to show the necessity of identifiability
study. Provided with G(s) in (2.8), the input-output behavior has been determined.
However, due to the redundancy of realization, besides the network structure in Figure 2.1
















and network structure as Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. Path diagrams of Example 2.2.
Obviously it is neither network identifiable nor Boolean network identifiable. We are
unable to reconstruct the ground truth no matter how much output measurement is
acquired with the current input setup (by which we mean u(t) only perturbs x3).
2.2.2 Identifiability conditions
This section reviews the network identifiability studies by (Goncalves and Warnick, 2008;
Hayden et al., 2016a,b), which provides the essential identifiability conditions in the future
reconstruction methods. These studies use Definition 2.7 and choose the model set M∗ to be
a set of all (Q,P,H) whose dimensions are determined by the fixed dimensions of output
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and input variables and each element is a strictly proper real-rational transfer function (of
arbitrary orders). The original studies are manifested in the frequency domain, whereas we
rephrase them in the time domain for convenience in later chapters. And all the studies




, D = 0
and no measurement noise.
Unique factorization from transfer functions
The work in Goncalves and Warnick (2008) studies the “deterministic” case (Q,P ), whereas
the stochastic case can also be applied by replacing the inputs u(t) with stochastic processes,
as studied in Hayden et al. (2016b). The major results on network identifiability in Goncalves
and Warnick (2008) are presented as the following theorem and corollary.
Theorem 2.9 (Reconstruction with Partial Structure Goncalves and Warnick (2008)). Given
a p × m transfer function G, dynamical structure reconstruction is possible from partial
structure information if and only if p− 1 elements in each column of
[
Q P
]T are known that





Corollary 2.10 (Goncalves and Warnick (2008)). If m = p, G is full rank, and there is no
information about the internal structure of the system Q, then the dynamical structure can
be reconstructed if each input controls a measured state independently (i.e., without loss
of generality, the inputs can be numbered such that P is diagonal). Moreover, L = G−1








These results can be extended to the general case (Q,P,H) without difficulty if the transfer
matrices Gu, Ge, defined in (2.16) are assumed to be known. For instance, Corollary 2.10
can be straightforwardly extended to Corollary 2.11 for (Q,P,H). Note that this assumption
might not be trivially satisified in practical identification, where we may only be able to
access Ge(q)G−∗e (q) instead of Ge(q), which raises additional issues on network identifiability
and has been studied in Hayden et al. (2016b).
Corollary 2.11 (Extension of Corollary 2.10 for (Q,P,H)). Given p×m and p× p transfer
matrices Gu, Ge, the dynamical structure (Q,P,H) can be reconstructed if one of the following
conditions holds:
• m = p, Gu is full rank, and P is diagonal and full rank5;
• Ge is full rank, and H is diagonal and full rank.
5This is a simplified description of the condition “each input controls a measured state independently” in
Corollary 2.10 without loss of generality.
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, and H = (I −Q)Ge,
where L = G−1u ; whereas if Ge is full rank and H is diagonal and full rank, the dynamical
structure follows similarly by setting L = G−1e .
To comment on the strong conditions on network identifiability from Goncalves and
Warnick (2008), we need to introduce a concept from system identification (see (Ljung, 1999,
p. 110)) and modify it for network reconstruction.
Definition 2.12. A network model structureM is said to be independently parametrized if
M(q, θ) =
(







where DM = Dξ ×Dη ×Dζ , θ ∈ DM, ξ ∈ Dξ, η ∈ Dη and ζ ∈ Dζ .
In most practice, we may not use the independently parametrized model structures. For
example, the ARX model (denoted as MARX) and the ARMAX model (MARMAX) are
not independent parametrizations (see Yue et al. (2018) for the details on both models
applied for linear dynamic networks). Actually MARX is globally identifiable by noticing
that the parameter estimation via prediction error minimization (PEM) is equivalent to solve
a quadratic program (QP), as long as ground truth is in this model set.
Consider the work in Goncalves and Warnick (2008), which studies the most general case
of independent parametrization. It studies the network model set M that contains all linear
network models (Q(s), P (s))6 for LTI systems, and each element (i.e. a SISO strictly proper
transfer function) is parametrized independently. Let θ denote the parameter vector of M,
which might be of an infinite dimension. The work in Goncalves and Warnick (2008) studies
what conditions guarantee that (Q(s), P (s)) can be uniquely factorized from G(s), which
seems only discussing Definition 2.7 instead of Definition 2.5. However, the philosophy in
Goncalves and Warnick (2008) is that: assuming that the model structure of G(s, θTF) (θTF
denotes the parameterization of transfer functions; the range of the model structure is the set
of all linear transfer functions) is identifiable, if (Q(s, θ), P (s, θ)) can be uniquely determined
from G(s, θTF), then the unique solution to θ follows from θTF. This perspective avoids
repeating the identifiability issues of transfer functions that have been soundly studied.
The results in Goncalves and Warnick (2008) addresses the conditions under which
(Q(q), P (q)) can be uniquely factorized from G(q). Let us understand in the following way:
assuming the model structure of G(q, θTF) (θTF denotes the parameterization of transfer
6The study in Goncalves and Warnick (2008) is performed in frequency domain.
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functions) is identifiable, then (Q(q, θ), P (q, θ)) is uniquely determined from G(q, θTF) directly,
and a unique solution to θ follows from θTF. Therefore, such conditions guarantee both
Definition 2.7 and 2.6 satisfied. The work in Goncalves and Warnick (2008), i.e. studying
the uniqueness of determining (Q(q), P (q)) from G(q) without parameterization, can be
understood as guaranteeing Definition 2.7 under the general parameterization θ.
Unique factorization from spectral density
The work in Hayden et al. (2016b) studies “network identifiability” from intrinsic noises. To
be precises, it studies the conditions to guarantee the unique factorization of (Q,H) from
the spectral density of outputs7. It considers the standard LTI state-space representation
(A,B,C,D), where the input u(t) is white noise; and uses G(s) to refer to the transfer function
from u(t) to the output y(t). The output spectral density is denoted by Φ(s) = G(s)G−∗(s).
The major theorem on network identifiability depends on a family of assumptions, which are
summarized as follows.
Assumption 2.1. The matrix A is Hurwitz.
Assumption 2.2. The system is driven by unknown white noise u(t) with covariance E[u(t)uT (τ)] =
Iδ(t− τ).
Before giving Assumption 2.3, we need a new concept from Hayden et al. (2016b).
Definition 2.13 (Global Minimality (Hayden et al., 2016b)). For a given spectral density
Φ(s), the globally minimal degree is the smallest degree of all its spectral factors. Any
system (or realization) of globally minimal degree is said to be global minimal.
Assumption 2.3. The system (A,B,C,D) is globally minimal.
Assumption 2.4. The matrices C = [I 0] and D = 0.
Assumption 2.5. The matrix H is square, diagonal and full rank.
Assumption 2.6. The transfer function G(s) is minimum phase.
Under the above setup, Hayden et al. (2016b) presents an important identifiability
conclusion, which essentially tells whether (Q,H) could be uniquely factorized, up to signs of
H(s), from the output spectral density.
7Hayden et al. (2016b) originally uses the notation (Q, P ), where the inputs have been selected to be white
noise. In our general notation (Q, P, H), P is associated with measurable input signals (it could be designed
Guassian white noise signals, for example, that used for rich system stimulation, but the time series is available
to us), and H is associated with stochastic noise, of which we may only or may not know the distribution (e.g.
mean, variance, etc.). Thus, to be consistent, we use (Q, H) to refer to the DSF with white noise as “inputs”.
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Theorem 2.14 (Hayden et al. (2016b)). Two systems (A,B,C,D) and (A′, B′, C ′, D′) under
Assumptions 2.1- 2.6 with DSFs (Q,H) and (Q′, H ′) have equal output spectral density
Φ(s) = G(s)G∗(s) = G′(s)G′∗(s)
if and only if Q = Q′ and H = ±H ′. Given Φ(s), there is therefore only one solution (Q,±H)
with minimum phase G.
If the transfer function G(s) is NOT minimum phase, we no longer has the result of
unique factorization (up to signs) of (Q,H) from output spectral density. Since we are not
going to use this conclusion in our study, it is skipped here and one may see Hayden et al.
(2016b) for more details.
Sparse network identifiability via compressed sensing
Hayden et al. (2016a) analyzes identifiability of the noise-free DSF (i.e. (Q,P )). It is
assessing the uniqueness of Q and P under the following assumptions. It is manifested in
the frequency domain, where Y (s), U(s) are used to denote the Laplace transformation of
y(t), u(t), respectively.
Assumption 2.7. A set of m experiments is given, comprising known inputs U and outputs Y
to Y = QY + PU .
Assumption 2.8. The number of experiments m is fewer than the number of manifest states p.
Assumption 2.9. The matrix P is square, diagonal and full rank.
Assumption 2.10. The rows of Q are k-sparse:
∥Q(i, :)∥0 ≤ k < p for i = 1, . . . , p
where k is a known parameter.






= Y T . (2.28)
Hayden et al. (2016a) presents conclusions on single input experiments: constructive solutions
to sparse Q and identifiable entries of Q, as summarized in the following propositions. Here
the single input experiment refers to that in each experiment only one input is applied such
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where U1 is square, diagonal and of dimension m ×m. Partitioning Q and P accordingly,


















where P11 si square and diagonal.
Proposition 2.15 (Hayden et al. (2016a)). A particular solution to the sparse network recon-













where (Q̂11, P̂11) and Q̂21 are defined as
Q̂11 = (I −D11)−1(Q̄11 −D11),
P̂11 = (I −D11)−1P11,
Q̂21 = (I −Q22)−1Q21,
and Q̄11 = Q11 +Q12(I −Q22)−1Q21, D11 = diag(diag(Q̄11)).
Assume single inputs of the form (2.29) have been applied and partition Q and Q̂ of















such that Q1 has the same dimension as Q̂1.
Proposition 2.16 (Hayden et al. (2016a)). For every i ̸= j, if Q̂1(i, j) ̸= 0, then
Q1(i, j) ̸= 0 or Q2(i, k)Q̂21(k, j) ̸= 0
for some k. Else if Q̂1(i, j) = 0, then
Q1(i, j) = 0, and
p−m∑
k=1
Q2(i, k)Q̂21(k, j) = 0.
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2.3 Theory of Dynamical Structure Functions
2.3.1 Partial structure representations
We introduce network structures associated with two partial structure representations: the
subsystem structure and the signal structure. Both of them can be use to visualize the
networked systems. However, they actually deliver different information.
The subsystem structure is an easy way to understand and exploit the properties of
interconnected systems, which has a rich history in control engineering. It decomposes large
complex systems into relevant subsystems to manage representational complexity. Let us
introduce the definition of subsystem structure used in Chetty and Warnick (2015).
Definition 2.17. The linear subsystem structure dynamics for the i-th subsystem is given
by




where i = 1, . . . , q, j ̸= i, xi ∈ Rni , ui ∈ Rmi , and Ai,Wij , and Bi are of appropriate
dimension.
In the subsystem structure view of point, the example model (3.2) is visualized as Figure 2.4a.
Strictly speaking, the DSFs should not be visualized in the subsystem structures, as explained
later. Here we treat the model (3.2) as the matrix form of interconnected subsystems, instead
of the DSF. The early studies of dynamic network by Prof. Paul van den Hof, e.g., Van den
Hof et al. (2013), uses the subsystem structures.
The signal structure characterizes the open-loop causal dependencies among manifest
variables (outputs). It reflects structural information about the internal closed-loop behavior
of the system. The dynamic network (Definition 2.1) gives the graph-theoretical definition
of signal structures for the DSF models. The signal structures of the DSFs describe system
dynamics in terms of the causal dependencies among their manifest variables. Figure 2.4b
shows the signal structure of the DSF model (3.2).
Both representations are dynamically equivalent, in that they each characterize the same
manifest behavior of the system, but they are not structurally equivalent. It took us long
time to understand of difference between two types of structure representations. The key
point is whether it allows the share of hidden states. When subsystems are interconnected to
form a new composite system, it deserves to be emphasized that variables internal to one
subsystem are distinct from those internal to another. The DSF model allows the different
elements in Q,P and H share hidden states. This is the reason why we should not visualize
the DSFs in subsystem structures. Learning subsystem structure demands the identification
of a partition of all system states, including hidden states that are not measured. On the
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Q13(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit>
Q34(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit>
Q41(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit>
P11(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E9i1pQSmbR2FDaSeUvfi+gpNnYw=">AAACInicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQmCRNYIsjehlx4VMgVdZHa8q4OzO8vM3UgWf0Gv9RP6NT1FT0E/ptnVh9QuDBzOuZdz5niR4Bod59va2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpfqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhWpeDYtmpOtnY66C2AGWymOagZBX6Q8niAEJkgmrdqzkRuglVyJmAWb4fa4gom9AR9AwMaQDaTbKkM/vcMEPbl8q8EO2M/XuR0EDraeCZzYDiWK9qKfmf1ovRr7sJD6MYIWRzIz8WNko7/bY95AoYiqkBlClustpsTBVlaMrJL9kIivBsQlSMX5pSV1I7pX1diaORAphkBEop9Mz0V1ttax20r6q3Vad1XW7UF0XmyCk5IxekRm5Ig9yTJmkTRoC8kFfyZr1bH9an9TVf3bAWNydkaayfXwJHpBo=</latexit>
(a) subsystem structure
Q21(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit>
Q23(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit>
Q13(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit>
Q34(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit>
Q41(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit>
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(b) signal structure
Figure 2.4. An example of the DSF model visualized in subsystem structures and signal structures.
contrary, learning signal structure, the DSFs, from data often requires much less a priori
information about a system. Moreover, due to the same reason, the assumption of known
structures for subsystem structures delivers more information than that for signal structures.
The state-partitioning property of the subsystem structure potentially restricts the set of
admissible realization much more severely than the signal structure. See Warnick (2015) for
a strict discussion using the language of behavioral systems (Willems, 2007).
In the study of module network identification/identifiability, it seems the subsystem
structure is a particularly convenient representation. One may see examples from (Van den
Hof et al., 2013, 2017; Weerts et al., 2016, 2018a). It is easy to see this point by noticing that
the identification of one network module is to identify this transfer function with a feedback
controller that consists of all the other modules. However, for the identifiability study of
the whole network, one has to be careful about the difference between these two structure
representations.
2.3.2 Realization and structure degrees
The definition of the DSFs refers to the procedure (2.3)-(2.7) that derives the DSF from a
given state-space model. And we call a state-space model is consistent with a DSF if this
state-space model gives the DSF by the aforementioned definition. Moreover, we say a DSF is
consistent with an MIMO transfer function if there exists a realization of the transfer function
that is consistent of the DSF. Given a DSF, we have a unique transfer function that the DSF
is consistent with (Goncalves and Warnick, 2008). A realization of the DSFs is the reverse of
the definition of the DSFs, which is to find a state-space model that is consistent with the
given DSF model. The relations of these representations can be illustrated by Figure 2.5.
Without loss of generality, let us consider deterministic LTI systems with C being of
full row rank. Let Σ ≜ (A,B,C,D) denote a state-space model, G(s) be an input-output
transfer function, and (Q(s), P (s)) denote a DSF model. And we have G = (I −Q)−1P , if
(I −Q) is invertible (e.g., Q is strictly proper). Before starting the topic on properties of
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Amount of information captured by the models
unique unique
consistent consistent
Figure 2.5. Hierarchical structure of data representations: transfer function, dynamical structure
functions and state-space models. The solid arrows mean “A uniquely determines B”, and the dashed
arrows means “there exists at least one B that is consistent with A” (considering an example A→ B).
different types of realizations, we have to make sure the given DSFs or the signal structures,
characterized by (Q,P ), are realizable, which is the problem of well-posedness of DSFs. The
conditions of well-posedness on DSFs are given as follows by Woodbury et al. (2017).
Theorem 2.18. Consider the signal structure of an LTI system characterized by (Q(s), P (s)).
This signal structure is well-posed if and only if (I −Q(∞)) is invertible.
It is clear that the well-posedness of DSFs is guaranteed for strictly proper Q (since
I −Q(∞) is trivially equal to I). This is the reason why we neglect this issue in Goncalves
and Warnick (2008). However, when we try to extend the definition of DSFs to include proper
Q’s, e.g., Section 2.1.3, we have to be particularly careful about the well-posedness issue.
Definition 2.19. We say that a realization Σ of G(s) is G-minimal if Σ is a minimal
realization of G(s). We say that a realization Σ of (Q(s), P (s)) is (Q,P )-minimal if
A of Σ has the smallest possible dimension. We call deg(Σ) the structure degree of
(Q(s), P (s)), where Σ is (Q,P )-minimal and deg(Σ) denotes the dimension of A of the
realization Σ.
As well known, the McMillan degree of G(s) is equal to deg(Σ), where Σ is G-minimal. The
minimal realization of G(s) has been soundly studied in control theory and its construction is
straightforward. On the contrary, the minimal realization of (Q,P ) is particularly challenging.
Yuan et al. (2015) presents an algorithm of minimal realization of (Q,P ) when (Q,P ) only
has simple poles and does not have the same poles and zeros.
One may have noticed that there have been two types of realizations: realizations of (Q,P )
and realizations of G. Here we will introduce another realization, based on the knowledge on
the difference between subsystem structures and signal structures, presented in Section 2.3.1.
7The standard definition of minimal realization of MIMO transfer functions, e.g. (Zhou et al., 1996, p. 68).
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Definition 2.20. We say a family of state-space models Σ ≜ {Σi : i = 1, . . . , n} is a
subsystem realization of (Q,P ) if each Σi is a realization8of a nonzero element of Q or P ,
where n is the number of nonzero elements in Q and P . We define deg(Σ) by the sum of
deg(Σi), i = 1, . . . , n. This realization Σ is called minimal, denoted by (Q,P )sub-minimal
if each Σi is a minimal realization.
With the knowledge on the McMillan degrees and minimal realizations of transfer functions,
we know that deg(Σ) is equal to the sum of the McMillan degrees of each elements of Q and
P , where Σ is the minimal subsystem realization of (Q,P ).
We then would like to study the difference between the minimal degrees of the aforemen-
tioned three types of realizations. For example, is it true that a (Q,P )-minimal realization is
also G-minimal, or (Q,P )sub-minimal?
Proposition 2.21. Given a DSF model (Q,P ), let G be the corresponding transfer function.
Let ΣG be a minimal realization of G, ΣQP be a minimal realization of (Q,P ), and Σsub be a
minimal subsystem realization of (Q,P ). We have the following statement:
deg(ΣG) ≤ deg(ΣQP ) ≤ deg(Σsub). (2.31)
Proof. The proof of two inequalities is straightforward by noticing that ΣQP is a realization
of G, and Σsub is a realization of (Q,P ).
We call the difference deg(Σsub)− deg(ΣQP ) the number of shared hidden states.
Proposition 2.22. Given a DSF model (Q,P ), let G be the corresponding transfer function,
and ΣQP ,ΣG be the minimal realizations of (Q,P ) and G, respectively. The difference
rc = deg(ΣQP )− deg(ΣG) is equal to the number of uncontrollable states of ΣQP .
Proof. As well-known in control theory, a realization ΣG is G-minimal if and only if ΣG is
controllable and observable. And Proposition 2.21 tells that deg(ΣG) ≤ deg(ΣQP ). The proof
is done if we can show that any (Q,P )-minimal realization ΣQP is observable. Suppose, on
the contrary, that a (Q,P )-minimal Σ is not observable. Let the rank of the observability
matrix be k < n. Since C is full row rank, we have k ≥ p. The proof is then manifested in
three cases.
8Since each nonzero element of Q or P is a SISO transfer function, the corresponding realization has been
well-defined.
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For simplicity, we would not use subscripts to show the dimensions of I or 0 whenever it is




























































, D) is the canonical form














, D) is the observable canonical
decomposition (here two 0’s have different dimensions). The onus is to show the smaller
dimensioned observable state space realization is also a realization of (Q,P ), which contradicts






























where 0’s and I’s have the appropriate dimensions as shown in (2.32). It is true by thinking of
(2.33) as the calculation of corresponding transfer functions from the following two realizations
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The idea to show this case is to convert it to Case I by a state transformation that preserves
the same DSF. By Theorem 1 in Chetty and Warnick (2015), any state transformation of










, C† ≜ CT (CCT )−1. The key step to prove Case II is to construct such a T
that converts Case II to Case I. We will prove the existence of such T ’s by construction. Let























































where C̄†0 ≜ C̄T0 (C̄0C̄T0 )−1, and × in the partitioned matrix denotes the block that is not
interesting in our analysis. To convert Case II to Case I, it requires that
CE = 0 (2.37a)
rank(E) = n− p (2.37b)
C̄0A0Ě0 = 0. (2.37c)
The equalities (2.37a) and (2.37b) come from the original requirements of T that preserves the
same DSF. The equality (2.37c) guarantees that the A matrix keeps the form of observability
canonical decomposition after the state transformation. The remaining is to show that there
exists at least one solution E to (2.37). To close the proof, we provide a solution E to (2.37)
by construction. Substituting (2.35), the equalities (2.37a) and (2.37c) yield that
C0C
T
0̂ = 0, C0Ě0 = 0,
C0A0Ě0 = 0, C0̂A0Ě0 = 0.
(2.38)
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By solving (2.38), it is easy to construct a T as follows to be a solution to (2.37):
• Ě0 = 0,
• C0̂ is any basis of null space of C0, and
• Ě2 is any invertible matrix of dimension
(
(n− k)× (n− k)
)
.
Case 3: consider any realization Σ = (A,B,C,D) of (Q,P ) with C being full row rank9. Let








and rank(O) = n. Noticing that rank(C) = p, by Cayley-Hamilton theorem, any basis of the
null space of C can be expressed as a linear combination of CAk (k = 1, . . . , n− 1). Hence
the E in the state transformation T can be constructed in terms of CAk, and T transforms
the Σ into Case II.
The above results are summarized and illustrated by Figure 2.6.
G
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Figure 2.6. The degrees of minimal realizations of G, (Q,P ) and the subsystems; and their relations.
2.3.3 Network stability
Without loss of generality, let us consider a deterministic continuous-time LTI system
Σ ≜ (A,B,C,D) with full row rank C, which gives the signal structure (Q(s), P (s)) and
9Note that we cannot have C that is not full row rank but the realization leads to a strictly proper Q.
Hence, it is not an additional constraint that C is full row rank.
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the transfer function G(s). Let the dimension of the state variable be n, that of the output
variable be p and that of the input variable be m. Noticing that Q is strictly proper since the
C is full row rank, the well-posedness of the signal structures (Q,P ) is always guaranteed.
And we know that G(s) = D +C(sI −A)−1B and G(s) = (I −Q(s))−1P (s). As well known
in linear system theory, the system Σ is internally stable (also uniformly exponentially stable)
if and only if all eigenvalues of A have negative real parts (i.e. Re(λi(A)) < 0, i = 1, . . . , n).
The system is input-output stable, or strictly speaking, bounded-input, bounded-output stable
(BIBO stable), if the poles of G(s) are in the open left half of the complex plane. The internal
stability leads to the input-output stability, and the reverse is false. Similarly to Figure 2.5,
which shows the hierarchy of three representations on information delivery, we would like to
propose a definition of network stability, i.e. the stability of DSFs. To be specific, we expect
the following, as illustrated in Figure 2.7: a) internal stability implies network stability, which
implies input-output stability; b) input-output stability may not lead to network stability,
which may not lead to internal stability.
G
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internal stability network stability BIBO stability
strictness of conditions on systems by stability
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Figure 2.7. Hierarchical structure of system stability and network stability. The arrow in A → B
means A implies B; and the arrow attached with a cross means such an implication could be false.
Based on this principle, we propose the straightforward definition on network stability,
and the propositions that show it satisfies the principle. One has to know that there
could be alternative definitions of network stability, which could be either close to internal
stability or to input-output stability. The phrase “being close to X stability” means the
fewer additional conditions together with network stability guarantee “X stability”. Before
presenting Definition 2.24, we first quickly review a few properties of the DSFs.
Proposition 2.23. Given a DSF (Q(s), P (s)), we have the following well known properties:
• each element of Q(s), except zeros, is a strictly proper real-rational transfer function;
• each element of P (s) is a proper real-rational transfer function (when consider a system
Σ with D = 0, they are also strictly proper);
• Q(s) is square and (I −Q(s)) is invertible.
There are multiple ways to define network stability to satisfy the principle illustrated in
Figure 2.7. Here we present two feasible definitions, one of which is closer to the internal
stability and the other is close to the input-output stability.
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Definition 2.24 (network stability I). Consider the signal structure of an LTI system
characterized by the DSF (Q(s), P (s)). The signal structure is stable (or, the system is
network stable) if
• all poles of Q(s) and P (s) have negative real parts, and
• all transmission zeros of (I −Q(s)) have negative real parts.
In the following, we will prove that such a definition of network stability satisfies the
aforementioned principle.
Lemma 2.25. Considering a stable system Σ = (A,B,C,D), all transmission zeros of (sI −
W (s)) have negative real parts, where W (s) is defined in (2.5).
Proof. Since A is stable, Â = TAT−1 is stable. Letting M = λIA − Â, the equality
det(M) = det(M22) det(M/22) implies that the solutions to det(M/22) = 0 have negative
real parts, where M22 = λI2− Â22, M/22 = (λI1− Â11)− Â12(λI2− Â22)−1Â21 and IA, I1, I2
are the identity matrices of appropriate dimensions. Notice that the algebraic equation
det(M/22) = 0 w.r.t. λ ∈ C, whose all solutions have negative real parts due to stable A, is
the same as det(sI −W (s)) = 0 w.r.t. s ∈ C. Moreover, since A is stable, (sI −W (s)) has
full normal rank10. Hence, to calculate the transmission zeros of (sI −W (s)), by Lemma 3.29
in Zhou et al. (1996) (which is also used in other texts as a definition of transmission zeros),
we simply solve the algebraic equation det(M/22) = 0 w.r.t. λ’s, which all have negative real
parts.
Proposition 2.26. If a system is internal stable, it is network stable.
Proof. The internal stability implies all eigenvalues of A have negative real parts, so does
that of Â in (2.3). It then yields that all eigenvalues of Â22 have negative real parts.
Indeed, letting M = λI − Â, the equality det(M) = det(M22) det(M/22) implies that
all eigenvalues of Â22 appear as the eigenvalues of Â, where M22 = λI2 − Â22, M/22 =
(λI1−Â11)−Â12(λI2−Â22)−1Â21 and I1, I2 are the identity matrices of appropriate dimensions.
It then yields that the transfer matrices W (s) and V (s) given in (2.5) are stable and hence
network stability, by considering W (s) as the input-output transfer function of the realization
(Â22, Â21, Â12, Â11), and V (s) as that of (Â22, B̂2, Â12, B̂1). To show Q(s) and P (s) being
stable, it requires in addition that (sI − DW )−1 used in (2.6) is stable, which has been
guaranteed by Lemma 2.25. The remaining is to prove the second condition. We rewrite
(I −Q) into (sI −DW )−1(sI −DW )[I − (sI −DW )−1(W −DW )] = (sI −DW )−1(sI −W ).
Lemma 2.25 tells that all transmission zeros of (sI −W ) have negative real parts. And the
10See, for example, (Zhou et al., 1996, chap. 3.11) for the definition of normal rank.
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diagonal matrix (sI −DW ) is stable. Hence, it follows that all transmission zeros of (I −Q)
have negative real parts.
Proposition 2.27. If a system is network stable, it is input-output stable.
Proof. Consider G(s) = [I −Q(s)]−1P (s). Network stability guarantees that P (s) is stable
and all transmission zeros of (I −Q(s)) have negative real parts. Recalling that (I −Q(s)) is
invertible, G(s) is hence guaranteed to be stable. Indeed, consider the McMillan form of the
invertible (I −Q(s))








where U(s) and V (s) are unimodular matrices in R(s). Then V −1(s)(I −Q(s))−1U−1(s) =
M−1(s) is the McMillan form of (I−Q(s))−1, and the poles of (I−Q(s))−1 are the transmission
zeros of (I −Q(s)), which have negative real parts.
Definition 2.28 (network stability II). Consider the signal structure of an LTI system
characterized by the DSF (Q(s), P (s)). The signal structure is stable (or, the system
is network stable) if P (s), [I −Q(s)]−1 ∈ RH∞, i.e. they are proper and real-rational
stable transfer matrices.
Provided with the proofs above for Definition 2.24, it is easy to see that Proposition 2.26
and 2.27 also hold for Definition 2.28. First, it is trivial to see that Proposition 2.27 holds
by noticing that G = (I − Q)−1P . Considering Proposition 2.26, P (s) ∈ RH∞ has been
shown by the proof of Proposition 2.26 given before. And [I −Q(s)]−1 ∈ RH∞ is shown by
combining the reasoning given in the proofs of Proposition 2.26 and 2.27.
Remark 2.3. These two definitions are not equivalent. The conditions used in Definition 2.24
is more strict than and yield the ones used in Definition 2.28. This is why we state that
Definition 2.24 is “closer” to the internal stability. We can also see that the bounded-input
bounded-output data is not necessary from a networked system that each element in Q(s) is
stable.
2.3.4 Information flow
In the following we will explain how the DSF deals with latent variables and defines the path
diagrams. The preservation of the input-output behaviors in the DSF is obvious considering
the algebraic procedure on deriving the DSF from state-space realizations. We consider
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the continuous-time DSF (2.2) and its derivation procedure (2.4)-(2.7). Here we assume




, and D = 0. The same reasoning can be applied to the discrete-time DSF
without additional difficulties.
Supposing A22(s) is a bounded operator and ∥A22(s)∥ ≤ 1, we have that (I −A22(s))−1
is well defined in the Banach space L (Z,Z), where Z denotes the set of z(t) with any fixed
t ∈ R+ (see (Reed and Simon, 1972, chap. VI) for more details). Slightly abusing notations,
we use the indices of x to define the index set of the path-diagram (here we focus on Q), i.e.
V := {1, . . . , p}. Let ΛZ be the indices of hidden states, i.e. ΛZ = {1, . . . , n− p}. Referring
to (2.3), yi (i ∈ V ) is equivalently xi, while zi (i ∈ ΛZ) corresponds to xi+p. Note that
∀a, b ∈ V , a→ b ∈ E ⇔ Qb,a ̸= 0, which is equivalent to Wb,a ̸= 0. By the definition of W ,
Wb,a = A11(b, a) +A12(b, :)(I2 −A22)−1A21(:, a)
≜ A11(b, a) + Ā11(b, a). (2.39)
Consider (I − A22)−1 ≜ Ā22 by its Neumann series expansion, assuming ∥A22(s)∥ < 1 is
satisfied, yielding
Ā22(i, j) = δ(i, j) +A22(i, j) +
∑n−p
k=1 A22(i, k)A22(k, j)
+∑n−pk1,k2=1A22(i, k1)A22(k1, k2)A22(k2, j) + · · · (2.40)
where δ(i, j) = 1, if i = j; otherwise, δ(i, j) = 0. The appended proof at the end of this
section shows that (2.40) has finite terms in the sense of a quotient set, where each element
represents a path. Recall that A(i, j) ̸= 0 implies a directed path xi ← xj . Thus, each
non-zero item of summation in (2.40) indicates a directed path zi ← zk1 ← · · · ← zkn−1 ← zj ,








in which each non-zero Āba11(i, j) indicates a path yb ← zi ← · · · ← zj ← ya. In particular,
when i = j, the non-zero item indicates a path yb ← zi ← ya. However, it is possible in theory
that Ā11(b, a) = 0 with non-zero items Āba11(i, j), which we refer to by exact cancellation.
Moreover, A11(b, a) ̸= 0 indicates a direct edge b← a. It follows that
• Wb,a ̸= 0⇒ there exists at least one directed path πba : yb ← zk1 ← ...← zkn−1 ← ya,
with vertices zk1 , ..., zkn−1 ∈ VF \ V , or a→ b.
• there exists at least one directed path πba : yb ← zk1 ← ...← zkn−1 ← ya, with vertices
zk1 , ..., zkn−1 ∈ VF \ V , or a→ b ⇒Wb,a ̸= 0 almost surely.
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One can see that the DSF is a proper mathematical representation (or, parametric model) that
accumulates the information flow along directed paths via latent variables, which successfully
resolves all counterexamples addressed in Eichler (2006).
Remark 2.4. The range of applicability deserves to be emphasized. Granger Causality is
defined for and works ONLY with weakly stationary processes, in which “the stochastic nature
of the variables and the direction of the flow of time will be central features” (Granger, 1969).
The DSF is defined for LTI systems in general. However, extra studies may be required to
guarantee the uniqueness of identification from data.
Considering hidden states (or latent variables), i.e. VF \V , Granger Causality cannot
correctly deal with all of them, which leads to spurious causality (see the definition in Hsiao
(1982) and examples in Eichler (2006)). In the level of definitions, the DSF successfully deals
with latent variables, and gives a uniform definition of causal networks for LTI systems. It
correctly deals with latent variables concerning the information flow described in Eichler
(2006).
Appendix of proof
This section is to show that “the Neumann series of (I2 −A22(q))−1 represents finite paths
in the sense of a quotient set, if the inverse exists”. Consider (2.40), which is the (i, j)-th
element of (I2 − A22)−1. Let SijA22 be the set of the terms in the right-hand side of (2.40)
(i.e. SijA22 := {δ(i, j), A22(i, j),
∑n−p
k=1 A22(i, k)A22(k, j), ...}), which is a countable set (recall
that the union of a countable collection of countable sets is still countable). In graph theory,
each element in SijA22 represents a path πN := ⟨ei,k1 , ek1,k2 , ..., ekN ,j⟩ from zi to zj . A loop is a
closed path that originates and terminates on the same vertex, with no vertex being met
twice along the path. Let LπN be a set of all loops on the path πN , where a loop l on πN
means l ⊂ πN . (Refer to Mason (1953, 1956) for more details on loops.)
Define an equivalence relation ∼ on SijA22 as a binary relation satisfying: ∀p1, p2 ∈ S
ij
A22
and p1 ̸= p2, p1 ∼ p2 if and only if p1 \
⋃
Lπ1 = p2 \
⋃
Lπ2 . The equivalence classes of an
element p in SijA22 , denoted as [p], is defined as [p] := {π ∈ S
ij
A22
: p ∼ π}. Then we have the
quotient set of SijA22 defined as a set of equivalence classes on S
ij
A22
, denoted by SijA22/∼. Each
equivalence class in SijA22/∼ represents a path πk of length k from i to j by overlooking the
loops. Then the only thing left is to show SijA22/∼ is a finite set. To determine the cardinality
of SijA22/∼, it is equivalent to count the number of paths in S
ij
A22















The heterogeneity of datasets is widely observed but mostly ignored due to difficulties in
data analysis. In practice, datasets in multiple experiments are inevitably subjected to
different experimental conditions, e.g. perturbations in parameters, disturbance or noise.
Nevertheless, the individuals in experiment repeats must have common properties that are
focused on in experiments. The essence could the interconnection structure, e.g. interactions
between genes, or communication between neurons, which are consistent over experiment
repetitions. In the network reconstruction problems, we assume such common properties
are represented by Boolean network structure. For instance, the healthy individuals in the
control group have the same genetic regulatory mechanism, even though they might differ in
dynamics. The study in this chapter discusses how to integrate all available datasets, which
are heterogeneous, to perform network reconstruction. The method proposed in the chapter
allows the system parameters to be fairly different, as long as the network topology keeps
consistent over replica.
The methodology in this chapter is organized in modules, illustrated in Figure 3.1: 1)
derivation of regression problems for network reconstruction (Section 3); 2) dealing with
heterogeneity data (Section 4); 3) solvers to the target optimization problem (Section 5).



















ky   A(w)wk22 +  kwSk0
y = A(w)w + ⇠
Figure 3.1. An overview of the network reconstruction method.
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3.1 Problem Description
Let Y ≜ {y(t), t ∈ Z}, U ≜ {u(t), t ∈ Z} be multivariate time series of dimension p and
m, respectively, where the elements could be deterministic (y(t) ∈ Rp, u(t) ∈ Rm) or be
real-valued random vectors defined on probability spaces (Ω,F ,P). We usually assume that
u(t) is deterministic in practice, which is interpreted as controlled input signals.
3.1.1 Linear dynamic networks
Consider the network model for LTI systems, called dynamical structure function (DSF)
Chetty and Warnick (2015); Goncalves and Warnick (2008),
y(t) = Q(q)y(t) + P (q)u(t) +H(q)e(t), (3.1)
where y(t) = [y1(t), . . . , yp(t)]T , u(t) = [u1(t), . . . , um(t)]T , a p-variate i.i.d. e(t) = [e1(t), . . . , ep(t)]T
with zero mean and identity covariance matrix,
Q(q) = [Qij(q)]p×p, Qii(q) = 0, ∀i,
P (q) = [Pij(q)]p×m, H(q) = [Hij(q)]p×p
Qij(q), Pij(q), Hij(q) are single-input-single-output (SISO) real-rational transfer functions,
and q is the forward-shift operator, i.e. qy(t) = y(t + 1), q−1y(t) = y(t − 1). Here Qij(q)
(i ̸= j) are strictly proper, and Pij , Hii(q) are proper. See Chapter 2 for more on DSFs.
In regard to networks in this paper, we use the definition used in Yue et al. (2017). Let
G = (V,E) be a digraph, where the vertex set V = {y1, . . . , yp, u1, . . . , um, e1, . . . , ep}, and
the directed edge set E is defined by
 (yj , yi) ∈ E ⇔ Qij(q) ̸= 0,  (uk, yi) ∈ E ⇔ Pik(q) ̸= 0,
 (el, yi) ∈ E ⇔ Hil(q) ̸= 0,  (yi, uk) /∈ E, (yi, el) /∈ E,
for all i, j, k and l. Let f be a map defined as
f : E → STF
(yj , yi) 7→ Qij(q) or (uk, yi) 7→ Pik(q) or (el, yi) 7→ Hil(q),
where STF is a subset of single-input-single-output (SISO) proper rational transfer functions.
We call the tuple N := (G, f) a (linear) dynamic network, f the capacity function of N , and
G the underlying digraph of N , which is also called (linear) Boolean dynamic network. For
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example, the dynamic network of y = Qy + Pu with
Q =

0 0 Q13 0
Q21 0 Q23 0
0 0 0 Q34
Q41 0 0 0







is given as Figure 3.2. In applications the arcs from u or e to y may not be interesting. One
could modify the definition by removing the corresponding terms from V and E.
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<latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit>
y4
<latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit>
u1<latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit>
(a) Boolean dynamic network
Q21(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yL2uMDijoHcaemMVX+KAU8t5TAk=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t0+xL67GXJQkKRHYlyN6EXnpUyDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svsHh0fHufzJo5axYtBgUkjV8qgGwUNoIEcBrUgBDTwBTW90l+rNF1Cay/ABxxF0AzoIuc8ZRUM91XtJ2Z1cPl/1cgWn5MzGXgfuAhTIYmq9vHXQ6UsWBxAiE1TrtutE2E2oQs4ETLKdWENE2YgOoG1gSAPQ3WSWeGJfGKZv+1KZF6I9Y/9eJDTQehx4ZjOgONSrWkr+p7Vj9CvdhIdRjBCyuZEfCxulnX7f7nMFDMXYAMoUN1ltNqSKMjQlZZdsBEV4NSGKxi9NqYupndK+LsbRQAGMZgRKKfTE9OeutrUOGuXSbcmpXxeqlUWRGXJGzsklcckNqZJ7UiMNwkhA3sg7+bA+rS9ran3PVzesxc0pWRrr5xfN76cM</latexit>
Q23(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AHn26LUmuAfcvoj6A4/nXSEuXZw=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV631UV26CRahQimpCtZdwY3LFqwPaiiT6U07dJKJMzdiCfkKt/oJfo2r4tYPcdJm4evCwOGcezlnjhcJrtFxZlZhaXllda24Xtoob25t71R2r7WMFYMek0KqW49qEDyEHnIUcBspoIEn4MabXGT6zSMozWV4hdMI3ICOQu5zRtFQd91BcnyS1h6OBjtVp+HMx/4Lmjmoknw6g4pVvh9KFgcQIhNU637TidBNqELOBKSl+1hDRNmEjqBvYEgD0G4yT5zah4YZ2r5U5oVoz9nvFwkNtJ4GntkMKI71by0j/9P6MfotN+FhFCOEbGHkx8JGaWfft4dcAUMxNYAyxU1Wm42pogxNSaUfNoIiPJkQdeOXpdT1zE5pX9fjaKQAJnMCpRQ6Nf01f7f1F/SOG+cNp3tabbfyIotknxyQGmmSM9Iml6RDeoSRgDyTF/JqvVnv1sz6WKwWrPxmj/wY6/ML0XOnDg==</latexit>
Q13(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TxESxibqFf/cIC1gEVkULl5RMNE=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboJFqFCKYkK6q7gxmUL1gdtKJPpTR06ycSZG7GEfIVb/QS/xlVx64c4iV1Y64WBwzn3cs4cPxZco+NMrIXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2t7p7J7o2WiGHSYFFLd+VSD4BF0kKOAu1gBDX0Bt/7oMtdvn0BpLqNrHMfghXQY8YAzioa6b/dT9ySrPR71d6pOwynGngfuFFTJdFr9irXRG0iWhBAhE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCsnIv0RBTNqJD6BoY0RC0lxaJM/vQMAM7kMq8CO2C/X2R0lDrceibzZDig/6r5eR/WjfB4NxLeRQnCBH7MQoSYaO08+/bA66AoRgbQJniJqvNHqiiDE1J5RkbQRGeTYi68ctT6npup3Sg60k8VACjgkAphc5Mf+7ftuZB57hx0XDap9Xm+bTIEtknB6RGXHJGmuSKtEiHMBKSF/JK3qx368OaWJ8/qwvW9GaPzIz19Q3PsKcN</latexit>
Q34(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kM8vXLFYecYTU5KM80TH5G3y/rk=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV61vXboZLIJCKVMV1F3BjUsLjlbaUjLpnTY0k4zJHbEM/Qq3+gl+jStx64eYmXahrRcCh3Pu5ZycIBbcoOd9OoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3Nre2f3zqhEM/CZEko3A2pAcAk+chTQjDXQKBBwHwyvMv3+CbThSt7iKIZORPuSh5xRtNRDo5ueno2PHo+722Wv6uXjzoPaFJTJdG66O856u6dYEoFEJqgxrZoXYyelGjkTMC61EwMxZUPah5aFkkZgOmmeeOweWqbnhkrbJ9HN2d8XKY2MGUWB3YwoDsyslpH/aa0Ew4tOymWcIEg2MQoT4aJys++7Pa6BoRhZQJnmNqvLBlRThrak0h8bQRGebYiK9ctSmkpmp01oKknc1wDDnEClhBnb/mqzbc0D/6R6WfUaZ+X6xbTIItknB+SI1Mg5qZNrckN8wkhEXsgreXPenQ/n0/marBac6c0e+TPO9w/U+KcQ</latexit>
Q41(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5iXgf5QHGOEy4qA3OXgOCy1kFew=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ3xba3vpZtgESqUkkhB3QluXCoYH9RQJtObOnSSiTM3Ygn5Crf6CX6NK3HrhziJWfi6MHA4517OmROmUhh03Tc6NT0zOze/sNhYai6vrK6tb1wYlWkOPldS6auQGZAiAR8FSrhKNbA4lHAZjo9L/fIetBEqOcdJCkHMRomIBGdoqeuzQd7zivbd7mCt5Xbdapy/wKtBi9RzOlinzZuh4lkMCXLJjOl7bopBzjQKLqFo3GQGUsbHbAR9CxMWgwnyKnHh7Fhm6ERK25egU7HfL3IWGzOJQ7sZM7w1v7WS/E/rZxgdBLlI0gwh4V9GUSYdVE75fWcoNHCUEwsY18Jmdfgt04yjLanxw0YyhAcbomP9ypSmU9ppE5lOlo40wLgiUClpCtuf97utv8Df6x523bNe6+igLnKBbJFt0iYe2SdH5IScEp9wEpNH8kSe6Qt9pW/0/Wt1itY3m+TH0I9P0XWnDg==</latexit>
P11(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fCCVjhFpNEWv2Z0hWfLbN1bY1nM=">AAACKnicbVBdSwJBFJ3t08xK67GXJQkMRHYjyN6EXno0yDRUZHa8q4OzO9vM3UgWf0Wv9RP6NT1Jr/2QZtWH1C4MHM65l3PmeJHgGh1nam1sbm3v7Gb2svu5g8OjfOH4UctYMWgwKaRqeVSD4CE0kKOAVqSABp6Apje6TfXmCyjNZfiA4wi6AR2E3OeMoqGe6r3EdSel54tevuhUnNnY68BdgCJZTL1XsHKdvmRxACEyQbVuu06E3YQq5EzAJNuJNUSUjegA2gaGNADdTWaJJ/a5Yfq2L5V5Idoz9u9FQgOtx4FnNgOKQ72qpeR/WjtGv9pNeBjFCCGbG/mxsFHa6fftPlfAUIwNoExxk9VmQ6ooQ1NSdslGUIRXE6Js/NKUupzaKe3rchwNFMBoRqCUQk9Mf+5qW+ugcVm5qTj3V8VadVFkhpySM1IiLrkmNXJH6qRBGAnIG3knH9an9WVNre/56oa1uDkhS2P9/ALKZqcK</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="okyELw5nbzCXVAT5/atTO8skp3Q=">AAACJHicbVA9SwNBFHznZ4xfiZY2hyFgEcKdjbEL2FhG9FRIQtjbvItL9m6P3XdiCOlsbfUn+GusxMJG/CnuJRZqfLAwzLzHzE6YSmHI896dhcWl5ZXVwlpxfWNza7tU3rk0KtMcA66k0tchMyhFggEJknidamRxKPEqHJ7k+tUtaiNUckGjFLsxGyQiEpyRpc5HPb9Xqnh1bzruPPC/QaW5W73/BIBWr+xsdPqKZzEmxCUzpu17KXXHTJPgEifFTmYwZXzIBti2MGExmu54mnXiVi3TdyOl7UvInbI/L8YsNmYUh3YzZnRj/mo5+Z/WzihqdMciSTPChM+Moky6pNz8425faOQkRxYwroXN6vIbphknW0/xl41khHc2RM365SlNLbfTJjK1LB1oxOGUIKWkmdj+/L9tzYPgsH5c985sjw2YTQH2YB8OwIcjaMIptCAADgN4gEd4cp6dF+fVeZutLjjfN7vwa5yPL70VpuQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c+pqhX1XPZiH2YwJzQvvlcjmSvM=">AAACJHicbVA9TwJBFNzDb0QFLW0uEhILQu5sxI7ExhKjqAkQsre8gw17t5fdd8YLobO11Z/gP7GzMhZaWPoL/AHuAYWAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNhZZaWV1bX1jeym7mt7Z18YfdKy1gxaDAppLrxqAbBQ2ggRwE3kQIaeAKuvcFpql/fgtJchpeYRNAOaC/kPmcUDXWRdNxOvuhUnPHYi8CdgmJtr3T/8/L9We8UrFyrK1kcQIhMUK2brhNhe0gVciZglG3FGiLKBrQHTQNDGoBuD8dZR3bJMF3bl8q8EO0x+/diSAOtk8AzmwHFvp7XUvI/rRmjX20PeRjFCCGbGPmxsFHa6cftLlfAUCQGUKa4yWqzPlWUoaknO2MjKMKdCVE2fmlKXU7tlPZ1OY56CmAwJlBKoUemP3e+rUXQOKqcVJxz02OVTGad7JMDckhcckxq5IzUSYMw0iMP5JE8Wc/Wq/VmvU9WM9b0Zo/MjPX1C84FqX4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c+pqhX1XPZiH2YwJzQvvlcjmSvM=">AAACJHicbVA9TwJBFNzDb0QFLW0uEhILQu5sxI7ExhKjqAkQsre8gw17t5fdd8YLobO11Z/gP7GzMhZaWPoL/AHuAYWAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNhZZaWV1bX1jeym7mt7Z18YfdKy1gxaDAppLrxqAbBQ2ggRwE3kQIaeAKuvcFpql/fgtJchpeYRNAOaC/kPmcUDXWRdNxOvuhUnPHYi8CdgmJtr3T/8/L9We8UrFyrK1kcQIhMUK2brhNhe0gVciZglG3FGiLKBrQHTQNDGoBuD8dZR3bJMF3bl8q8EO0x+/diSAOtk8AzmwHFvp7XUvI/rRmjX20PeRjFCCGbGPmxsFHa6cftLlfAUCQGUKa4yWqzPlWUoaknO2MjKMKdCVE2fmlKXU7tlPZ1OY56CmAwJlBKoUemP3e+rUXQOKqcVJxz02OVTGad7JMDckhcckxq5IzUSYMw0iMP5JE8Wc/Wq/VmvU9WM9b0Zo/MjPX1C84FqX4=</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="bvP0LMgccEA+irpOgzv/oT2C0JE=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFKIiXgj8eIRowgJNGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJjeJ3nkCpbkMH3AagRvQUch9ziga6n46qA+KZafqpGOvg1oGyiSb1qBkFfpDyeIAQmSCat2rORG6M6qQMwHzfD/WEFE2oSPoGRjSALQ7S7PO7XPDDG1fKvNCtFP278WMBlpPA89sBhTHelVLyP+0Xox+w53xMIoRQrYw8mNho7STj9tDroChmBpAmeImq83GVFGGpp78ko2gCM8mRMX4JSl1JbFT2teVOBopgElKoJRCz01/tdW21kG7Xr2uOneX5WYjKzJHTskZuSA1ckWa5Ja0SJswMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9JnpQ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bvP0LMgccEA+irpOgzv/oT2C0JE=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFKIiXgj8eIRowgJNGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJjeJ3nkCpbkMH3AagRvQUch9ziga6n46qA+KZafqpGOvg1oGyiSb1qBkFfpDyeIAQmSCat2rORG6M6qQMwHzfD/WEFE2oSPoGRjSALQ7S7PO7XPDDG1fKvNCtFP278WMBlpPA89sBhTHelVLyP+0Xox+w53xMIoRQrYw8mNho7STj9tDroChmBpAmeImq83GVFGGpp78ko2gCM8mRMX4JSl1JbFT2teVOBopgElKoJRCz01/tdW21kG7Xr2uOneX5WYjKzJHTskZuSA1ckWa5Ja0SJswMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9JnpQ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bvP0LMgccEA+irpOgzv/oT2C0JE=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFKIiXgj8eIRowgJNGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJjeJ3nkCpbkMH3AagRvQUch9ziga6n46qA+KZafqpGOvg1oGyiSb1qBkFfpDyeIAQmSCat2rORG6M6qQMwHzfD/WEFE2oSPoGRjSALQ7S7PO7XPDDG1fKvNCtFP278WMBlpPA89sBhTHelVLyP+0Xox+w53xMIoRQrYw8mNho7STj9tDroChmBpAmeImq83GVFGGpp78ko2gCM8mRMX4JSl1JbFT2teVOBopgElKoJRCz01/tdW21kG7Xr2uOneX5WYjKzJHTskZuSA1ckWa5Ja0SJswMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9JnpQ0=</latexit>
y3
<latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit>
y4
<latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit>
u1<latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hku/htifHBymAO0HGh+4//cr6uc=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMztBIrhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlUMPCaFVO2AahA8Bg85CmgnCmgUCGgFo5tMbz2B0lzGDzhOwI/oIOYhZxQNdZ/23F6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1e2it2+ZGkEMTJBte64ToL+hCrkTMC00E01JJSN6AA6BsY0Au1PZlmn9plh+nYolXkx2jP278WERlqPo8BsRhSHelXLyP+0Toph3Z/wOEkRYjY3ClNho7Szj9t9roChGBtAmeImq82GVFGGpp7Cko2gCM8mRNX4ZSl1NbNTOtTVNBkogNGMQCmFnpr+3NW21oF3UbuuOXeXlUZ9UWSenJBTck5cckUa5JY0iUcYGZAX8krerHfrw/q0vuarOWtxc0yWxvr5BcmppQg=</latexit>
(b) dynamic network
Figure 3.2. An example of dynamic networks for given DSFs.
To guarantee network identifiability, i.e. unique determination of DSFs from input-output
transfer functions, we need to assume either H(q) or P (q) being square and diagonal, e.g.
see Goncalves and Warnick (2008); Hayden et al. (2016b). Here we take the diagonal H as
an example, and we further assume all assumptions in Hayden et al. (2016b) are satisfied.
Assumption 3.1. The matrix H is square, diagonal and full rank.
Alternatively, we could use general H but restrict P (q) to be square and diagonal, and
the forthcoming proposed method can be easily modified correspondingly. A square and
diagonal P presents a practical way in experiments to guarantee network identifiability, i.e.
perturbing each measured variable. However, in biological applications, we mostly need to
kill cells to perform measurements. This leads to an issue that the underlying dynamics
of cells in different experiments may not be perfectly identical, which is again the problem
targeted in this paper. In practice, we may not afford such experiments and have to resort to
assumptions on noise models (i.e. diagonal H) for network identifiability.
Remark 3.1. The DSFs with square diagonal H(q) is fairly special, which can be equivalently
written as y(t) = H−1(Q+H − I)y(t) +H−1Pu(t) + e(t) ≜ Ty(q)y(t) + Tu(q)u(t) + e(t). It
is easy to see that Ty(q) and Tu(q) are proper transfer functions, and that Ty(q) shares the
same topology as Q(q) and Tu(q) shares the same topology as P (q) since H(q) is diagonal.
Once we have Ty, Tu, the Q,P and H can be easily calculated from Ty, Tu, noticing that the
diagonal of Ty is the addictive inverse of H. Therefore, the network reconstruction problems
can be thought of as typical system identification problems with sparsity imposed on Ty, Tu.
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Any identification methods with sparse input selection can be applied, e.g. the popular kernel
methods (Pillonetto et al., 2011; Pillonetto and De Nicolao, 2010) with sparsity enhancement
(Chiuso and Pillonetto, 2012). Nevertheless, a more general framework is used in the following
sections such that the proposed method is not restricted to square diagonal H’s.
3.1.2 Network reconstruction from multiple experiments
Now consider multiple experiments. Let {Y [c], U [c]}c=1,...,C be measurements from C ex-
periments. N ((Q,P,H)) denotes the dynamic network N determined by (Q,P,H), and
G((Q,P,H)) denotes the corresponding Boolean dynamic network. The governing model
(3.1) could be different in each experiment, denoted by (Q,P,H)[c], c = 1, . . . , C. In addi-
tion, N 0 denotes a fixed dynamic network, and G0 a fixed Boolean dynamic network. The
datasets {Y [c], U [c]}c=1,...,C are called homogeneous, if N ((Q,P,H)[c]) ≡ N 0, ∀c, i.e. the
measurements in multiple experiments are from the same dynamic network. And the datasets
{Y [c], U [c]}c=1,...,C are said to be heterogeneous, if G((Q,P,H)[c]) ≡ G0, ∀c but N ((Q,P,H)[c])
are different between certain c ∈ {1, . . . , C}. Considering heterogeneity, additional constraints
are demanded, given in Assumption 3.2, to present common features shared by systems in
different experiments. For example, even though biological individuals are different in nature,
if they are all healthy or subject to the same gene-level operations, it is fair to assume they
have the same genetic regularization.
Assumption 3.2. The underlying systems in multiple experiments, which provide {Y [c], U [c]}c=1,...,C ,
satisfy that G((Q,P,H)[c]) ≡ G0 for any c = 1, . . . , C.
The problem is to develop methods to infer the dynamic Boolean network using the
datasets from multiple experiments satisfying Assumption 3.2. In particular, we focus on the
heterogeneous case.
3.2 Network model structures
This section shows a standard procedure to parametrize network models and derive corre-
sponding regression problems. It can be applied to any type of time series models, such FIR,
ARARX, ARARMAX, etc. We use ARMAX as an example in this paper.
3.2.1 ARMAX model structure
Consider the network model description of (3.1) for system identification
y(t) = Q(q, θ)y(t) + P (q, θ)u(t) +H(q, θ)e(t), (3.3)
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Pik(q, θ)uk(t) +Hii(q, θ)ei(t). (3.4)



















Buij(q) = buij1 q−1 + · · ·+ buijnbuij q
−nbuij ,
Ci(q) = 1+ ci1 q−1 + · · ·+ cinci q
−nci .
Hence the ARMAX model for (3.3) is
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(3.6)
It is easy to see the following relations
Q(q, θ) = A−1By, P (q, θ) = A−1Bu, H(q, θ) = A−1C. (3.7)
Remark 3.2. The model (3.5) simplifies to ARX if C(q) ≡ I, and it turns to an FIR model






i could be set to different
values. However, in practice, we could start with the same values over different i and j; and
tune them separately if necessary.
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3.2.2 Network predictor model
Considering network model (3.1) and noticing that [I −Q(q)] is invertible, we have y(t) =
(I −Q)−1Pu(t) + (I −Q)−1He(t) ≜ Guu(t) +Gee(t). We refer to (Ljung, 1999, pp. 70) for
the one-step-ahead prediction of y, ŷ(t|t − 1) = G−1e Guu(t) + (I − G−1e )y(t), and thus the
network predictor model of (3.3) is given by ŷ(t|t− 1) = H−1Pu(t) + H−1(Q+H − I)y(t).
The one-step-ahead predictor of the ARMAX model follows by substituting (3.7)
ŷ(t|θ) = C−1Buu(t) + (C−1By + I − C−1A)y(t), (3.8)
where ŷ(t|t− 1) ≜ ŷ(t|θ) to emphasize the dependency on model parameters θ.
3.2.3 Regression forms
Rewriting (3.8) and adding [I − C(q)]ŷ(t|θ) to both sides, it yields that













To formulate a regression form, let us introduce the prediction error ε(t|θ) := y(t)− ŷ(t|θ),
and consider the prediction of the i-th output yi(t)













where Āi, B̄yi , B̄ui , Īi are the corresponding i-th rows of A,By, Bu and I. Provided with
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where M = p+m+ 1, we obtain a pseudo-linear regression form
ŷi(t|θi) = φT (t, θi)θi, i = 1, . . . , p. (3.13)
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Remark 3.3. Note that there is an important relation between the framed parameter blocks in
(3.12) and the network structure. Each arc in the digraph corresponds to a transfer function
from input uj or yj to output yi. The parameters of the transfer function are given in the
block with parameters buij· or b
y
ij· together with ai·. For brevity, we will later (in (3.16) and
(6.6)) denote these parameter blocks by w[c]k or wk with a numbering k (see Figure 3.3 for an
example).
3.3 Heterogeneous datasets
This section starts dealing with heterogeneous datasets, which will be integrated with
additional constraints to guarantee Assumption 3.2. To avoid the lengthy index notations in
(3.11) and (3.12), which are unnecessary in later discussions, we encapsulate them in new
symbols.
3.3.1 Regression forms of multiple datasets
Consider the regression problems (3.13) in network reconstruction, where the p problems can
be treated independently. Therefore, without loss of generality, it is assumed in later sections











φT (tNc , θi)
 , (3.14)
where w[c] ≜ θi; yi, ϕ and θi correspond to the c-th experiment; and (3.13) is evaluated at
{t1, . . . , tNc}. We then have the following expression
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w[c] is partitioned into M blocks as illustrated in (3.12), A[c]:,j (j = 1, . . . ,M) denotes the
blocks of A[c] that is partitioned correspondingly as w[c], and ξ [c] denotes the prediction error,
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which represents the part of the output y[c] that cannot be predicted from past data using













we integrate all datasets by stacking (6.3) for each dataset and rearranging blocks of matrices,

















































Remark 3.4. When experiments are perfectly repeated, i.e. the homogeneous case (see
Section 3.1.2), we have the ideal case w[1] = · · · = w[C] ≡ w. A simple linear regression form
















3.3.2 Simultaneous sparsity regularization
Now we consider the two essential requirements for network reconstruction from heterogeneous
datasets: 1) sparse networks is acquired in the presence of noise; 2) w[c] is required to
give the same network topology for all c, i.e. the inference results (Q̂, P̂ , Ĥ)[c] satisfy
G((Q̂, P̂ , Ĥ)[c]) ≡ G0,∀c (see Section 3.1.2).
Let us introduce a term of group sparsity based on w,
wS := [∥w1∥2, · · · , ∥wM∥2]T , (3.20)
where ∥ · ∥2 denotes the l2-norm of vectors and M is the number of groups/blocks in (3.16).
The dimensions of each block w[c]k and wk in (3.17) are saved in two vectors ρE and ρS ,
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ρE := ρ⊗ 1C , ρS := Cρ,
(3.21)
where the elements of ρ are defined with respect to (3.12), 1C is a C-dimensional column
vector of 1’s, and the index i in ρ indicates the regression problem for yi, as assumed by
default.
Group sparsity is demanded to guarantee networks sparsity and that the network structure
is consistent over replica (i.e. the interconnection structure determined by the w[c]’s are
identical). The sparsity is imposed on each large group wk, k = 1, . . . ,M , and the penalty
term is λ∥wS∥0, where λ ∈ R+. The mechanism on how the group sparsity functions is
described as follows.
Recall that the setup (6.5) allows the system parameters to be different in values for
different c’s. Note that each small block w[c]k corresponds to an arc in the underlying digraph
of the dynamical system in the c-th experiment (e.g., see Figure 3.3). The ∥wk∥2 chosen to be
zero yields that all w[c]k , c = 1, . . . , C are equal to zeros. It implies that the arc corresponding
to w[c]k does not exist in dynamic networks for any c. In addition, thanks to the effect of
noise, it is nearly guaranteed that w[c]k is not identical to zero for almost all c if ∥wk∥2 ̸= 0.
This is how the group sparsity (defined via wS) guarantees that the resultant networks
of different datasets share the same topology. Moreover, when a classical least squares
objective is augmented with a penalty term of λ∥wS∥0, the optimal solution favors zeros of
wk, k = 1, . . . ,M , which guarantees the sparsity of network structures.
In summary, to perform network reconstruction from heterogeneous datasets, we solve
the following optimization problem
minimize
w
∥y−A(w)w∥22 + λ∥wS∥0. (3.22)
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Remark 3.5. In programming, one may need to find all elements of w that correspond to the
kE-th small group of w (i.e. the kE-th vector w[c]k in w) or the kS-th large group of w (i.e.
the vector wkS ). Here are the formulas:







· 1 + 1:1:CρkS
where ρ is given in (3.21), 1 is a row vector of 1’s of the matched dimension, m :1 :n (m,n ∈ N+)
denotes a row vector [m,m+ 1, . . . , n], and ⌈x⌉ denotes the smallest natural number that is
larger than x.
3.4 Methods for group sparsity
The section presents three methods to acquire sparse network structures, i.e. the estimation
of w is group-wise sparse with the fixed partition given in (3.17). Due to the limitations
of these methods (the regression (3.13) has to be linear), we are only able to handle the
ARX case, i.e. (3.22) is a zero-norm regularized linear least square problem. Section 3.4.1
introduces the classical l1 approach, which uses the best convex approximation of zero norm.
Section 3.4.2 uses sparse Bayesian learning, proposed in Tipping (2001), which is further
extended to deal with the case with different group sizes. And a sampling method is used in
Section 3.4.3, which is based on the work of model selection in Kuo and Mallick (1998) and
is extended to handle a more general case.
3.4.1 Classical l1 methods
Convex approximation
As addressed in Section 3.2.3, choosing ARX to parametrize network models results in a











and λ ∈ N+. This is a convex optimization and has been soundly studied (e.g., Yuan and
Lin (2006)).
To achieve a better approximation of the l0-norm, alternatively one may use iterative
reweighted l1/l2 methods (e.g. see Candes et al. (2008); Chartrand and Yin (2008)). Applying
to group sparsity, both methods turn to a similar scheme (differing in the usage of ∥ · ∥2 or
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∥ · ∥22 for blocks of w in (3.25) and (3.26)). Here we present the solution using the l1 method.















∥w(k)i ∥2 + ϵ(k)
]−1
(3.26)
and k is the index of iterations. In regard to the selection of ϵ, {ϵ(k)}k=1,2,... should be a
sequence converging to zero, as addressed in Chartrand and Yin (2008) based on the Unique
Representation Property. It suggests in Chartrand and Yin (2008) a fairly simple update
rule of ϵ, i.e. ϵ(k) ∈ (0, 1) is reduced by a factor of 10 until reaching a minimum of 10−8 (the
factor and lower bound could be tuned specifically). One may also adopt an adaptive rule of
ϵ given in Candes et al. (2008).
ADMM for large-scale problems
To solve the convex optimization in Section 3.4.1, for example, CVX for MATLAB could
be an easy solution. However, the computation time could be enormous for large-dimension
problems. This section presents algorithms using proximal methods and ADMM (Parikh and
Boyd (2013)) to handle large-dimension network reconstruction.
Let us first consider (3.23), which is rewritten as
minimize
w
f(w) + g(w), (3.27)
where f(w) ≜ (1/2)∥y−Aw∥22, g(w) ≜ λ∥wS∥1, λ is twice larger than the value in (3.24).
Given ∇f(w) = AT (Aw − y), the proximal gradient method is to update w by w(k+1) =
proxγg(w(k) − γ∇f(w(k))), γ ∈ R+, where k is the iteration index and proxf (·) denotes
the standard proximal operator of function f (see Boyd et al. (2011); Parikh and Boyd
(2013)). It is easy to see that g(w) = ∑Ni=1 gi(wi), where gi(wi) := λ√ρSi ∥wi∥2. Firstly we
partition the variable v of proxγg(v) in the same way as w in terms of wi, i = 1, . . . , N , i.e.



















The value of γ needs to be selected appropriately so as to guarantee the convergence. One
simple solution is using line search methods, e.g., see Section 4.2 in Parikh and Boyd (2013).
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Provided with the above calculations, it is straightforward to implement the (accelerated)
proximal gradient method (see (Parikh and Boyd, 2013, chap. 4.3)). To implement ADMM,
the proximal operator of f(w) needs to be calculated,
proxγf (v) = (I + γAT A)−1(γAT y + v). (3.30)
Given proxγg(v) as (3.28) and (3.29), the ADMM method is presented in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 2 ADMM method
1: Precompute AT A and AT y
2: given an initial value w0, z0,u0, γ0 = 1, and β = 1/2
3: repeat
4: γ ← γ(k)
5: repeat
6: ŵ← proxγf (z(k) − u(k)) using (6.14)
7: break if f(ŵ) ≤ f(w(k)) +∇f(w(k))T (ŵ−w(k)) + (1/2γ)∥ŵ−w(k)∥22
8: γ ← βγ
9: until ;





i ) by (3.28) for i = 1, ..., N
12: z(k+1) ← proxγg(w(k+1) + u(k)) using (3.29)
13: u(k+1) ← u(k) + w(k+1) − z(k+1)
14: until any standard stopping criteria
To use this algorithm for the iterative reweighted l1 method (3.25), we only need to









In each “outer” loop indicated by (3.25), we update νi by (3.26) and implement ADMM as
Algorithm 6 to solve (3.25).
3.4.2 Sparse Bayesian learning
This section uses an empirical Bayesian algorithm to achieve group sparsity, which is proposed
in Tipping (2001). Consider the following model
y = Aw + ξ, ξ ∼ N (0,Σ), (3.32)
where Σ = diag(σ21I1, . . . , σ2CIC) with σc ∈ R+ and identity matrix Ic is of the dimension Mc
indicated in (6.3) for i = 1, . . . , C; y is of dimension My; and w is of dimension Mw (easy to
see My =
∑C
c=1Nc and Nw = ∥ρS∥1 from (6.3) and (6.6)). In general, it might be too strict
to approximately assume Σ has the simple form Σ = σ2I used in most SBL papers (e.g.,
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Tipping (2001); Wipf and Nagarajan (2010); Wipf and Rao (2004, 2007)). The reason is the
heterogeneity of datasets, which allows the noise variances in different experiments to be
different. When introducing sparse Bayesian learning (SBL), this section mainly extends it in
two ways: dealing with different group sizes and handling general diagonal variance matrices.
Model prior formulation
Suppose the automatic relevance determination (ARD) prior Tipping (2001); Wipf and Rao
(2004) incorporated by SBL is given as








In regard to hyperparameter Γ, we will enforce a specific structure empirically to impose
group sparsity, as proposed in Wipf and Rao (2007). For each wj , j = 1, . . . ,M ,




p(wj ; γj), (3.34b)
where γj ∈ R+, Ij is a CMj×CMj identity matrix,
Mj =

nbyij if 1 ≤ j ≤ p and j ̸= i,
nai if j = i,
nbuij if p+ 1 ≤ j ≤ p+m = M,
(3.35)
the index i in (3.35) indicates that we are dealing with the i-th output (see (3.12), (3.14)),
and γ ≜ [γ1, . . . , γM ]T . Therefore, Γ is constructed as
Γ ≜ diag
(
γ1I1, · · · , γMIM
)
. (3.36)
For simplicity, we will interchangeably use two notations for the prior p(w; Γ) ≜ p(w;γ).
Parameter estimation
The likelihood function of (3.32) is Gaussian,









The ARD prior incorporated by SBL is (3.33). The hyperparameters γ (along with the error
variance Σ if necessary) can be estimated from the data by marginalizing over the weights w















where Σy ≜ Σ + AΓAT . The procedure is referred to as evidence maximization or type-II
maximum likelihood. With fixed values of the hyperparameters, the posterior density is
Gaussian, i.e.
p(w | y;γ,Σ) = N (µ,Σw) (3.39)
with µ = ΣwAT Σ−1y and Σw =
(
AT Σ−1A + Γ−1
)−1
. Once we have γ and Σ estimated via
type-II maximum likelihood, we can choose as our weights the ŵ satisfying
ŵ = µ =
(






There are several ways to find ΓML and ΣML: expectation maximization (EM) in Wipf and
Rao (2004), fixed-point methods in Tipping (2001), and difference of convex program (DCP)
in Pan et al. (2015). We adopt the EM approach here and the others can be similarly derived.







where p(y,w;γ,Σ) = p(y|w; Σ)p(w;γ) is the likelihood of the complete data {w,y}. The
whole EM algorithm for the extended SBL is summarized as follows: given the estimates γ (k)
and Σ(k), at the (k+1)-th iterate,
• E-step: Ew|y;γ(k),Σ(k)(w2i ) = (Σw)i,i +µ2i .
• M-step:



















⇒ (σ2c )(k+1) = 1Ny
{










for j = 1, . . . ,M ; i = 1, . . . ,Mw; c = 1, . . . , C and Σ(k+1) = diag((σ21)(k+1)I1, . . . , (σ2C)(k+1)IC),
where µ and Σw are calculated via (3.39) provided with γ (k) and Σ(k), Mj is given in (3.35)
and Λj denotes the row (column) indexes associated with γj in Γ.
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3.4.3 Sampling methods
The sampling method for sparsity is based on the work of model selection in Kuo and Mallick
(1998), which is further extended to deal with group sparsity with different sizes. Consider the
same model (3.32) in Section 3.4.2 and the likelihood is given by (3.37). We choose the same
Gaussian prior as (3.33), where Γ can be assumed to be either simply Γ = γI or diagonal,
i.e. Γ = diag(γ1I1, . . . , γMIM ). Letting γ ≜ (γ1, . . . , γM )1, for brevity, we will use Γ and γ
interchangeably. Furthermore, we adopt the inverse Gamma distribution as the hyperpriors
for σ2 and γ (e.g., see Berger (1993)), denoted by σ2 ∼ G−1(a, b) and γ ∼ ∏Ni=1 G−1(c, d),
where a, b, c, d choose small values, e.g., a = b = c = d = 10−4. The key to acquire sparsity is
to sample the indicator variable s ≜ [s1, . . . , sN ], which is introduced as follows
w = diag(s1I1, . . . , sMIM )ϑ ≜ Sϑ, (3.41)
where si ∈ {0, 1}, Ij (j = 1, . . . ,M) is given as (3.35), and ϑ ∈ RMw . We choose the Bernoulli
distribution for the prior of s, denoted by s ∼ ∏Mi=1 B(1, pi) (pi ∈ (0, 1), e.g., pi = 1/2). Being
different from Kuo and Mallick (1998), we will not sample s and ϑ at the same time, due to
the considerable cost on sampling ϑ. Instead we sample s and determine the sparse structure
first, and then run a linear regression to calculate w. The onus is to sample s,Σ and γ from
p(s, γ,Σ | y). We marginalize the posterior p(s,ϑ,γ,Σ | y) over ϑ,
p(s, γ,Σ | y)∝ p(s)p(γ)p(Σ)p(y | s,Σ, γ),
∝ p(s)p(γ)p(Σ)
∫
p(y | w,Σ)p(ϑ | γ)dϑ.
(3.42)
Substituting the prior of ϑ and completing squares, it yields












Σy = Σ + ASΓSAT . (3.44)
We use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm within the systematic-scan Gibbs sampler (e.g.,
see Liu (2008)) to draw samples of s, γ and Σ from their joint distribution p(s, γ,Σ | y).
Suppose that the k-th samples s(k), γ (k) and Σ(k) have been available. At the k + 1 iteration,
• draw s(k+1) from the conditional distribution p(s | y, γ (k),Σ(k)),
• draw γ (k+1) from p(γ | y, s(k+1),Σ(k)), and
• draw Σ(k+1) from p(Σ | y, s(k+1), γ (k+1)).
1If using Γ = γI, γ becomes a simple scalar. The difference from the SBL is that the position of Γ in
sparsity pursuit has been largely weaken.
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In each sampling step, we use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Consider drawing samples
from p(s | y, γ,Σ), in which the key is to choose a proposal distribution T (s(k), ŝ), where
s(k) is a given sample and ŝ is a new configuration. Here we use a simple scheme that
gives a symmetric proposal distribution (i.e. T (s(k), ŝ) = T (ŝ, s(k))). We randomly pick an
element of s(k) and flip it, i.e. draw î from the uniform distribution on {1, . . . , N} and set,




i , if i ̸= î,
1− s(k)i , if i = î.
(3.45)
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for p(s | y, γ,Σ) is given as below: given γ (k),Σ(k) and
s(k),
• draw ŝ from the proposal distribution T (s(k), ŝ) using the above scheme;
• draw U ∼ Uniform[0, 1] and update
s(k+1) =




r(s(k), ŝ) = min
{
1, p(ŝ, γ
(k),Σ(k) | y)T (ŝ, s(k))
p(s(k), γ (k),Σ(k) | y)T (s(k), ŝ)
}
.
In regard to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithms for γ and Σ, we use random walk sampling
γ̂ = γ (k) + u, Σ̂ = Σ(k) + diag(v1I1, . . . , vCIC), where u and vi are normally distributed with
mean zero and fixed variances (which may need to be tuned to have sound convergence speeds
and acceptance ratios), and the acceptance probabilities are given as, respectively,
r(γ (k), γ̂) = min
{
1, p(s
(k+1), γ̂ ,Σ(k) | y)
p(s(k+1), γ (k),Σ(k) | y)
}
,
r(Σ(k), Σ̂) = min
{
1, p(s
(k+1), γ (k+1), Σ̂ | y)





The term “ARX network” refers to such a discrete-time DSF model (3.3) that each MISO
transfer function (3.4) can be exactly written as an ARX model. This section mainly consists
of two subjects: 1) model generation and simulation of “stable” ARX networks with random
sparse network topology, 2) benchmark studies of the proposed inference methods.
Model generation of ARX networks is not straightforward due to the requirements of
stability and sparsity. First we need to clarify these three words that quantifies or specifies
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the ARX networks our study: “random”, “sparse” and “stable”. The word “random” demands
that both network structures and model parameters are randomly generated. The sparsity
demands the network structures of ARX models being sparse; meanwhile we avoid such
sparse structures that the network degenerates into a family of separate small networks,
or the network has oversimplified structures, e.g. a tree with depth 2 (models generated
by drmodel.m in MATLAB). Our simulation ensures that the generated networks are not
acyclic, since the feedback loops are essential in physical systems but challenging to deal
with in network reconstruction. The stability of ARX networks derives from the definition of
network stability for DSFs (see (Yue, 2018, chap. 2.3)), which requests that each polynomial
in A(q) (our simulation also includes By(q) and Bu(q)) is stable (i.e. all roots stay inside of
the unit circle on the complex plane), and the resultant MIMO transfer function (from u to
y) is stable. The difficulty on model generation is due to the latter requirement, since the
DSF model with random sparse network topology may not be BIBO stable even if each entry
(SISO transfer function) in Q and P has been chosen to be stable and even minimal-phase.
The idea to guarantee stable ARX networks is to repetitively apply the small gain theorem
(e.g., see (Zhou and Doyle, 1998, p. 137)). First we generate a random sparse Boolean matrix
Qo, which specifies the network structure (to ease later discussions, we use the transpose of
adjacency matrices), with zero diagonal and nonzero values of Qok,k−1, e.g., Figure 3.4. The
y1
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y4




0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
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Figure 3.4. An example of the Boolean matrix and its digraph.
lower triangular part of Qo specifies a block diagram (with unknown transfer functions) with
only feedforward paths2, and the upper triangular part adds feedback loops (marked in red
in Figure 3.4). The key is to use the small gain theorem to tune the added feedback transfer
functions one by one to guarantee BIBO stability. The transfer matrix Q(q) with structure
Qo is created by generating random stable polynomials for nonzero entries in A,By and Bu,
where nonzero entries of By are specified by Qo, and then using (3.7). The last step is to
tune the gain of each feedback transfer function, as specified by QoU , using the small gain
theorem sequentially. Here we will present an example to show the whole procedure. Suppose
that the random structure for the 4-node network is specified by Qo and P o = [1 0 0 0]T (the
Boolean matrix of P ), and the block diagram is shown in Figure 3.5, where SISO transfer
2By default, we use the order y1 → y2 → y3 → y4 as the forward path. It is certainly free to define any
order as the default forward path.
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functions (G1(q), . . . , G8(q) ∈ RH∞) are generated as aforementioned,
Q =

0 0 0 βG7(q)
G1(q) 0 αG6(q) 0
G4(q) G2(q) 0 0
G5(q) 0 G3(q) 0







and α, β are positive real numbers that need to be tuned to guarantee stability, G̃6 ≜ αG6,
G̃7 ≜ βG7. We start with the inner loop (labeled as “loop 1” in Figure 3.5) that is formed by
the feedback item G̃6, and applied the small gain theorem to the interconnected system shown
in Figure 3.6a, which tells to choose α < 1/(∥G2∥∞∥G6∥∞). We then redraw Figure 3.5 to
remove the feedback path of G̃6, as shown in Figure 3.6b, and the resultant whole block
diagram turns to be Figure 3.6c, where T1 = G1+G4G61−G2G̃6 . Next we compute the lump-sum
transfer function of all feedforward paths from y1 to y4 and present the following interconnected
system in Figure 3.6d, where T2 = (T1G2 +G4)G3 +G5. By applying the small gain theorem,
we choose β < 1/(∥T2∥∞∥G7∥∞). As demonstrated by this example, the idea is to tune the
feedback component sequentially, from inner loops (e.g., “loop 1” in Figure 3.5) to outer
loops (e.g., “loop 2”), using the small gain theorem to guarantee the internal stability.
G1
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<latexit sha1_base64="uAsj4XHl5/BpI18Otu9lHEAMjgk=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEghJuKNxIMeMYqQACHb5RU2bLvN7quRNPwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha30IOAL9lkMvNeZnbcUHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZaQYtJgUUnVcqkHwAFrIUUAnVEB9V0DbnVwnevsJlOYyeMBpCH2fjgLucUbRUPc3g9qgUHIqznzsdVBNQYmk0xwUrXxvKFnkQ4BMUK27VSfEfkwVciZglutFGkLKJnQEXQMD6oPux/OsM/vMMEPbk8q8AO05+/cipr7WU981mz7FsV7VEvI/rRuhV+/HPAgjhIAtjLxI2Cjt5OP2kCtgKKYGUKa4yWqzMVWUoaknt2QjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ0OQpHCmAyJ1BKoWemv+pqW+ugVatcVZy7i1KjnhaZJSfklJyTKrkkDXJLmqRFGBmRF/JK3qx368P6tL4WqxkrvTkmS2P9/AJ656Tb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uAsj4XHl5/BpI18Otu9lHEAMjgk=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEghJuKNxIMeMYqQACHb5RU2bLvN7quRNPwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha30IOAL9lkMvNeZnbcUHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZaQYtJgUUnVcqkHwAFrIUUAnVEB9V0DbnVwnevsJlOYyeMBpCH2fjgLucUbRUPc3g9qgUHIqznzsdVBNQYmk0xwUrXxvKFnkQ4BMUK27VSfEfkwVciZglutFGkLKJnQEXQMD6oPux/OsM/vMMEPbk8q8AO05+/cipr7WU981mz7FsV7VEvI/rRuhV+/HPAgjhIAtjLxI2Cjt5OP2kCtgKKYGUKa4yWqzMVWUoaknt2QjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ0OQpHCmAyJ1BKoWemv+pqW+ugVatcVZy7i1KjnhaZJSfklJyTKrkkDXJLmqRFGBmRF/JK3qx368P6tL4WqxkrvTkmS2P9/AJ656Tb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uAsj4XHl5/BpI18Otu9lHEAMjgk=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEghJuKNxIMeMYqQACHb5RU2bLvN7quRNPwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha30IOAL9lkMvNeZnbcUHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZaQYtJgUUnVcqkHwAFrIUUAnVEB9V0DbnVwnevsJlOYyeMBpCH2fjgLucUbRUPc3g9qgUHIqznzsdVBNQYmk0xwUrXxvKFnkQ4BMUK27VSfEfkwVciZglutFGkLKJnQEXQMD6oPux/OsM/vMMEPbk8q8AO05+/cipr7WU981mz7FsV7VEvI/rRuhV+/HPAgjhIAtjLxI2Cjt5OP2kCtgKKYGUKa4yWqzMVWUoaknt2QjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ0OQpHCmAyJ1BKoWemv+pqW+ugVatcVZy7i1KjnhaZJSfklJyTKrkkDXJLmqRFGBmRF/JK3qx368P6tL4WqxkrvTkmS2P9/AJ656Tb</latexit>
G3
<latexit sha1_base64="v2xPL3DXwUWo9X9h5TjX3mI/GrI=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N77xXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh3F6V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QV8paTc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v2xPL3DXwUWo9X9h5TjX3mI/GrI=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N77xXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh3F6V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QV8paTc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v2xPL3DXwUWo9X9h5TjX3mI/GrI=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N77xXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh3F6V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QV8paTc</latexit>
G4
<latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit>
G5
<latexit sha1_base64="fzhHuGWZDjX5iWg9YjjfM6xSkns=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxGvFG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N76JXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh356V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QWAIaTe</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fzhHuGWZDjX5iWg9YjjfM6xSkns=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxGvFG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N76JXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh356V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QWAIaTe</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fzhHuGWZDjX5iWg9YjjfM6xSkns=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxGvFG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N76JXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh356V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QWAIaTe</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit> y3
<latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit>
y4
<latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit>
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loop 1
loop 2
Figure 3.5. Block diagram of example (3.46) (neglecting inputs).
This example uses the block diagrams to explain the procedure to apply the small
gain theorem. In practice, the signal-flow graph is a better choice to represent complicated
interconnections and helps to apply Mason’s gain formula to automate the computation
of interconnected transfer functions. In our simulation, to ease the computation, up to
networks of 20 nodes (see experiments for Figure 3.7b), we add at most 3 feedback paths
(since the path/loop finding is an NP problem and cost considerable time). Moreover, to
simply computation, these feedback loops are either non-touching (no common nodes) or
one is “contained” by the other (i.e., all the nodes in loop 1 appear in loop 2). Due to page
limits, the general algorithms will be present in another paper to handle arbitrary feedback
and feasibility of network stabilization. Before moving to the inference part, there is one
implementation detail in MATLAB deserving to be shared. When you use control system
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<latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit>
y3
<latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit>
y2




<latexit sha1_base64="XJtrp4ojMCg0DnDMs2duuV8Acd8=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8ENIaE/FG4sUjRhASaMh2eYUN226z+2okhJ/gVX+Cv8aT8eDF3+IWehDwJZtMZt7LzI4fC67Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qmSgGLSaFVB2fahA8ghZyFNCJFdDQF9D2x7ep3n4CpbmMmjiJwQvpMOIBZxQN9dDsu/1i2ak687HXgZuBMsmm0S9Zhd5AsiSECJmgWnddJ0ZvShVyJmCW7yUaYsrGdAhdAyMagvam86wz+9wwAzuQyrwI7Tn792JKQ60noW82Q4ojvaql5H9aN8Gg5k15FCcIEVsYBYmwUdrpx+0BV8BQTAygTHGT1WYjqihDU09+yUZQhGcTomL80pS6ktopHehKEg8VwHhOoJRCz0x/7mpb66B1Wb2pOvdX5XotKzJHTskZuSAuuSZ1ckcapEUYGZIX8krerHfrw/q0vharG1Z2c0KWxvr5BY/ppOc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XJtrp4ojMCg0DnDMs2duuV8Acd8=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8ENIaE/FG4sUjRhASaMh2eYUN226z+2okhJ/gVX+Cv8aT8eDF3+IWehDwJZtMZt7LzI4fC67Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qmSgGLSaFVB2fahA8ghZyFNCJFdDQF9D2x7ep3n4CpbmMmjiJwQvpMOIBZxQN9dDsu/1i2ak687HXgZuBMsmm0S9Zhd5AsiSECJmgWnddJ0ZvShVyJmCW7yUaYsrGdAhdAyMagvam86wz+9wwAzuQyrwI7Tn792JKQ60noW82Q4ojvaql5H9aN8Gg5k15FCcIEVsYBYmwUdrpx+0BV8BQTAygTHGT1WYjqihDU09+yUZQhGcTomL80pS6ktopHehKEg8VwHhOoJRCz0x/7mpb66B1Wb2pOvdX5XotKzJHTskZuSAuuSZ1ckcapEUYGZIX8krerHfrw/q0vharG1Z2c0KWxvr5BY/ppOc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XJtrp4ojMCg0DnDMs2duuV8Acd8=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8ENIaE/FG4sUjRhASaMh2eYUN226z+2okhJ/gVX+Cv8aT8eDF3+IWehDwJZtMZt7LzI4fC67Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qmSgGLSaFVB2fahA8ghZyFNCJFdDQF9D2x7ep3n4CpbmMmjiJwQvpMOIBZxQN9dDsu/1i2ak687HXgZuBMsmm0S9Zhd5AsiSECJmgWnddJ0ZvShVyJmCW7yUaYsrGdAhdAyMagvam86wz+9wwAzuQyrwI7Tn792JKQ60noW82Q4ojvaql5H9aN8Gg5k15FCcIEVsYBYmwUdrpx+0BV8BQTAygTHGT1WYjqihDU09+yUZQhGcTomL80pS6ktopHehKEg8VwHhOoJRCz0x/7mpb66B1Wb2pOvdX5XotKzJHTskZuSAuuSZ1ckcapEUYGZIX8krerHfrw/q0vharG1Z2c0KWxvr5BY/ppOc=</latexit>
(b) intermediate subsystem
G2
<latexit sha1_base64="uAsj4XHl5/BpI18Otu9lHEAMjgk=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEghJuKNxIMeMYqQACHb5RU2bLvN7quRNPwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha30IOAL9lkMvNeZnbcUHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZaQYtJgUUnVcqkHwAFrIUUAnVEB9V0DbnVwnevsJlOYyeMBpCH2fjgLucUbRUPc3g9qgUHIqznzsdVBNQYmk0xwUrXxvKFnkQ4BMUK27VSfEfkwVciZglutFGkLKJnQEXQMD6oPux/OsM/vMMEPbk8q8AO05+/cipr7WU981mz7FsV7VEvI/rRuhV+/HPAgjhIAtjLxI2Cjt5OP2kCtgKKYGUKa4yWqzMVWUoaknt2QjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ0OQpHCmAyJ1BKoWemv+pqW+ugVatcVZy7i1KjnhaZJSfklJyTKrkkDXJLmqRFGBmRF/JK3qx368P6tL4WqxkrvTkmS2P9/AJ656Tb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uAsj4XHl5/BpI18Otu9lHEAMjgk=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEghJuKNxIMeMYqQACHb5RU2bLvN7quRNPwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha30IOAL9lkMvNeZnbcUHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZaQYtJgUUnVcqkHwAFrIUUAnVEB9V0DbnVwnevsJlOYyeMBpCH2fjgLucUbRUPc3g9qgUHIqznzsdVBNQYmk0xwUrXxvKFnkQ4BMUK27VSfEfkwVciZglutFGkLKJnQEXQMD6oPux/OsM/vMMEPbk8q8AO05+/cipr7WU981mz7FsV7VEvI/rRuhV+/HPAgjhIAtjLxI2Cjt5OP2kCtgKKYGUKa4yWqzMVWUoaknt2QjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ0OQpHCmAyJ1BKoWemv+pqW+ugVatcVZy7i1KjnhaZJSfklJyTKrkkDXJLmqRFGBmRF/JK3qx368P6tL4WqxkrvTkmS2P9/AJ656Tb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uAsj4XHl5/BpI18Otu9lHEAMjgk=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEghJuKNxIMeMYqQACHb5RU2bLvN7quRNPwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha30IOAL9lkMvNeZnbcUHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZaQYtJgUUnVcqkHwAFrIUUAnVEB9V0DbnVwnevsJlOYyeMBpCH2fjgLucUbRUPc3g9qgUHIqznzsdVBNQYmk0xwUrXxvKFnkQ4BMUK27VSfEfkwVciZglutFGkLKJnQEXQMD6oPux/OsM/vMMEPbk8q8AO05+/cipr7WU981mz7FsV7VEvI/rRuhV+/HPAgjhIAtjLxI2Cjt5OP2kCtgKKYGUKa4yWqzMVWUoaknt2QjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ0OQpHCmAyJ1BKoWemv+pqW+ugVatcVZy7i1KjnhaZJSfklJyTKrkkDXJLmqRFGBmRF/JK3qx368P6tL4WqxkrvTkmS2P9/AJ656Tb</latexit>
G3
<latexit sha1_base64="v2xPL3DXwUWo9X9h5TjX3mI/GrI=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N77xXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh3F6V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QV8paTc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v2xPL3DXwUWo9X9h5TjX3mI/GrI=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N77xXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh3F6V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QV8paTc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v2xPL3DXwUWo9X9h5TjX3mI/GrI=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N77xXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh3F6V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QV8paTc</latexit>
G4
<latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77okSV2PkKVQnIrP4Yb1pY4CWDY=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxJOKNxIMeMYqQQEO2yyts2Hab3VcjIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3hYOAL9lkMvNeZna8SHCNjvNtZTY2t7Z3sru5vfz+wWGhePSoZawYtJgUUnU8qkHwEFrIUUAnUkADT0DbG18nevsJlOYyfMBJBG5AhyH3OaNoqPubfq1fKDkVJx17HVQXoEQW0+wXrXxvIFkcQIhMUK27VSdCd0oVciZgluvFGiLKxnQIXQNDGoB2p2nWmX1mmIHtS2VeiHbK/r2Y0kDrSeCZzYDiSK9qCfmf1o3Rr7tTHkYxQsjmRn4sbJR28nF7wBUwFBMDKFPcZLXZiCrK0NSTW7IRFOHZhCgbvySlLid2Svu6HEdDBTBOCZRS6Jnpr7ra1jpoXVSuKs5drdSoL4rMkhNySs5JlVySBrklTdIijAzJC3klb9a79WF9Wl/z1Yy1uDkmS2P9/AJ+Y6Td</latexit>
G5
<latexit sha1_base64="fzhHuGWZDjX5iWg9YjjfM6xSkns=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxGvFG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N76JXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh356V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QWAIaTe</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fzhHuGWZDjX5iWg9YjjfM6xSkns=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxGvFG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N76JXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh356V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QWAIaTe</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fzhHuGWZDjX5iWg9YjjfM6xSkns=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEgxGvFG4kGPGEVIoCHb5RU2bLvN7quREH6CV/0J/hpPxoMXf4tb6EHAl2wymXkvMzteJLhGx/m2MmvrG5tb2e3cTn53b79QPHjUMlYMmkwKqdoe1SB4CE3kKKAdKaCBJ6Dlja4TvfUESnMZPuA4Ajegg5D7nFE01P1N76JXKDkVZzb2KqimoETSafSKVr7blywOIEQmqNadqhOhO6EKORMwzXVjDRFlIzqAjoEhDUC7k1nWqX1imL7tS2VeiPaM/XsxoYHW48AzmwHFoV7WEvI/rROjX3MnPIxihJDNjfxY2Cjt5ON2nytgKMYGUKa4yWqzIVWUoaknt2AjKMKzCVE2fklKXU7slPZ1OY4GCmA0I1BKoaemv+pyW6ugeVa5qjh356V6LS0yS47IMTklVXJJ6uSWNEiTMDIgL+SVvFnv1of1aX3NVzNWenNIFsb6+QWAIaTe</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit>
y3
<latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UHCJwRNoA1zzIZ/LGegO5OZmgy4=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhRE/FG4sUjRhESaMh2eYUN226z+2okDT/Bq/4Ef40n48GLv8Vt4aDgSzaZzLyXmR0vElyj43xZubX1jc2t/HZhp7i7t18qHzxoGSsGbSaFVF2PahA8hDZyFNCNFNDAE9DxJtep3nkEpbkM73EagRvQUch9ziga6m46OB+UKk7NycZeBfUFqJDFtAZlq9gfShYHECITVOte3YnQTahCzgTMCv1YQ0TZhI6gZ2BIA9BukmWd2SeGGdq+VOaFaGfs74uEBlpPA89sBhTHellLyf+0Xox+w014GMUIIZsb+bGwUdrpx+0hV8BQTA2gTHGT1WZjqihDU0/hj42gCE8mRNX4pSl1NbVT2tfVOBopgElGoJRCz0x/9eW2VkH7rHZVc24vKs3Gosg8OSLH5JTUySVpkhvSIm3CyIg8kxfyar1Z79aH9TlfzVmLm0PyZ6zvH9QlpQ4=</latexit>
y4
<latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Q8V4F5uzGyDH9LvJTvfgn2GbUQ=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8EFIMiXgj8eIRoxUSIGS7vMKGbbfZfTUSwk/wqj/BX+PJePDib3FbehDwJZtMZt7LzI4XCa7Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qGSsGLpNCqo5HNQgegoscBXQiBTTwBLS9yU2it59AaS7DB5xG0A/oKOQ+ZxQNdT8d1AfFslN10rHXQS0DZZJNa1CyCr2hZHEAITJBte7WnAj7M6qQMwHzfC/WEFE2oSPoGhjSAHR/lmad2+eGGdq+VOaFaKfs34sZDbSeBp7ZDCiO9aqWkP9p3Rj9Rn/GwyhGCNnCyI+FjdJOPm4PuQKGYmoAZYqbrDYbU0UZmnrySzaCIjybEBXjl6TUlcROaV9X4mikACYpgVIKPTf91VbbWgfuZfW66tzVy81GVmSOnJIzckFq5Io0yS1pEZcwMiIv5JW8We/Wh/VpfS1WN6zs5oQsjfXzC9XjpQ8=</latexit>
y2






<latexit sha1_base64="XJtrp4ojMCg0DnDMs2duuV8Acd8=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8ENIaE/FG4sUjRhASaMh2eYUN226z+2okhJ/gVX+Cv8aT8eDF3+IWehDwJZtMZt7LzI4fC67Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qmSgGLSaFVB2fahA8ghZyFNCJFdDQF9D2x7ep3n4CpbmMmjiJwQvpMOIBZxQN9dDsu/1i2ak687HXgZuBMsmm0S9Zhd5AsiSECJmgWnddJ0ZvShVyJmCW7yUaYsrGdAhdAyMagvam86wz+9wwAzuQyrwI7Tn792JKQ60noW82Q4ojvaql5H9aN8Gg5k15FCcIEVsYBYmwUdrpx+0BV8BQTAygTHGT1WYjqihDU09+yUZQhGcTomL80pS6ktopHehKEg8VwHhOoJRCz0x/7mpb66B1Wb2pOvdX5XotKzJHTskZuSAuuSZ1ckcapEUYGZIX8krerHfrw/q0vharG1Z2c0KWxvr5BY/ppOc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XJtrp4ojMCg0DnDMs2duuV8Acd8=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8ENIaE/FG4sUjRhASaMh2eYUN226z+2okhJ/gVX+Cv8aT8eDF3+IWehDwJZtMZt7LzI4fC67Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qmSgGLSaFVB2fahA8ghZyFNCJFdDQF9D2x7ep3n4CpbmMmjiJwQvpMOIBZxQN9dDsu/1i2ak687HXgZuBMsmm0S9Zhd5AsiSECJmgWnddJ0ZvShVyJmCW7yUaYsrGdAhdAyMagvam86wz+9wwAzuQyrwI7Tn792JKQ60noW82Q4ojvaql5H9aN8Gg5k15FCcIEVsYBYmwUdrpx+0BV8BQTAygTHGT1WYjqihDU09+yUZQhGcTomL80pS6ktopHehKEg8VwHhOoJRCz0x/7mpb66B1Wb2pOvdX5XotKzJHTskZuSAuuSZ1ckcapEUYGZIX8krerHfrw/q0vharG1Z2c0KWxvr5BY/ppOc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XJtrp4ojMCg0DnDMs2duuV8Acd8=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNz6iYgKevTSSEw8ENIaE/FG4sUjRhASaMh2eYUN226z+2okhJ/gVX+Cv8aT8eDF3+IWehDwJZtMZt7LzI4fC67Rcb6tjc2t7Z3d3F5+v3BweFQsHT9qmSgGLSaFVB2fahA8ghZyFNCJFdDQF9D2x7ep3n4CpbmMmjiJwQvpMOIBZxQN9dDsu/1i2ak687HXgZuBMsmm0S9Zhd5AsiSECJmgWnddJ0ZvShVyJmCW7yUaYsrGdAhdAyMagvam86wz+9wwAzuQyrwI7Tn792JKQ60noW82Q4ojvaql5H9aN8Gg5k15FCcIEVsYBYmwUdrpx+0BV8BQTAygTHGT1WYjqihDU09+yUZQhGcTomL80pS6ktopHehKEg8VwHhOoJRCz0x/7mpb66B1Wb2pOvdX5XotKzJHTskZuSAuuSZ1ckcapEUYGZIX8krerHfrw/q0vharG1Z2c0KWxvr5BY/ppOc=</latexit>
G̃7
<latexit sha1_base64="wJyK2Z8hL3lr8Y3ASejIIzPZzgE=">AAACLHicbVBNSwJRFH3Tp5mV1rLNkAQtRMYItJ3QopYGmYIO8uZ5Rx++mTe8dyeSwZ/Rtn5Cv6ZFRNt+R29GF6lduHA4517O4XiR4Bod59Pa2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpPqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhen3kYgjJ7WxQHxTLTtXJxl4HtQUok8W0BiWr0B9KFgcQIhNU617NidBNqELOBMzy/VhDRNmEjqBnYEgD0G6SZZ7Z54YZ2r5UZkO0M/bvR0IDraeBZy4DimO9qqXkf1ovRr/hJjyMYoSQzY38WNgo7bQAe8gVMBRTAyhT3GS12ZgqytDUlF+yERTh2YSoGL80pa6kdkr7uhJHIwUwyQiUUuiZ6a+22tY6aF9Wr6vO/VW52VgUmSOn5IxckBqpkya5Iy3SJoxI8kJeyZv1bn1YX9b3/HTDWvyckKWxfn4Brmiolg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wJyK2Z8hL3lr8Y3ASejIIzPZzgE=">AAACLHicbVBNSwJRFH3Tp5mV1rLNkAQtRMYItJ3QopYGmYIO8uZ5Rx++mTe8dyeSwZ/Rtn5Cv6ZFRNt+R29GF6lduHA4517O4XiR4Bod59Pa2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpPqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhen3kYgjJ7WxQHxTLTtXJxl4HtQUok8W0BiWr0B9KFgcQIhNU617NidBNqELOBMzy/VhDRNmEjqBnYEgD0G6SZZ7Z54YZ2r5UZkO0M/bvR0IDraeBZy4DimO9qqXkf1ovRr/hJjyMYoSQzY38WNgo7bQAe8gVMBRTAyhT3GS12ZgqytDUlF+yERTh2YSoGL80pa6kdkr7uhJHIwUwyQiUUuiZ6a+22tY6aF9Wr6vO/VW52VgUmSOn5IxckBqpkya5Iy3SJoxI8kJeyZv1bn1YX9b3/HTDWvyckKWxfn4Brmiolg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wJyK2Z8hL3lr8Y3ASejIIzPZzgE=">AAACLHicbVBNSwJRFH3Tp5mV1rLNkAQtRMYItJ3QopYGmYIO8uZ5Rx++mTe8dyeSwZ/Rtn5Cv6ZFRNt+R29GF6lduHA4517O4XiR4Bod59Pa2Nza3tnN7eX3CweHR8XS8aOWsWLQZlJI1fWoBsFDaCNHAd1IAQ08AR1vcpPqnSdQmsvwAacRuAEdhdznjKKhen3kYgjJ7WxQHxTLTtXJxl4HtQUok8W0BiWr0B9KFgcQIhNU617NidBNqELOBMzy/VhDRNmEjqBnYEgD0G6SZZ7Z54YZ2r5UZkO0M/bvR0IDraeBZy4DimO9qqXkf1ovRr/hJjyMYoSQzY38WNgo7bQAe8gVMBRTAyhT3GS12ZgqytDUlF+yERTh2YSoGL80pa6kdkr7uhJHIwUwyQiUUuiZ6a+22tY6aF9Wr6vO/VW52VgUmSOn5IxckBqpkya5Iy3SJoxI8kJeyZv1bn1YX9b3/HTDWvyckKWxfn4Brmiolg==</latexit>
(c) intermediate system
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fT9tlfODDbn+KmwXXw082PnYU8Q=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNziFyIq6NFLIzHxQEhrTMQbiRePGK2QACHb5RU2bLvN7quxIfwEr/oT/DWejAcv/ha3wEHAl2wymXkvMzt+LLhGx/m2chubW9s7+d3CXnH/4LBUPnrUMlEMPCaFVG2fahA8Ag85CmjHCmjoC2j545tMbz2B0lxGD5jG0AvpMOIBZxQNdZ/23X6p4tSc2djrwF2ACllMs1+2it2BZEkIETJBte64Toy9CVXImYBpoZtoiCkb0yF0DIxoCLo3mWWd2meGGdiBVOZFaM/YvxcTGmqdhr7ZDCmO9KqWkf9pnQSDem/CozhBiNjcKEiEjdLOPm4PuAKGIjWAMsVNVpuNqKIMTT2FJRtBEZ5NiKrxy1LqamandKCrSTxUAOMZgVIKPTX9uattrQPvonZdc+4uK436osg8OSGn5Jy45Io0yC1pEo8wMiQv5JW8We/Wh/Vpfc1Xc9bi5pgsjfXzC9CppQw=</latexit>
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Figure 3.6. List of intermediate systems that assist the description of the whole procedure of stabilizing
ARX networks in model generation.
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toolbox in MATLAB and deal with many (e.g., p >= 10) interconnections (connect in series
or parallel, feedback), it may not be a good idea to compute the lump-sum transfer functions
first, e.g., T2 in Figure 3.6d, and then compute their infinity norms to apply the small gain
theorem. The reason is that, even if at each step you guarantee the subsystems are correctly
stabilized, the numeric errors in model interconnection using control system toolbox may lead
to the resultant system being unstable (in theory it should be stable) and you are no longer
able to continuing applying the small gain theorem. The solution used in our simulation is
that, instead of computing the lump-sum transfer function, we compute the infinity norm of
each transfer function (e.g., T1, G2, G3, G4, G5 for T2) first and then use Mason’s gain formula
to compute an upper bound of ∥T2∥∞.
In the benchmark studies on ARX networks, we test both iterative reweighted l1 method
(labeled as “GIRL1” in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.7) and sparse Bayesian learning (labeled
as “GSBL”) for group sparsity. There are two test scenarios: 1) models with p = 10 (i.e.
#nodes = 10) and different SNRs (SNR = 0, 10, 20, 40 dB); 2) models with SNR = 10 dB
and different number of nodes p = 5, 10, 15, 20. In each test (with one given p and SNR), we
generate on 50 ARX network models with random network structures. All models are set to
the same sparsity density 0.2, i.e. the total number of nonzero entries in Q is 0.2p2. The
input signals are independently and identically distributed Gaussian noise with zero mean
and unit variance. In the test of GIRL1, the regularization parameter λ is set to as follows:
λ = 0.1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 for SNR = 0, 10, 20, 40dB, respectively; and λ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1 for
p = 5, 10, 15, 20. The parameter λ is chosen roughly among values in logarithmic scales for
one model by reviewing the sparsity density of the inference results (assuming we have an
expectation on how sparse the network should be), and then is used for all 50 models. One
certainly can apply cross-validation or bootstrap methods to choose λ.
Considering performance indices for benchmark, we use the indices precision (Prec) and
true positive rate (TPR),
Prec = TPTP + FP , TPR =
TP
TP + FN ,
where TP (true positive), FP (false positive) and FN (false negative) are the standard
concepts in the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve or the Precision Recall curve
(e.g. see Sahiner et al. (2017)). One may understand Prec as the percentage of correct arcs
in the inferred network, and TPR as the percentage of correctly inferred arcs in the ground
truth. As analogous to concepts type-I error and type-II error in statistics, The value of
(1−Prec) is asserting the percentage of arcs in the inferred network that is absent (a false
hit), and (1−TPR) is failing to assert the percentage of arcs in the ground truth that are
present (a miss).
Table 3.1 summarizes the means and standard deviations (SD) of performance indexes of
the inference results, whose box plots shown in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7 tells that GIRL1 has
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better performance on Prec (larger means and smaller variances) that GSBL over different
SNRs or #nodes; while the performance on TPR shows slighter weaker that GSBL. This is due
to the choice of regularization parameter λ, which gives us freedom to balance between Prec
and TPR. A larger λ mostly helps to improve Prec at the expense of TPR. The comparison
of Prec or TPR of GIRL1 over different SNRs or #nodes may not be meaningful due to the
usage of different λ’s. This comparison for GSBL shows a slight increase of Prec or TPR
when the SNR increases, which, however, is not as significant as our intuition might tell. The
reason is that GSBL in theory can handle data with a reasonably large range of SNRs by
estimating noise variances reliably. Nevertheless, one detail in practice deserves our attention.
A threshold in GSBL needs to be tuned to prune γ’s (labeled as “pGamma”) in the EM
iterations, which determines whether the parameters that specific λ corresponds to have been
confidently zero in the probability sense. When dealing noisy data, a larger value of pGamma
works better. In the Monte Carlo test of multiple #nodes, as shown in Figure 3.7b, one may
observe large variances of performance indexes when #nodes is small. This is mostly due to
the total number of arcs in the ground truth is so small that even inferring one arc wrongly
leads to significant changes on Prec or TPR.
Table 3.1. Summary of inference results for ARX dynamic networks. Each statistic is computed
from inference results of 50 random models. The label “GIRL1” refers to the iterative reweighted l1
method for group sparsity, “GSBL” refers to Sparse Bayesian Learning and “GSM” refers to sampling
methods. In each test, all methods use the same data set, except that “GSM” only uses 100 points.
In the simulation of multiple SNRs, the number of nodes is set to 10 (i.e. p = 10); and in the case of
multiple #nodes, the SNR is set to 10 dB. The lambdas for “GIRL1” are set to λ = 0.1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001
for SNR = 0, 10, 20, 40dB, respectively; and λ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1 for p = 5, 10, 15, 20.
(mean±SD) SNRs (dB)0 10 20 40
Prec (%)
GIRL1 98.96± 2.77 99.58± 1.73 97.94± 3.25 97.34± 4.25
GSBL 89.92± 8.16 93.05± 6.95 93.31± 7.25 93.35± 6.64
GSMC 99.89± 0.74 97.57± 4.71 96.28± 5.39 94.20± 6.37
TPR (%)
GIRL1 88.05± 9.51 83.06± 10.40 92.95± 7.24 95.52± 5.32
GSBL 89.29± 8.25 89.14± 8.45 89.92± 8.81 88.79± 8.36
GSMC 84.64± 10.49 65.16± 12.48 75.85± 12.12 83.15± 10.47
(mean±SD) #nodes5 10 15 20
Prec (%)
GIRL1 100.00± 0.00 99.80± 1.41 99.45± 1.23 99.17± 1.74
GSBL 94.47± 9.31 91.55± 6.87 93.66± 3.57 93.86± 4.45
GSMC 98.33± 7.02 98.65± 3.03 98.21± 2.49 97.78± 2.23
TPR (%)
GIRL1 93.60± 10.25 86.23± 8.85 85.22± 9.85 86.82± 5.41
GSBL 92.40± 11.35 89.05± 8.39 90.51± 8.59 90.89± 5.22
GSMC 75.20± 20.82 69.67± 12.72 68.53± 12.38 69.50± 7.71
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Figure 3.7. Performance of network inference using iterative reweighted l1 method (labeled as “GIRL1”),
sparse Bayesian learning (labeled as “GSBL”) and the sampling method for group sparsity (labeled as
“GSMC”). The data sets are generated from 50 models with different SNRs or numbers of nodes.
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3.5.2 Dynamical structure functions
This section considers a Monte Carlo study of 50 runs of inference of random stable sparse
networks (DSFs) with 40 nodes. In regard to the adjective words for the DSFs, here are
further explanations:
• random: the DSF model in each run are randomly chosen (both network topology and
model parameters);
• stable: the DSF model is stable, i.e. all poles of Q,P and H have negative real parts,
and all transmission zeros of (I−Q) have negative real parts; (see (Yue, 2018, chap. 2.3))
• sparse: the number of arcs of the network is much less than that of a complete digraph.
The numerical example emulates the applications in practice, where the underlying systems
evolves continuously in time and the proposed method uses parametric approaches to estimate
network structures. Hence, we simulate the continuous-time DSF models and then sample
the simulated signals with a chosen sampling frequency to acquire measurements for later
network reconstruction. More details on the procedure is presented as below:
1) The DSF model will be simulated via its state space realization (both in continuous
time). Then we start with generation of random state space models. First we randomly
generate highly sparse stable A-matrices (of dimension 80×80) for the state space
representations, and B = [0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0]T , C = [I20×20 020×20], D = 0. The systems in
replica are obtained by perturbing nonzero entries in the A-matrix.
2) The ground truth of the networks are calculated by the definition of DSF using
(A,B,C,D) (see Goncalves and Warnick (2008)).
3) A step signal is chosen to be the input3, and each state variable is perturbed by a
Gaussian i.i.d. (i.e. process noises). The replica data is acquired by randomly perturbing
non-zero elements in A and performing simulation. The stochastic differential equation
is numerically solved by using sim.m (choosing the Euler-Maruyama method) from
system identification toolbox in MATLAB. The sampling frequency is chosen to be 40
times larger than the critical frequency of system aliasing (see Yue et al. (2016a)).
The setup of DSF models makes network inference particularly challenging. In these networks,
there exist many feedback loops, whose sizes are quite random. Moreover, we fill nonzero
values in the position Ai,i+1 of the A-matrix to ensure each network will not degenerate into
a family of separate small ones.
3Here we choose to have only one input and use a step signal to simulate the biological data. In biological
experiments, we usually do not have many controlled inputs, and most of them are simple signals, like fixed
temperatures, adding/removing light, fixed pH values, etc.
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As known in biological data analysis, time series are usually of low sampling frequencies
and have limited numbers of samples. To address the importance of these factors, we run
network inference methods (using ARX) over a range of values, shown in Figure 3.8. The
sampling frequency is critical for applying discrete-time approaches for network inference,
since the network topology from discrete-time systems will more and more different from the
ground truth that is defined by the underlying continuous-time systems, with the decrease of
sampling frequencies. The rule of thumb is choosing the sample frequency that is at least 10
time faster than the critical sampling frequency of system aliasing (e.g. fs/4 in Figure 3.8 is
the least suggested value). The sparsity is to handle the effect of noise. The simulation tells
us that the value that is at least four times larger than the number of unknown parameters
in estimation is a fair choice for the number of samples in network inference.
Another comment is for the “trade-off” between type-I and type-II errors when selecting
regularization parameters λ. In theory, there could be an optimal value of λ that gives small
values of both type-I and type-II errors. However, in practice, type-I error is more critical in
the sense that it has to be small enough to keep results useful. Otherwise, even if type-II
error is small, the result will predicate too many wrong arcs to be useful in applications. As
a rule implied from Figure 3.8, in biological practice, we may choose an aggressive value of λ
to make sure that we could have most predictions of arcs correctly; then, if more links need
to be explored, we could decrease λ to get more connections covered.
3.6 Conclusions
This work discusses dynamic network reconstruction from heterogeneous datasets in the
framework of dynamical structure function (or P. Van den Hof’s network representation)
has been discussed. It has been addressed that linear dynamic network reconstruction
can be formulated as identification of DSFs with sparse structures. To take advantage
of heterogeneous datasets from multiple experiments, the proposed method integrates all
datasets in one regression form and resorts to group sparsity to guarantee network topology
to be consistent over replica. To solve the cardinality optimization problem, the treatments
using classical convex approximation, SBL and sampling-based methods have been introduced
and extended. The numerical examples have shown the performance of methods and revealed
several issues that deserve our consideration in applications.
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Figure 3.8. Performance of the proposed method on 50 random networks. The value of λ is chosen by
performing cross-validation on one network. Choosing a larger λ could further decrease the Type-I
error; however, the inferred networks would lose their basic profiles, tending to be simple topologies,
like unconnected trees or lines. The sampling frequency fs is the base value used in system simulations.
The data used in inference are re-sampled from the simulated signals. Here we use 2 replica datasets,
e.g. “#samples = 800” implies each dataset has 400 samples. The iterative reweighted l1 method is
used to achieve group sparsity.

Chapter 4
Low Sampling Frequencies: System
Aliasing
There have been studies focusing on identification of continuous-time systems, e.g., (Garnier
et al., 2003; Ljung and Wills, 2010). However, most methods request a high sampling
frequency to guarantee certain simplifications on theoretical deduction or numerical cal-
culations. Moreover, choosing too low sampling frequencies may trigger the problem of
“system aliasing”, that is, multiple continuous-time systems produce the exactly same output
samples, meanwhile they may have different network structures. What’s more, it becomes
particularly challenging in theory and numerical computation to enhance sparsity on the
network structures of continuous-time models. However, this is inevitable considering the
current techniques of biological time-series data acquisition.
This chapter first reveals the challenges due to the low sampling frequency by examples
in Section 4.2 and then present a definition of system aliasing. A Nyquist-Shannon-like
sampling theorem was presented in Section 4.3 to determine the minimal sampling frequency
that avoids the effect of system aliasing. Section 4.4 presents an algorithm to reconstruct
sparse networks using low-sampling-frequency data provided with no system aliasing. The
case of system aliasing is discussed in Section 4.5.
4.1 Problem Description
Consider a filtered probability space (Ω,F , (Ft)t∈[0,∞),P), where the filtration is always
assumed to be complete. Let {w(t) : t ≥ 0} be the n-dimensional standard Ft-Brownian
motion. The physical plant/process in our study, as a dynamical system in continuous time,
is modeled by the following stochastic differential equation
dx = Axdt+Bu dt+Rdw, (4.1)
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where A ∈ Rn×n is stable, R ∈ Rn×n is symmetric and semi-positive definitive, the initial
x(t0) is a Gaussian random variable with mean m0 and variance R0, t0 ≥ 0, and w(t) is
interpreted as disturbance on the state variables (or called process noise). The solution to
(4.1) is an Ft-adapted n-dimensional stochastic process x(t) = (x1(t), · · · , xn(t))t≥t0 such
that







where x(t0) ∈ Ft0 and see Gall (2016) for the definition of stochastic integral. It is assumed
that x(t0), w(t) are independent. The solution x(t) is strong, that is, x(t) is adapted to
Fwt := σ(wu :u≤ t)∨ σ(N ) (i.e. the complete σ-field generated by {wu :u≤ t}; see Gall (2016)
for details). An input signal {u(t), t ≥ t0} has been applied to the system, and the output y
of the system is observed at the discrete times t0, t1, ..., tN ,
y(tk) = Cx(tk) (4.2)
where C = [I 0] ∈ Rp×p, p≤n, tk ≜ t0 + kh and h > 0 is the sampling period. Here the
measurement noise is not included mainly due to that we do not know how to give a definition
of DSF from state-space representations with measurement noises. The stochastic difference
equation that relates the values of the state variable x in (4.1) at the sampling instants
(Åström, 2012, p. 82-85); (Garnier and Wang, 2008, chap. 2), is given by
x(tk+1) = Adx(tk) +Bdu(tk) + v(tk), (4.3)
where









exp(sA)R exp(sAT ) ds. (4.5)
The linear dynamic network model1 of (4.1) is given as
y(t) = Q(s)y(t) + P (s)u(t) + sH(s)w(t), (4.6)
where Q(s), P (s) and H(s) are p× p, p×m and p× p matrices of strictly-proper real-rational
transfer functions respectively, defined from (A,B,C, 0) in Goncalves and Warnick (2008); and
s is the differential operator, i.e. sx(t) = dx/dt. The model (4.6) is called dynamical structure
function (DSF), firstly proposed in Goncalves and Warnick (2008) and other variants in Van
1Recall Brownian motion is locally α-Hölder continuous (α < 1/2) almost surely and nondifferentiable.
Since Q, P and sH are proper, three terms in (4.6) are well defined and their meanings are given by stochastic
integration.
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den Hof et al. (2013); Weerts et al. (2018b). The dynamic networks N = (G, f) can be defined
from the DSF (4.6) by Definition 2.1, which graphically represents the interconnections
between the output variables.
This chapter focuses on the full-state measurement case, i.e. C = I, where A in (4.1) tells
the interconnections between elements of y since Q(s) = (s−diag(A))−1(A−diag(A)). Indeed
our study considers a “simple” case. However, due to the focus on low sampling frequencies,
one will see it has been fairly complicated in later sections. Let measurements be Y N ≜
[y(t0), y(t1), . . . , y(tN )], and UN ≜ [u(t0), u(t1), . . . , u(tN )] (if having external inputs). We
then describe the problem of network reconstruction in our study as follows:
Main Problem. Given signals Y N (and UN , if having inputs) in full-state measurement
(i.e. C = I), with probably a large sampling period h and small N , develop methods to
infer the dynamic network N (or the Boolean G), assuming that the ground truth A is
sparse.
Remark 4.1. There are two main questions we will answer in later sections:
• What is the minimal sampling frequency that we can tackle in theory? And is there a
criterion to test sampling frequencies of the given signals?
• Due to low sampling frequencies, we have to resort to continuous-time models (i.e. A,B
in (4.1)) to determine networks. How could we impose sparsity of network structures
in the inference procedure?
Throughout the text, by default, we always deal with primary matrix functions, including
exp (matrix exponential), log (matrix logarithm) and Log (the principal matrix logarithm
in Theorem 4.3). Primary matrix functions refer to the ones defined via Jordan Canonical
Form or equivalently via Polynomial Interpolation, Cauchy Integral Theorem (Higham, 2008a,
chap. 1). The primary notion of matrix functions is of particular interest and the most useful
in applications, e.g. (Higham, 2008a; Horn and Piepmeyer, 2003).
4.2 System Aliasing in Identification
4.2.1 Observations on matrix logarithm
Supposing that Ad has been perfectly estimated from samples, the estimate of the A matrix
for the continuous-time system is straightforwardly calculated by solving
exp(hA) = Ad. (4.7)
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via matrix logarithm. However, referring to Theorem A.1 (Higham, 2008a), the equation
(4.7) has several (in fact infititely many) solutions. Let us review the following observations
on (4.7) to see the troubles from low sampling frequencies (i.e. 1/h).
Observation 1: With the increase of h, the Boolean structures of A (i.e. G determined from
A) and Ad − I become more and more different, as illustrated by Figure 4.1. The sampling
frequency (1/h) deserves to be emphasized as a core factor in the categorization of different
cases in our study:
• Case I: when h is “very small” such that Ad shares the same Boolean structure as
hA + I. Indeed, one can see it by exp(hA) = I + hA + h22! A2 + · · · . Hence we can
determine G by identifying discrete-time models;
• Case II: when h is “large” but the ground truth A is still the principle matrix logarithm
of Ad;
• Case III: when h is “even larger” such that the ground truth A is no longer the principle
logarithm of Ad.
The general network model (4.6) of Case I has been solved by discrete-time approaches , e.g.
see (Chiuso and Pillonetto, 2012; Yue et al., 2018). Case II is what we mainly studied in this










































Case I Case II Case III
Figure 4.1. This example randomly chooses a sparse A and Ad = exp(hA). The Boolean networks
are determined from A and Ad − I by Definition 2.1 (treating A and Ad − I as Q’s), denoted by
G(A),G(Ad − I). We use G(A) as the ground truth. Then G(Ad − I) is compared with G(A) and the
same arcs are labeled as the correct ones.
Observation 2: Provided with a sparse A, the corresponding Ad could be dense, as the
example in Figure 4.2.
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A Ad
2666666666666664
0 0.0149 0.0790 0
0 0.1932 0.1741 0.0313
0 0.0325 0 0
0.0231 0.0020 0 0
3777777777777775
2666666666666664
1.0000 0.0178 0.0804 0.0003
0.0004 1.2164 0.1923 0.0346
0.0000 0.0359 1.0030 0.0005
0.0231 0.0024 0.0011 1.0000
3777777777777775
Figure 4.2. h = 1, Ad = exp (hA), A = LogAd/h.
Observation 3: Provided with a sparse A, the corresponding Ad can be also sparse. However,
they have different Boolean structures (i.e. zeros at different positions), as shown in Figure 4.3.
A Ad2666666666666664
0 0 0 0.5303
0.8611 0 0.4849 0
0 0 0.3935 0
0.6714 0 0 0
3777777777777775
2666666666666664
1.1834 0 0 0.5624
0.9132 1.0000 0.5941 0.2352
0 0 1.4821 0
0.7120 0 0 1.1834
3777777777777775
Figure 4.3. h = 1, Ad = exp (hA), A = LogAd/h.
Observation 4: Even though the norm difference of Ad1, Ad2 has been very small, their matrix





0 0 0.1190 0
0.4984 0 0.9597 0.3404
0 0 0 0
0 0.5853 0.2238 0
3777777777777775
2666666666666664
0.0001 0.0001 0.1188 0.0001
0.4982 0.0002 0.9595 0.3403
0.0000  0.0000 0.0002 0.0001
0.0001 0.5851 0.2239  0.0000
3777777777777775
Figure 4.4. h = 1, A1 = LogAd1/h and A2 = LogAd2/h.
Observation 5: There exists more than one solution, e.g. A1 and A2 in Figure 4.5, and they
have different Boolean structures.
Considering the problem formulation in Section 4.1, one may have already noticed the
troubles on network reconstruction, which originate from the matrix logarithms, due to the
low sampling frequency. The examples in Observation 1 clearly show that why we have to
resort to the continuous-time system identification to infer network structures. Observation 2
and 3 tell that A and Ad do not share the same sparsity when h is large. Observation 4
points out that the Boolean structures of the principle logarithms of two Ad1 and Ad2 close in
matrix norms could be significantly different. The example on Observation 5 shows an even
worse case: the sample period is so large that the principle matrix logarithm is no longer A,
which appears as other branches of matrix logarithm of Ad, in which no robust algorithm
has yet been available.
Remark 4.2. In a sum of the above observations, it tells us that, in the inference of G or N ,
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2666666666666664
 3.7147  0.1778 0.1625 0.2690
 0.8983  5.4242  0.5625 0.9199
1.7815  0.2501  4.7786  1.1221
0.8726 0.0043  0.6277  3.9162
3777777777777775
2666666666666664
 9.1872  1.7824  2.9906 3.1019
0  5.3854  8.4002  4.0112
16.4473 13.2820 0  7.4828
 13.7279 8.6466  2.7852  3.2612
3777777777777775
2666666666666664
0.0300  0.0025 0.0023 0.0038
 0.0127 0.0059  0.0079 0.0130
0.0252  0.0035 0.0150  0.0158





Figure 4.5. h = 1, exp (hA1) = exp (hA2), A1 = LogAd/h, and A2 is the ground truth A.
• G should be determined from A instead of Ad, when h is large (w.r.t. A); (see
Observation 1, 4)
• the sparsity penalty has to be imposed on A directly instead of Ad, when h is large
(w.r.t. A); (see Observation 2, 3, 4)
• the A matrix should be estimated directly instead of via taking matrix logarithm of
Ad, in the presence of noise and with a limited length of signals. (see Observation 4)
And we summarize the tasks in our study as follows:
• finding out the critical frequency (i.e. the 2nd vertical dash line in Figure 4.1) in theory
that demarcates Case III (see Observation 1, 5), and
• developing inference methods for Case II (also being valid for Case I, which, however, can
be more efficiently solved by discrete-time approaches) with the concerns aforementioned.
4.2.2 Definition of system aliasing
As shown in Section 4.2.1, the A matrix has to be identified in network reconstruction when
the sampling frequency is low. In this scenario, a “good” case is that the ground truth A is the
principle matrix logarithm of Ad (i.e. Case II); otherwise, it becomes particularly challenging
(i.e. Case III), e.g. Figure 4.5. To clarify this classification, we consequently present an
important concept in network reconstruction with low sampling frequencies, “system aliasing”.
Let vec(X) denote the vectorization of the matrix X formed by stacking the columns of
X into a single column vector; and ivec(·) is defined by ivec(vec(X)) = X. Im(x) denotes
the imaginary part of the complex number or vector x.
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Definition 4.1.
E (A,M, h,S ) =
{
A∗ ∈ Rn×n : M ∈ Rn2×n2 , h ∈ R,





where S ⊆ Rn×n contains A.
With this general notation, we present a definition of system aliasing only in terms of the
A matrix in state-space representations and the sampling period h, which does not depend
on specific identification methods or data.
Definition 4.2 (System aliasing). Given A ∈ S and h ∈ R+, if there exists Â ̸= A ∈
E (A, I, h,S ) and Â is called system alias of A with respect to S . By default, choose
S = SA :=
{
Ã ∈ Rn×n : max{Im(eig(Ã))} ≤ max{Im(eig(A))}
}
.
We are particularly interested in E (A, I, h,S ) = {A}, i.e. there is no problem of system
aliasing. Note that the concept of system aliasing does not depend on specific data. It
only depends on system dynamics (the A matrix in (4.1)) and sampling frequencies. If the
M matrix is specifically constructed by data instead of I, E (A,M, h,S ) = {A}, where A
denotes the ground truth, tells that the underlying system is identifiable from the given data
(see (Yue et al., 2016a, Sec. III-B)). Obviously if we have system aliasing for the system with
a specific sampling frequency, without extra prior information on A, the system is always not
identifiable.
4.3 No System Aliasing: the Minimal Sampling Frequency
Provided with the definition of system aliasing, a question comes first: what (A, h) leads to
no system aliasing, i.e. E (A, I, h,SA) = {A}.
4.3.1 The minimal sampling frequency
To answer this question, we need to introduce a theorem on matrix logarithm.
Theorem 4.3 (principal logarithm (Higham, 2008a, Thm. 1.31)). Let P ∈ Cn×n have no
eigenvalues on R−. There is a unique logarithm A of P all of whose eigenvalues lie in
the strip {z : −π < Im(z) < π}. We refer to A as the principal logarithm of P of write
A = Log(P ). If P is real then its principal logarithm is real.
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To make the principal matrix logarithm Log(·) be well-defined, we always assume that
exp(hA) has no negative real eigenvalues. Let G (h) = {z ∈ C : −π/h < Im(z) < π/h}.
By Theorem 4.3 and A.1, it always holds that Log(exp(hA))/h ∈ E (A, I, h,SA). To avoid
system aliasing, it implies that Log(exp(hA))/h = A , i.e. eig(A) ∈ G (h). It is summarized
as the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let Ad = exp(hA), h ∈ R+, which has no negative real eigenvalues, and Â =
Log(Ad)/h. Then A = Â (i.e. E (A, I, h,SA) = {A}) if and only if eig(A) ∈ G (h).
Given no other information on the system, consider the identification problem of A using
full-state measurement. It is necessary to decrease the sampling period h until the ground
truth falls into the strip of G (h), and then the principal logarithm refers to the ground truth
A, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Otherwise, we would be bothered by system aliases of A and

















Figure 4.6. The imaginary parts of all eigenvalues of A must lie into (−π/h, π/h). λi(·) denotes the
i-th eigenvalue of A in Theorem A.1. The symbols “×” denote the locations of Im(λi(A)). hmax is
the maximal sampling period that allows taking principal logarithms to estimate A, without facing
troubles from system aliasing.
Theorem 4.5 (Nyquist-Shannon-like sampling theorem). Consider the equidistant sampling. To
uniquely reconstruct A of a continuous-time system from Ad of its corresponding discrete-time
system by taking the principal matrix logarithm, the sampling frequency ω (rad/s) must satisfy
ω ≥ 2 max {| Im (λi(A)) |, i = 1, . . . , n} .
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Equivalently, the sampling period h (i.e. 2π/ω) should satisfy
h ≤ min {π/| Im (λi(A)) |, i = 1, . . . , n} .
Proof. The result immediately follows by verifying the condition eig(A) ∈ G(h) in Lemma 4.4.
The meaning of Theorem 4.5 in continuous-time system identification can be understood
by analogy with the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem in signal processing. The Nyquist-
Shannon sampling theorem gives conditions on sampling frequencies, by looking at spectral
information of signals, under which the continuous signal can be uniquely reconstructed from
its discrete-time signal. As an analogy, Theorem 4.5 addresses that the continuous-time LTI
system can be uniquely reconstructed from the discrete-time system under a condition that
is built based on the spectrum of the A matrix.
4.3.2 Test criteria for the cases without inputs
Now we would like to show a property of matrix exponential and logarithm, which further
leads to a test criterion on system aliasing. The test criterion is summarized in Section 4.3.3.
Lemma 4.6. Considering h1, h2 ∈ R+ and A ∈ Rn×n, let Â be defined by Â = Log(exp(h1A))/h1.
Then exp(h2A) = exp(h2Â) if and only if h2/h1 ∈ N or A = Â.
Proof. Let Ad := exp(h1A), which has the Jordan canonical form (A.1) (i.e. let P in
Theorem A.1) be Ad). By Theorem A.1 and A.2, we have
h1A= Z diag(Lj11 , . . . , L
jp
p )Z−1,
h1Â= Z diag(L01, . . . , L0p )Z−1.
To compare exp(h2Â) with exp(h2A), we need to find their Jordan canonical form by
the definition of matrix exponential. To calculate the eigenvalues of h2Â, consider the
determinant |µ̂I − h2Â| = 0 ⇔ |µ̂′I − h1Â| = 0, where µ̂′ ≜ h1/h2µ̂ and |µ̂′I − h1Â| =
|µ̂′I − diag(L01, . . . , L0p)|. It is equivalent to solve p equations |µ̂′kIk − L0k| = 0 (k = 1, . . . , p),
where Ik denotes the identity matrix of the dimension compatible with L0k. It yields that




log(λk) log′(λk) · · · ∗
log(λk)
. . . ...




= (µ̂′k − log(λk))
mk = 0,
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where Jk, λk, jk,mk, Imk are given in (A.1), (A.3); and hence µk = h2/h1 log(λk) with
geometric multiplicity mk. Similarly for h2A, consider |µ′kIk − L
jk
k | = |µ′kIk − log(Jk(λk))−
2jkπiImk | = 0, where µ′k ≜ h1/h2µk, µ is the eigenvalues of h2A, the integer jk is given in
(A.3), and i is the imaginary unit. It yields mk = h2/h1(log(λk) + 2jkπi) with multiplicity
mk. Considering the special forms of Ljkk , we have the following Jordan decomposition
diag(L01, . . . , L0p) = U diag(J1(µ̂1), . . . , Jp(µ̂p))U−1,
diag(Lj11 , . . . , L
jp
p ) = U diag(J1(µ1), . . . , Jp(µp))U−1,
where Jk(µ̂k) and Jk(µk) denote the corresponding Jordan blocks. Therefore, exp(h2A) =
exp(h2Â) is equivalent to exp(Jk(µk)) = exp(Jk(µ̂k)) for any k = 1, . . . , p, which implies
exp(h2/h12jkπi) = 0. It leads to the conditions: h2/h1 ∈ N+, or jk ≡ 0, ∀k (i.e. Â = A).
Proposition 4.7. Consider the dynamical system (4.1) without inputs (i.e. B = 0), and two
sampling periods h1, h2 ∈ R+ such that h2/h1 /∈ N. Let Â = Log(exp(h1A))/h1 and Â ̸= A.
The one-step prediction errors w.r.t. h2 are defined as
ϵ(tk) = x(tk)− exp(h2A)x(tk−1),
ϵ̂(tk) = x(tk)− exp(h2Â)x(tk−1).
Assuming that E(x(tk−1)) ̸= 0, it yields
E(ϵ(tk)) = 0, E(ϵ̂(tk)) ̸= 0.
Proof. Considering the dynamical system (4.1), it is obvious that E(ϵ(tk)|x(tk−1)) = 0. Now

























4.3.3 Test criteria for the cases with inputs
We have similar results for the case with inputs, as stated in Proposition 4.8, where we
no longer require E(x(tk)) ̸= 0 due to the benefits from inputs. Meanwhile, according to
the condition (4.8), it is possible that a carefully designed input signal invalidates the test
criterion that is built by evaluating E(ϵ̂(tk)), which in practice may not be a problem.
Proposition 4.8. Consider the dynamical system (4.1), and two sampling periods h1, h2 ∈ R+
such that h2/h1 /∈ N. Let f(A,B, h, tk) ≜ x(tk)− exp(hA)x(tk−1)−
∫ h
0 exp(sA)B ds u(tk−1),
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Â = Log(exp(h1A))/h1 and B̂ be a value such that E(f(Â, B̂, h1, tk)|x(tk−1), u(tk−1)) = 0
for all tk. The one-step prediction errors w.r.t. h2 are defined as ϵ(tk) = f(A,B, h2, tk),















E(ϵ(tk)) = 0, E(ϵ̂(tk)) ̸= 0.
Proof. The proof follows trivially by evaluating the expectation E(ϵ̂(tk)). We no longer
require E(x(tk)) ̸= 0 since we can take advantages of u(tk) to satisfy (4.8). In the cases
with E(x(tk)) = 0 and non-zero inputs in expectation E(u(tk)) ̸= 0, assuming A, Â are





)−1( exp(h1A)− I) ̸= exp(h2A)− I. (4.9)
The simplification follows from (4.8) by noticing
∫ h
0 e
xsds = (ehx − 1)/x and A commutes
with its matrix functions.
The basic idea behind Proposition 4.7 and 4.8 can be understood by Figure 4.8, where the
output prediction of Â (that is estimated from samples in h1) presents different values from
that of A in another sampling period h2 and it results in that the expectation of one-step
prediction errors is no longer zero. The test criterion on system aliasing is illustrated as
Figure 4.7 and summarized as follows:
Test criterion. Identify A,B by PEM or ML (denoting the estimates by Â, B̂) assuming
no system aliasing under the sampling period h1, i.e. Â asymptotically converges to
Log(exp(h1A)). Choose another sample period h2 such that h2/h1 /∈ N+, and sample by
h2 the system responses with non-zero initial conditions or non-zero inputs (assuming
(4.8) is satisfied). Use Â, B̂ to calculate the one-step prediction errors {ϵ(tk)}. Perform
t-test to obtain the p-value to make decisions, where the null hypothesis is that {ϵ(tk)}
comes from a normal distribution with mean zero and unknown variance. Rejecting the
null hypothesis implies the existence of system aliasing.
4.4 No System Aliasing: Sparse Network Reconstruction
Considering the systems given by (4.1) and (4.2), the likelihood function is determined by
the multiplication rule for conditional probability
p(Y N |ϑ) ≜ p(y(tN ), . . . , y(t1)|ϑ) = p(y(tN )|y(tN−1), ϑ) p(y(tN−1)|y(tN−2), ϑ) · · · p(y(t1)|ϑ),
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Identification using samples with      : 
take the principle logarithm as ss       
h1
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Compute prediction errors ssssss
of ss for the new samplesÂ
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Perform t-test with null hypothesis:
ssssss comes from a normal 
distribution with zero mean.
{✏(tk)}
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Figure 4.7. A chart flow of the test criterion on system aliasing.













Figure 4.8. System responses of the dynamical system (4.1) with A, Â, where Ad = exp(h1A), Â =
Log(Ad)/h1, and the input signal is the square wave with period 2h1. The dots in deep blue are
samples with the sampling period h2.
where ϑ denotes the parameters under estimation, which parameterizes A,B,R,m0, R0 (e.g.
see Åström (1980)). With the assumption that w(t), x(t0) are jointly Gaussian, the negative
logarithmic likelihood function is
L(ϑ) = −2 log p(Y N |ϑ) = ∑Nk=1 log det Λ(tk, ϑ)
+∑Nk=1 ϵT (tk, ϑ)Λ−1(tk, ϑ)ϵ(tk, ϑ) + const, (4.10)
where ϵ(tk, ϑ) := y(tk) − ŷ(tk|tk−1, ϑ), ŷ(tk|tk−1, ϑ) denotes the conditional mean of y(tk),
and Λ(tk, ϑ) the corresponding covariance matrix. The optimal prediction of y(tk) (i.e.
ŷ(tk),Λ(tk)) is obtained using Kalman filters (e.g. Åström (1980); Ljung and Wills (2010)),
ŷ(tk|tk−1) = Cx̂(tk|tk−1)
x̂(tk|tk) = x̂(tk|tk−1) +K(tk)ϵ(tk)
d
dt x̂(t|tk) = Ax̂(t|tk) +Bu(t), tk ≤ t ≤ tk+1
K(tk) = P (tk|tk−1)CT Λ−1(tk)
P (tk|tk) = P (tk|tk−1)−K(tk)CP (tk|tk−1)
d
dtP (t|tk) = AP (t|tk) + P (t|tk)A
T +R, tk ≤ t ≤ tk+1
Λ(tk) = CP (tk|tk−1)CT ,
(4.11)
where the initial condition is x̂(t1|t0) = m0, P (t1|t0) = R0. Considering the equidistant
sampling and assuming the input is constant over the sampling periods, the matrix Λ and K
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appears in (4.11) can be treated as constant matrices by using steady-state Kalman filtering
(Åström, 1980, Sec. 3.6).
Now consider the full-state measurement case (i.e. C = I) and restrict the noise to process
noise. The calculation of prediction ŷ(tk|tk−1) becomes particularly simple since K in (4.11)
always equals the identity, which yields
ϵ(tk, ϑ) = y(tk)−Ady(tk−1)−Bdu(tk−1),
Λ(tk, ϑ) = Rd,
(4.12)
where Ad, Bd, Rd are defined via A,B,R in (4.4), (4.5). Here we resolve p(y(t1)|ϑ) by using
p(y(t1)|y(t0), ϑ), where y(t0) is treated to be the deterministic and hence is removed from
the conditional variables, and takes the first sample as its value. This simplification is due
to the fact that K ≡ I, P (tk|tk) ≡ 0 and the measurement of x0 is available (using y(t0)),
which also leads to that the best estimate of the distribution of x0 is nothing better than a
delta function (even if including the probability assumption of x0 in maximum likelihood,
i.e. p(y(t1)|ϑ) = p(y(t1)|y(t0), ϑ)p(y(t0)|ϑ) and p(y(t0)|ϑ) takes the Gaussian density with
mean m0 and covariance matrix R0). Alternatively, the likelihood function (4.10) can be
obtained directly by considering p(Y N |ϑ) without using Kalman filtering. However, the
above standard procedure values when we deal with general cases (i.e. C ̸= I). Noticing




k=1 ϵ(tk, θ)T ϵ(tk, θ), (4.13a)
R̂d = 1N
∑N
k=1 ϵ(tk, θ̂)ϵT (tk, θ̂), (4.13b)
where θ is composed of A,B. Note that this is not generally true for maximizing likelihood,
which should be solved by (Ljung, 1999, p. 219) in general for multivariable cases. To estimate
θ, instead of minimizing the prediction error as (4.13a), we will impose the l1-penalty to
favor the sparse solution in network reconstruction. This is mainly due to the observations in
Section 4.2.1: the consistency of ML may fail to present us with a correct network structure
unless appropriate thresholds of zero for each row of A,B are selected (difficult in practice).
Remark 4.3. If we include measurement noise3 or consider the output measurement case
C ̸= I, the prediction includes the Kalman filter gain K, which depends on A,R and the
covariance of measurement noise. It deserves to be emphasized that, due to the possible large
sampling periods h, the numerical tricks used in (Åström, 1980; Ljung and Wills, 2010) are no
longer valid to compute the gradient of the prediction error. We have to analytically calculate
2Similar to (Ljung, 1999, p. 219), one instead firstly minimizes the cost function analytically with respect
to ϑ for every fixed R. Due to the particular parameterization, the resultant optimization no longer depends
on R.
3Assume that it is reasonable to determine the network by A, B similarly, even though we don’t have
network models well-defined from the state-space representations with measurement noise.
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the gradient as far as possible until the numerical computation is no longer restricted by h.
This problem becomes fairly complicated.
4.4.1 Cost function in matrix forms and the gradients
The reconstruction algorithm is supposed to infer a sparse network, i.e. A is sparse. Due
to the nonlinear least-square cost function (4.13a), it no longer satisfies the setup of Sparse
Bayesian Learning proposed by Tipping (2001). Here we enhance sparsity by heuristically
imposing the l1-norm of A as the penalty to the cost function as the first tentative treatment.
Considering the measurement signal Y N , let
X+ ≜ [y(t1), y(t2), . . . , y(tN )],
X− ≜ [y(t0), y(t1), . . . , y(tN−1)],
U− ≜ [u(t0), u(t1), . . . , u(tN−1)],
where X+, X− ∈ Rn×N . The matrix form of the l1-regularised PEM problem is formulated as
minimize
A





+ λ ∥A∥1 , (4.14)
where λ ∈ R+ and h ∈ R+ is the fixed and known sampling period, and the l1 norm
∥A∥1 :=
∑n
i,j=1 |Aij | (Aij denotes the (i, j)-th element of A). To avoid dealing with tensors,
we use the vectorized form of (4.14) as follows:
minimize
A






2 + λ ∥vec(A)∥1 ,
(4.15)
where vec(X+) ∈ RnN , vec(exp(Ah)) ∈ Rn
2 , (XT− ⊗ In) ∈ RnN×n
2 , and ⊗ is the Kronecker
product.
The problem (4.14) is challenging in optimization by noticing that it is: non-convex due
to matrix exponential; not globally Lipschitz; and non-differentiable. The intuitive idea here
is to use the the Gauss-Newton framework, in which each iteration is to solve a constrained
l1-regularized linear least square problem. Let




ϕ(A,B) := r(A,B)T r(A,B), and f(A,B) ≜ ϕ(A,B) + λ∥ vec(A))∥1, which is the objective
function of (4.15). Then minA ϕ(A,B) denotes the problem (4.15) without l1-penalisation.
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The gradient of ϕ(A,B) w.r.t. A is ∇Aϕ = 2JTA (A,B)r(A,B), where




and K(A) is defined in Theorem A.4. The function sK(sA), s∈ [0, h] is integrable by noticing
∥sK(sA)∥ ≤ h exp(h∥A∥) (∥ · ∥ denotes any matrix norm). The matrix function K(hA) and
the integration can be calculated numerically given A. To compute the gradient of ϕ(A,B)













it follows that ∇Bϕ = 2JTB(A,B)r(A,B), where









r(A,B), where I is an n×n identity matrix and 1 is an n2-dimensional











r(A,B) ≜ 2JT (A,B)r(A,B). (4.19)
4.4.2 Case I: update A with fixed B
Concerning the task of network reconstruction, we would like to infer a sparse A from
data. As a special case, we only update A by solving (4.14) with B fixed to be B0. For
simplicity, in this subsection, let r(A,B0) ≜ r(A), JA(A,B0) ≜ J(A), ϕ(A,B0) ≜ ϕ(A) and
f(A,B0) ≜ f(A).
A linear approximation of r(A) in a neighbourhood of a given point Ac is r(Ac) +
J(Ac) vec(A − Ac). One may then use this approximation and formulate a l1-regularized
linear least squares problem
minimize
A
∥r(Ac) + J(Ac) vec(A−Ac)∥22 + λ∥ vec(A)∥1, (4.20)
which can be solved to obtain an approximate solution to (4.15). Resolving it in an iterative
way amounts to a Gauss-Newton method. However, vec(A − Ac) is not necessary to be a
descent direction of (4.15).
In the k-th iteration, to guarantee the step pk = vec(A−Ak) being a descent direction of
(4.15), the search direction pk is instead computed from the following constrained optimization
problem
(P1)
minimizepk∈Rn2 ∥r(Ak) + J(Ak)pk∥
2
2 + λ∥ vec(Ak) + pk∥1,
subject to supg∈∂f(Ak) g
T pk ≤ 0,
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where ∂f(Ak) denotes the subdifferential of f(A) at Ak, defined as
∂f(Ak) := {∇ϕ(Ak) + λz : z ∈ J1 × · · · Jn2}, (4.21)
Ji :=

[−1, 1] if vec(Ak)i = 0
{1} if vec(Ak)i > 0
{−1} if vec(Ak)i < 0
, (4.22)
in which vec(Ak)i denotes the i-th element of vec(Ak). One may have noticed that the
constraint in the problem (P1) is the definition of descent direction for f at Ak, except
replacing < 0 with ≤ −ϵ to guarantee the existence of minimum. The problem (P1) is a
convex optimization problem by noticing that supg∈∂f(Ak) g
T pk is a convex function, which
is a pointwise supremum over an infinite set of a linear function (Boyd and Vandenberghe,
2004, chap. 3). To solve the problem (P1), we need to explore the constraint and derive an
equivalent form (see Appendix 4.4.4 for details), given as follows.
(P ′1)
minimizepk∈Rn2 ∥r(Ak) + J(Ak)pk∥
2
2 + λ∥ vec(Ak) + pk∥1,
subject to ḡ(Ak)T pk + λ∥W (Ak)pk∥1 ≤ 0,
where
ḡ(Ak) = ∇ϕ(Ak) + λ sgn(Ak),
W (Ak) = I − diag(| sgn(Ak)|),
(4.23)
the identify matrix I is of a compatible dimension, | · | denotes the element-wise absolute
value, diag(v) denotes the diagonal matrix built from vector v, and the sgn function for
vectors and matrices is extended from the standard signum function for real numbers, defined
as follows: when x ∈ Rn, sgn(x) denotes a n-dimensional vector whose i-th element equals
sgn(xi); and when X ∈ Rm×n, sgn(X) := sgn(vec(X)). Now the problem (P ′) can be easily
modeled using CVX in MATLAB and solved by standard optimization solvers (see Grant
and Boyd (2015)).
The iterate is updated via
vec(Ak+1) = vec(Ak) + skpk, (4.24)
where the step length sk is determined by backtracking line search. Let f ′(Ak; pk) denote the
directional derivative of f at Ak in the direction pk, by subcalculus,
f ′(Ak; pk) := supg∈∂f(Ak) g
T pk
= ḡ(Ak)T pk + λ∥W (Ak)pk∥1.
(4.25)
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Given α ∈ (0, 0.5), β ∈ (0, 1) and an initial value sk = 1, the line search is to perform





≤ f(Ak) + αskf ′(Ak; pk). (4.26)
The whole iterative method for (4.15) is summarized in Algorithm 3. One has to note that
this algorithm cannot guarantee that the iterate will converges to the stationary point. It is
lucky that we have good initial values of A0, B0 to start with that is provided by the subspace
method in system identification. Solving (4.14) is to search a sparse A in the neighborhood
of A0. Moreover, we have the following propositions to guarantee fair properties of this
algorithm. See Appendix 4.4.4 for the proofs.
Proposition 4.9. Let f̂(Ak, pk) denote the objective function of (P1) and p∗k be its optimal
point. If p∗k ̸= 0 and supg∈∂f(Ak) g
T p∗k = 0, then 0 ∈ ∂f(Ak).
Proposition 4.10. Let f̂(Ak, pk) and p∗k be defined in Proposition 4.9. If p∗k = 0 and 0 ∈
argminpk f̂(Ak, pk), then 0 ∈ ∂f(Ak).
Proposition 4.9 guarantees that the step p∗k from solving (P1) will always be a descent
direction of (4.15) (i.e. supg∈∂f(Ak) g
T p∗k < 0) until either it reaches the stationary point
or {p∗k} converges to zero. When {p∗k} approaches to zero, there are two cases: one is
Proposition 4.10 which guarantees that it reaches the stationary point; the other is described
as follows:
p∗k = 0 is the unique optimal point of (P1) and 0 /∈ argminpk f̂(Ak, pk).
Regarding the second case, indeed, if there exists other optimal point p∗∗k ̸= 0 of (P1), we
instead consider p∗∗k using Proposition 4.9. This is why we restrict p∗k = 0 to be the unique
optimum of (P1). In the second case, {p∗k} converges to zero and the objective value f(Ak)
also converges. However, in theory, we fail to prove that the limit point of {Ak + ivec(p∗k)}
is a stationary point. In the sense of applications, it could have been fairly good since we
are looking up a sparse solution in the neighborhood of a good estimate. And note that
Proposition 4.9 and 4.10 are not true in general for non-convex non-differential optimization
using Gaussian-Newton approach together with descent direction constraints. Their proofs
depends on certain properties of matrix exponential.
Remark 4.4. The proposed method can be considered as a variant of the damped Gauss-
Newton method. If the Jacobian matrix J(Ak) does not have full column rank, one could
adopt the Levenberg-Marquardt method and solve
minimize
pk∈Rn2
∥r(Ak) + J(Ak)pk∥22 + µk∥pk∥22 + λ∥ vec(Ak) + pk∥1,
subject to supg∈∂f(Ak) g
T pk ≤ −ϵ.
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Algorithm 3 Modified Gauss-Newton for l1-regularized nonlinear least square problems
1: given ϵ > 0, tolerance δ > 0; α ∈ (0, 0.5), β ∈ (0, 1)
2: initialize A0, B0 by the subspace method or zeros.
3: repeat
4: Calculate r(Ak), J(Ak),∇ϕ(Ak) using (4.16), (4.17).
5: Calculate ḡ(Ak),W (Ak) using (4.23).
6: Compute the search direction pk by solving problem (P ′).
7: Compute the directional derivative f ′(Ak; pk) using (4.25).
8: Determine the step size sk by backtracking line search (4.26).
9: Update the iterate Ak by (4.24).
10: until ∥Ak −Ak+1∥2 < δ
4.4.3 Case II: update both A and B
Considering the vectorized form (4.15), let θ denote the optimal variables, i.e. θ ≜
[vec(A)T vec(diag(B))T ]T , where diag(B) denotes the diagonal elements of B. The other
notations follow that r(A,B) ≜ r(θ), J(A,B) ≜ J(θ), ϕ(A,B) ≜ ϕ(θ) and f(A,B) ≜ f(θ).
In the same way as Section 4.4.2, the approximated l1-regularized linear least square problem
with constraints is written as
(P2)
minimizepk∈R2n2 ∥r(θk) + J(θk)pk∥
2
2 + λ∥ vec(Ak) + Λpk∥1,
subject to supg∈∂f(θk) g
T pk ≤ 0,
where Λ = [I 0] is of dimension n2×2n2, ∂f(θk) denotes the subdifferential of f(θ) at θk,
defined as
∂f(θk) := {∇ϕ(θk) + λΛT z : z ∈ J1 × · · ·Jn2},
and Ji, i = 1, . . . , n2 are defined in (4.22). Equivalently, we solve the following convex-
constrained convex problem to update A,B by θk+1 = θk + pk.
(P ′2)
minimizepk∈R2n2 ∥r(θk) + J(θk)pk∥
2
2 + λ∥ vec(Ak) + Λpk∥1,
subject to ḡT pk + λ∥W (Ak)Λpk∥1 ≤ 0,
where ḡ ≜ ∇ϕ(θ) + λΛT sgn(Ak) and W (Ak) = I − diag(| sgn(Ak)|). The backtracking line
search is equipped in the same way as Section 4.4.2 and the algorithm trivially follows by
modifying Algorithm 3.
4.4.4 More details on optimization
Equivalence of (P1) and (P2)
The following shows how to derive (P ′1) from (P1). Consider g ∈ ∂f(Ak) in (P1), which
implies g = ∇ϕ(Ak) + λz = ∇ϕ(Ak) + λ sgn(Ak) + λ(z − sgn(Ak)) ≜ ḡ + λ(z − sgn(Ak)).
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Recall that maxs∈[−1,1]n sTx = ∥x∥1 where x is an n-dimensional vector. Then we have
sup
g∈∂f(Ak)
gT pk = ḡT pk + λ sup
z∈J1×···×Jn2
(z − sgn(Ak))T pk
= ḡT pk + λ sup
z̄∈[−1,1]l
z̄T (W (Ak)pk)
= ḡT pk + λ∥W (Ak)pk∥1,
where W (Ak) = I − diag(| sgn(Ak)|) and l = n2 − card(sgn(Ak)).
Consider the optimization (P2), we go through the same procedure and obtain
sup
g∈∂f(θ)
gT pk = ḡT pk + λ∥W (Ak)Λpk∥1,
where ḡ ≜ ∇ϕ(θ) + λΛT sgn(Ak).
Proof of Proposition 4.9
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that there exists p∗k ̸= 0 and 0 /∈ arg minpk f̂(Ak, pk)
such that supg∈∂f(Ak) g
T p∗k = 0 and 0 /∈ ∂f(Ak). (Indeed, if 0 ∈ arg minpk f̂(Ak, pk), we apply
Proposition 4.10 and obtain 0 ∈ ∂f(Ak).) It implies that supg∈∂f(Ak) g
Tαp∗k = 0, ∀α ∈ (0, 1].
Hence, f(Ak) ≤ f(Ak + αp∗k) for small enough α. Let ϕ(Ak), ϕ̂(Ak, pk) be defined by
f(Ak) = ϕ(Ak) + λ∥ vec(Ak)∥1,
f̂(Ak, pk) = ϕ̂(Ak, pk) + λ∥ vec(Ak) + pk∥1,
and hence ϕ(Ak + ivec(pk)) = ϕ̂(Ak, pk) + o(∥pk∥) (∥ · ∥ denotes any vector norm). For
simplicity, without any ambiguity, we use f(Ak + pk) to represent f(Ak + ivec(pk)). Then we
have f(Ak + pk) = f̂(Ak, pk) + o(∥pk∥), which yields
lim
α↓0
|f(Ak + αp∗k)− f̂(Ak, αp∗k)|
α∥p∗k∥
= 0. (4.27)
Now let us calculate this limit in a different way. Noting that f̂(Ak, p∗k) ≤ f̂(Ak, αp∗k) (since
p∗k ∈ arg minpk f̂(Ak, pk)) and f̂(Ak, p
∗
k) < f̂(Ak, 0) = f(Ak) (since 0 /∈ arg minpk f̂(Ak, pk)),
we have
f̂(Ak, αp∗k)− f(Ak) ≥ f̂(Ak, p∗K)− f(Ak) ≥ δ > 0.
Moreover, since f(Ak + αp∗k)− f(Ak) = ϕ(Ak + αp∗k)− ϕ(Ak) + λ(∥Ak + αp∗k∥1 − ∥Ak∥1) =
o(α∥p∗k∥) +O(α∥p∗k∥), there exists M ∈ R such that
lim
α↓0
|f(Ak + αp∗k)− f(Ak)|
α∥p∗k∥
≤M.
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Now we recalculate the limit in (4.27) as follows
lim
α↓0













∣∣∣∣∣M − limα↓0 δα∥p∗k∥
∣∣∣∣∣ = +∞,
which contradicts with (4.27).
Proof of Proposition 4.10
Proof. Since p∗k ∈ argminpk f̂(Ak, pk), it yields 0 ∈ ∂pf̂(Ak, p
∗
k). Note that, in our discussion,
Ak is always fixed, and thus ∂pf̂(Ak, pk) denotes the subgradient of f̂(Ak, ·) at pk. Now let
us write ∂pf̂(Ak, pk) explicitly
∂pf̂(Ak, pk) =
{






[−1, 1] if vec(Ak)i + (pk)i = 0
{1} if vec(Ak)i + (pk)i > 0
{−1} if vec(Ak)i + (pk)i < 0
,
(pk)i denotes the i-th element of pk, and ∇ϕ̂(Ak, pk) = 2J(Ak)T (r(Ak) + J(Ak)pk). Hence
∂pf̂(Ak, 0) = ∂f(Ak). Therefore, 0 ∈ ∂pf̂(Ak, p∗k) with p∗k = 0 implies 0 ∈ ∂f(Ak).
4.5 System Aliasing: Sparsity and Bounded Constraints
In the previous section we hinted that the conditions for no system aliasing follow as a
consequence of bounded eigenvalues. In this section we follow this path and study the
problem in the presence of system aliases.
Consider the case of system aliasing, i.e. h is NOT chosen small enough such that
E (A, I, h,SA) = {A}. In order to find out A among the aliases we need extra information,
for instance, the properties of A known a priori. Here we assume that the ground truth A is
the sparest solution in E (A, I, h,Sκ) and κ ∈ R as an upper bound that has been prescribed.
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Here is a niche that is the calculation of E (A, I, h,Sκ) from data. By definition,
E (A, I, h,Sκ) =
{
Ã ∈ Sκ : exp(hÃ) = Ad
}
, (4.29)
where Ad = exp(hA). Even if we know Ad has consistent estimation via PEM or ML,
considering the observations in Section 4.2.1, we know the workflow, that is estimating Ad
and then obtaining E by matrix logarithms, is not robust in the presence of noise. In this
section, we assume Ad can be perfectly estimated and focus on studying the possibility of
searching A in the set of system aliases E (A, I, h,S (κ)) using the prior information.
Definition 4.11 (Z-weighted norm). Let hZ(A) = Z−1AZ, where Z is the matrix defined
in Theorem A.2. Then the norm is defined as ∥hZ(·)∥F = ∥ · ∥F ◦ hZ .
To formulate Sκ, we introduce this special norm of A, which is equivalent to the Frobenius
norm up to a change of coordinates. The matrix Z is constant, which can be obtained by
Jordan decomposition of Ad. One can observe that
∥hZ(Â)∥F = vec(Â)T (ZT ⊗ Z−1)T (ZT ⊗ Z−1)vec(Â)
is a proper (ZT ⊗Z−1)T (ZT ⊗Z−1)-weighted vector norm in terms of vec(Â). Using ∥hZ(·)∥F
is on the one hand simplifying the analysis we conduct throughout this section, and on the
other explicitly penalizes the imaginary part of the eigenvalues without “distorting” them
through the transformation by Z.
Now we define Sκ using the norm ∥hZ(·)∥F . The basic idea is that one should exclude
such A’s whose imaginary parts of eigenvalues are too large, which implies their system
response will show wild fluctuation, as illustrated in Figure. 4.9. That’s why we need to
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Figure 4.9. An example of system responses of multiple system aliases, i.e. Ai (i=1, 2, 3) that satisfies
exp(hAi) = Ad, where A2 is the ground truth but A1 is the principle logarithm, and the input signal
is a square wave of period 2h.
consider a reasonable set Sκ rather than Rn×n in (4.29). In practice, even if we know the
sampling frequency is not high enough to guarantee no system aliasing, we should still believe
that the measurements do not miss too many fluctuation between samples. To make the
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constraint in (4.28) practically meaningful, we restrict S to be a norm bounded subset
Sκ =
{
Ã ∈ Rn×n : ∥hZ(Ã)∥F ≤ κ
}
. (4.30)
In the following we will show that the feasible set of (4.28) has only finite elements, which
implies it can be solved at least by brute force methods.
Let M := diag(m1,m2, . . . ,mp), j := [j1, j2, . . . , jp]4and β := [β1, β2, . . . , βp], where
log(λk) ≜ αk + iπβk, k = 1, . . . , p, and jk, λk are defined in Theorem A.1. A function I is
defined as
I (j, δ) := δTMδ + (2j + β)TMδ, (4.31)
where j, δ ∈ Zp. Moreover, it satisfies I (j, δ) = I (0, j+δ)−I (0, j), which follows by noticing
I (j, δ) = (δ + j + β/2)T M (δ + j + β/2)− (j + β/2)T M (j + β/2) . (4.32)
Moreover, let A0 denote a special matrix logarithm for which all jk (k = 1, . . . , p) in (A.3)
are equal to 0.




Ã ∈ Rn×n : exp(hÃ) = Ad
}
. (4.33)
An equivalence relation “∼” is defined on S as a binary relation: for any A1, A2 ∈ S, j(1)
and j(2) are defined for A1, A2, respectively, we say A1 ∼ A2 if I (j(1), j(2) − j(1)) = 0.
Lemma 4.13. Let S be the set defined in (4.29) and parametrized by (A.4) in Theorem A.2.
For any A1, A2 ∈ S, ∥hZ(A1)∥F = ∥hZ(A2)∥F if and only if A1 ∼ A2.















and all other notations are given in (A.4). Evaluate the difference




















diag∗(L(0)1 , · · · , L(0)p ) diag(L
(0)




= ∑pk=1 tr(Lj(i)k ∗k Lj(i)kk − L(0)∗k L(0)k ) (4.34)
= ∑pk=1 tr (2j(i)k πi (log(Jk)∗ − log(Jk)) + 4π2j(i)2k Imk)
= ∑pk=1 4πj(i)k mk(βk + j(i)k ) = 4πI (0, j), j ≜ [j(i)1 , . . . , j(i)p ],
4We use a different font type from j to avoid misunderstanding j as a scalar variable for indexes.
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and it yields
∥hZ(A1)∥F = ∥hZ(A2)∥F ⇔ ∥hZ(A1)∥2F − ∥hZ(A0)∥2F = ∥hZ(A2)∥2F − ∥hZ(A0)∥2F
⇔ I (j(1), j(2) − j(1)) = 0,
which implies that A1 ∼ A2 by definition. The first equality in (4.34) is due to the linear
transformation hZ(Â).
Lemma 4.14. Given any Ā ∈ S, there exists a finite number of Ai ∈ S that satisfies Ai ∼ Ā.
Proof. Let j denote [j1, . . . , jp] of Ā in (A.3), and j(i) denotes [j(i)1 , . . . , j
(i)
p ] of Ai ∈ S.
δ ≜ j(i) − j, therefore δ ∈ Zp, where ⪰ denote the element-wise larger-or-equal relation. By
Definition 4.12, it is equivalent to show that I (j, δ) = 0 has finite solutions, given j. We
require δ to satisfy the following condition:
|δi + ji + βi/2| ≤
√
(j + β/2)TM(j + β/2)
mi
(4.35)
for all i = 1, . . . , p. Otherwise, supposing that there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that δi does
not satisfy (4.35), we will have







mk(jk + βk/2)2 >
∑
k ̸=i
mk(δk + jkβk/2)2 ≥ 0.
Let S ′ := {Ai ∈ S : j(i)k = δk + jk, δk satisfies (4.35)}. We have {Ai ∈ S : Ai ∼ Ā} ⊆ S ′ and
S ′ is a finite set.
Lemma 4.15. There exists a finite number of Ai ∈ S such that ∥hZ(Ai)∥F ≤ κ.
Proof. Let κ0 ≜ ∥hZ(A0)∥F . Then we need to show there exists a finite number of Ai ∈ S
such that ∥hZ(Ai)∥2F − ∥hZ(A0)∥2F ≤ κ2 − κ20, which is equivalent to show that there exists
a finite number of solutions δ ∈ Z to I (0, δ) ≤ (κ2 − κ20)/4π. δ must satisfy the following
condition:
|δi + βi/2| ≤
√
(β/2)TM(β/2) + (κ2 − κ20)
mi
(4.36)
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for all i = 1, . . . , p. Otherwise, by supposing that there exists i ∈ 1, . . . , p such that δi does
not satisfy (4.36)leads to
I (0, δ) = mi(δi + βi/2)2+∑
k ̸=i




mk(δk + βk/2)2 + (κ2 − κ20) ≥ κ2 − κ20.
Note that the set of all δ ∈ Z that satisfies (4.36) is finite, which finalizes the proof.
Proposition 4.16 (lower boundness of logarithms). Let S be the set defined in (4.29). Given
any Ā ∈ S, there exists M(Ā) > 0, such that for any A ∈ {A ∈ S : A ≁ Ā}, it holds that∣∣∣∥hZ(A)∥F − ∥hZ(Ā)∥F ∣∣∣ ≥M.
Proof. Let j denote [j1, . . . , jp] of Ā in (A.3), Neqiv be the number of A’s that satisfy A ∼ Ā.
Note that |∥hZ(A)∥2F−∥hZ(Ā)∥2F | = |(∥hZ(A)∥2F−∥hZ(A0)∥2F )−(∥hZ(Ā)∥2F−∥hZ(A0)∥2F )| =
|I (j, δ)|, δ ∈ Z, which implies it is equivalent to show that |I (j, δ)|, δ ∈ Z has a non-zero lower
bound if not considering the δ’s that result in I (j, δ) = 0. We will prove it by contradiction.
Assume this is not true, i.e. ∀ϵ > 0 there exists δ such that 0 < |I (j, δ)| < ϵ. It implies that,
arbitrarily given ϵ > 0, there exists an infinite number of δ such that I (j, δ) < ϵ, which is
impossible since I (0, j + δ) < I (0, j) + ϵ (using the fact that I (j, δ) = I (0, j + δ)−I (0, j))
has a finite number of solutions provided by Lemma 4.15.
Proposition 4.17. Let S be the set defined in (4.29). For any Ā ∈ S, there exist κl, κu ∈ R in
S (κl, κu) = {Ã ∈ Rn×n : κl ≤ ∥hZ(Ã)∥F ≤ κu} such that (4.28) has a unique optimal point
in the sense of the equivalence relation in Definition 4.12.
Proof. It immediately follows by choosing
κl > max{0, ∥hZ(Ā)∥F −M(Ā)},
κu < ∥hZ(Ā)∥F +M(Ā),
where M(Ā) is the lower bound on the gap between Ā and any A ≁ Ā ∈ S, defined in
Theorem 4.16.
4.6 Numerical Examples
This section shows numerical examples of the proposed algorithm applied to 50 randomly
generated datasets. The A matrices in state space models are chosen to be random stable
sparse matrices. Data is sampled from the simulation of stochastic differential equations, with
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1/h set to be close to but larger than the critical sampling frequency by Theorem 4.5. The
initial values of states were randomly sampled from Gaussian distributions with zero mean,
and the process noise is Gaussian i.i.d, with SNR = 0 dB. Here, slightly abusing the name
of “signals”, this “SNR” value is defined as SNR = 10 log(σ2init/σ2noise), where σ2init denotes
the variance of random initial states and σ2noise the variance of noise. Strictly speaking,
SNR = −∞dB since the initial state is unknown in identification, and thus may not be
treated as signals. We choose low sampling frequencies, large noise and limited samples to
generate time series challenging in identification, however, which is a typical profile of time
series in biological applications (e.g. microarray data He et al. (2012)).
The random generation of sparse stable A matrices is not a trivial task. Due to the lack of
standards, it deserves time to explain our strategy to provide the information of randomness
of A matrices. First, we do not want the network to be separable (i.e. a collection of separate
small networks). Thus, we first generate a loop of 24 nodes, which is represented by a stable
A matrix with nonzero diagonal and up-right (or bottom-left) corner elements. It serves
as a base to build up A. Next a sparse matrix of the same dimension is generated with a
fixed sparsity density. The A matrix is finally obtained by overlapping the sparse matrix
and the base and then permuting rows and columns randomly. During the operation of
overlapping two matrices, it might be possible that the combined matrix is no longer stable.
Therefore, we need a test of stability before releasing A matrices. If the matrix turns into
unstable, we simply discard it and search the next. The typical shapes of networks are shown
as Figure 4.10.










































Ground Truth of the Dynamic Network
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Figure 4.10. Examples of Boolean networks represented by the A matrices randomly generated.
An example of time series is given in Figure 4.11. The reconstruction results of this
dataset is shown in Figure 4.12, together with the corresponding Ad’s computed via matrix
exponential. The straightforward way to estimate A is taking the principal matrix logarithm
of PEM/ML solution Âd, which is, however, contaminated by process noise and unable to
give reasonable sparse structure of A, clearly shown as Âlogmin Figure 4.12a. Taking matrix
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Figure 4.11. An example of time series used for reconstruction: 24 outputs, 24 samples, random initial
states, no inputs, and SNR = 0 dB.
logarithm of least square estimations of Ad mostly encounters the issue of non-existence of
principle logarithms, which results in complex values of A. This shows the effects of process
noise on then estimation through matrix logarithms. However, the direct logarithm of Âd
might also work well when the dimension is small (e.g. dim(A) ≤ 6). The curve of prediction
errors is shown in Figure 4.13, which shows the convergence behaviors of Algorithm 3. Here
the λ is chosen by performing network reconstruction on one dataset using λ logarithmically
ranging from 10−4 to 100 and checking the sparsity of Â’s (users’ prior knowledge) and
the resultant prediction errors (whiteness, mean, standard deviations). This value of λ is
then applied to all the other datasets. Indeed, the choice of λ also depends on A’s, which,
however, is randomly generated with the same sparsity. That explains why the same λ works
almost well for all datasets. Alternatively, λ could be automatically calculated by running the
cross-validation technique, when the amount of data allows. As widely used in bioinformatics,
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and the Precision-Recall (P-R) curve of
this example are provided in Figure 4.14.
To show the performance of the proposed method, the ROC and the P-R curves, averaging
over reconstruction results of 50 random systems, are shown in Figure 4.15. The variables used
in ROC and P-R curves are computed by MATLAB function perfcurve with XVals fixed.
However, one has to notice that, at certain values of “Recall” close to 0, the corresponding
“Precision” is not defined, as shown in Figure 4.16a, due to the fixed XVals. However, we
need to fixed the value of XVals in order to take average of 50 P-R curves. One may notice
the irregular profile of P-R curves for certain datasets, where the corresponding values of
“Precision” drop to zero in the neighborhood of zero “Recall”.
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A (ground truth)






















(a) Ground truth and the estimations of A
Ad (ground truth)





















(b) Corresponding Ad calculated by exp(hA)
Figure 4.12. An example of network reconstruction results. A and Ad are the ground truth; Âalg is
estimated by the proposed method using λ = 0.01, and Âd,alg is calculated by exp(hÂalg); Âlogm is
the principal logarithm of Âd divided by h, and Âd is estimated by PEM or ML.
The numerical examples are programmed and computed in MATLAB, and the codes will
be released in public on the github.com/oracleyue. Considering computational efficiency, we
directly used vector/matrix norms instead of quadratic forms in implementation (cf. (Grant
and Boyd, 2015, chap. 11.1)). Thanks to the matrix function toolbox (Higham, 2008b) and
the CVX (CVX Research, 2008) for easy usage of matrix functions and convex optimisation
in MATLAB.
4.7 Conclusions
Continuous-time system identification is challenging when provided with low-sampling-
frequency data of limited lengths. Unfortunately, this is a typical profile of time series in
biomedicine applications. To reconstruct the correct dynamic networks from such time series,
we have to identify the continuous-time models with sparse network structures. This paper
studies the full-state measurement case, which is supposed to be the basic case while it shows
particular complications. We first clarify the concept of system aliasing, which is raised by
low sampling frequencies. A theorem on how to choose the sampling frequency to guarantee
no system aliasing is provided, together with a test criterion. In regard to the “easy” case,
i.e. no system aliasing, we present an algorithm to reconstruct sparse dynamic network from
full-state measurements. In the case with system aliasing, the possibility on searching among
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pred. error of groundtruth
pred. error of logm
Figure 4.13. An example of convergence curve, with λ = 0.01 and zero as the initial point, for the
chosen data set in Figure 4.11.






































Figure 4.14. The ROC and the Precision-Recall curves for the chosen example.
system aliases is manifested in theory relying on the prior information on network sparsity.
With regard to the reconstruction performance, there remains czlconsiderable space to make
an improvement.
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Figure 4.15. The ROC and P-R curves averaging over the results of the proposed algorithm used on
50 random systems. The shaded area corresponds to one standard deviation from the mean value.
The AUC values in titles refer to the mean of AUC values of the proposed method. The darkest area
circled by dash lines is the uncertain region due to the average of NaN values in a few P-R curves.













P-R Curve for DNR (AUC: 0.53061)
regularized
principal logarithm
(a) regular P-R curve













P-R Curve for DNR (AUC: 0.46693)
regularized
principal logarithm
(b) irregular P-R curve
Figure 4.16. Examples of P-R curves which show regular shapes and irregular shapes. The shaded area
in (a) is undefined region, which differs in different datasets; the one in (b) shows irregular profiles.

Chapter 5
Low Sampling Frequencies: Bayesian
Methods
The importance of sampling frequencies in the network reconstruction has been shown in
Chapter 4. Low sampling frequencies raise troubles in reconstruction due to the phenomena
of system aliasing. In the cases of no system aliasing, we present reconstruction methods,
which require full-state measurements. However, the demand on full-state measurements
is too restrictive in practice. For example, in genetic regulatory networks, the interactions
between genes are tuned or affected by intermediate RNAs or proteins, which are implausible
to be measured in practice. This chapter considers the general low-sampling-frequency
network reconstruction using output measurements. The EM method and Sparse Bayesian
Learning (SBL) are used collaboratively to deal with issues due to low sampling frequencies
in computation.
5.1 Problem Description
Consider a filtered probability space (Ω,F , (Ft)t∈[0,∞),P), where the filtration is always
assumed to be complete. Let {w(t) : t ≥ 0} be the n-dimensional standard Ft-Brownian
motion. The state-space representation of the dynamical system in continuous time is given
by the following stochastic differential equation
dx = Axdt+Bu dt+R dw,
y = Cx
(5.1)
where A ∈ Rn×n is stable, B ∈ Rn×n, C = [I 0] ∈ Rp×n, R ∈ Rn×n is symmetric and
semi-positive definitive, the initial x(t0) is a Gaussian random variable with mean m0 and
variance R0, t0 ≥ 0, and w(t) is interpreted as disturbance on the state variables (or called
process noise). Since C = [I 0], x ≜ [yT zT ]T , where z is called hidden states. An input
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signal {u(t), t ≥ t0} has been applied to the system and is assumed to be constant over the
sampling periods. The output y(t) of the system is sampled equidistantly at the time instants
t0, t1, ..., tN with the sampling period h. For simplicity, in complicated formulas, we also use
yk to denote y(tk), similarly xk, zk for x(tk), z(tk). The stochastic difference equation that
relates the values of the state variable x in (5.1) at the sampling instants (Åström, 2012,
p. 82-85); (Garnier and Wang, 2008, chap. 2), is given by













exp(tA)R exp(tAT ) dt. (5.4)
The linear dynamic network model is given as
y(t) = Q(s)y(t) + P (s)u(t) +H(s)e(t), (5.5)
where Q(s), P (s) and H(s) are p× p, p×m and p× p matrices of strictly-proper real-rational
transfer functions respectively, s is the differential operator1 sx(t) = dx/dt, and e(t) is the
Gaussian white noise with zero mean and E[e(t)T e(t′)] = Iδ(t− t′) (e.g. see Hayden et al.
(2016b)). The model (5.5) is called dynamical structure function (DSF), first proposed by
Goncalves and Warnick (2008). We can defines path diagrams from the network model to
show the interconnections between the elements of the output variable.
Problem. Suppose that the underlying dynamic network N for the ground truth system
(5.1) is sparse. Given the output measurements Y N ≜ {y(t1), . . . , y(tN )} sampled with
a large sampling period h but without system aliasing, the task is to reconstruct sparse
N from Y N .
Remark 5.1. The network reconstruction problem is challenging in this setup due to the
following reasons:
• The large sampling period h makes it particularly difficult to compute the gradient when
estimating parameters using PEM (Prediction Error Minimization) or ML (Maximum
Likelihood);
1In symbol conventions of signal processing, s is reserved for the frequency parameter in Laplace transform.
Here we slightly abuse it to denote the differential operator in the time domain.
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• It is difficult to impose sparsity constrains on N , i.e. equivalently on Q(q), P (q).




Consider the underlying physical system (5.1), which derives the DSF (5.5) that shows the
interconnections between the output variables. On the other hand, we have the discrete-time
state-space representation (5.2), from which we can define the discrete-time DSF, denoted
by Qd(z), Pd(z), Hd(z) (z is the shift operator, zx(t) = x(t+ 1), z−1x(t) = x(t− 1)), which
describes the behavior of (5.5) evaluating at the sampling instants, i.e. for k ∈ N,
y(tk) = Qd(z)y(tk) + Pd(z)u(tk) +Hd(z)e(tk). (5.6)
The discrete-time approach in network reconstruction is to determine N by identifying (5.6)
from measurement signals. This method is valid when the sampling frequency is high enough,
where the discrete-time DSF shares the same network topology with the continuous-time DSF.
However, the property no longer holds when the sampling frequency is low. What’s worse, we
fail to have the direct map between (Q(s), P (s), H(s)) and (Qd(z), Pd(z), Hd(z)) in theory
without going through their state-space realizations. Thus, in the scenario of low sampling
frequencies, the available methods based on identification of (Qd(z), Pd(z), Hd(z)) barely help
us. To identify (Q(s), P (s), H(s)) from low-sampling-frequency data, we need to identify
the continuous-time state-space model first and then to derive the continuous-time DSF by
definition, provided with the network identifiability. The idea is illustrated as Figure 5.1. Here
the network identifiability becomes critical, since we need to guarantee that any state-space























Figure 5.1. The idea on identification of continuous-time DSFs with low sampling frequencies.
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5.2.2 Network identifiability
There are two practical ways to guarantee the identifiability. One is to perturb each output
variable by designed signals (Goncalves and Warnick, 2008), and, as a result, Q(s) in the
DSF is inferred using the signals responding to the input signals. The other is to taking
advantages of noises (Hayden et al., 2016b). We need to accept a priori that the system is
minimum-phase and the i.i.d. process noises perturb the outputs in such a way that H(s) is
square, diagonal and full-rank. And Q(s) in the DSF is actually inferred from the responses
of process noises. The benefit of the latter is the decrease of the number of experiments (i.e.
P (s) is no longer required to be square). However, in practice, it is hardly reasonable to
accept these a priori assumptions on process noises. Therefore, in this chapter, we choose
the first approach to guarantee network identifiability.
Referring to Theorem 2 in Goncalves and Warnick (2008), if P (s) is square, diagonal and
full-rank, the DSF (Q(s), P (s), H(s)) can be uniquely factorized from the transfer functions,
and thereof the input-output data. To guarantee P (s) to be diagonal, we need to impose
constrains on (A,B) in the identification of state-space models. The constrains rely on the
following proposition in Hayden et al. (2016b).
Proposition 5.1 (P-Diagonal Form 1 (Hayden et al., 2016b)). Any DSF (Q,P ) with P square,








ĉ 0 0 0
0 × 0 B122
â × b̂ 0
0 × 0 0
 (5.7)
where × denotes an unspecified entry. The following is a canonical realization of V =












where â := diag(α1, . . . , αp11), b̂ := diag(β1, . . . , βp11) and ĉ := diag(γ1, . . . , γp11), p22 =
dim(B122), p11 = p − p22 and where (αi, βi, γi, 0) is a minimal realization of V (i, i) in
controllable canonical form.
5.2.3 Likelihood and Kalman filtering
Consider the systems given by (5.1), whose output is sampled at the time instants t1, t2, . . . , tN .
The likelihood function is determined by the multiplication rule for conditional probabil-
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ity (Åström, 1980)
p(Y N |θ) ≜ p(y(tN ), . . . , y(t1)|θ) = p(y(tN )|y(tN−1), θ) p(y(tN−1)|y(tN−2), θ) · · · p(y(t1)|θ),
where p(y(tk)|y(tk−1), θ) is the conditional p.d.f. (probability density function) of y(tk) given
y(tk−1), θ; θ denotes the parameters under estimation, which parameterizes A,B,R,m0, R0.
With the assumption that w(t), x(t0) are jointly Gaussian, the negative log likelihood function
is
L(θ) = −2 log p(Y N |θ)
= ∑Nk=1 log det Λ(tk, θ) +∑Nk=1 ϵT (tk, θ)Λ−1(tk, θ)ϵ(tk, θ) + const, (5.9)
where ϵ(tk, θ) := y(tk)− ŷ(tk|tk−1, θ), ŷ(tk|tk−1, θ) denotes the conditional mean of y(tk), and
Λ(tk, θ) the corresponding covariance matrix. The optimal prediction of y(tk) is obtained
using Kalman filters (e.g., (Åström, 1980; Ljung and Wills, 2010)),
ŷ(tk|tk−1) = Cx̂(tk|tk−1) (5.10a)
x̂(tk|tk) = x̂(tk|tk−1) +K(tk)ϵ(tk) (5.10b)
d
dt x̂(t|tk) = Ax̂(t|tk) +Bu(t), tk ≤ t ≤ tk+1 (5.10c)
K(tk) = P (tk|tk−1)CT Λ−1(tk) (5.10d)
P (tk|tk) = P (tk|tk−1)−K(tk)CP (tk|tk−1) (5.10e)
d
dtP (t|tk) = AP (t|tk) + P (t|tk)A
T +R, tk ≤ t ≤ tk+1 (5.10f)
Λ(tk) = CP (tk|tk−1)CT , (5.10g)
where the initial condition is x̂(t1|t0) = m0, P (t1|t0) = R0. Considering the equidistant
sampling and assuming the input is constant over the sampling periods, the matrix Λ and K
appears in (5.10) may be treated as constant matrices by using steady-state Kalman filtering
(Åström, 1980, Sec. 3.6).
In the process of identification, provided with θk (the estimate of θ in the k-th iteration),
the likelihood function or the cost function of PEM can be computed iteratively from t0 to tN
by (5.10). To update the iterate θk+1, in (Åström, 1980; Ljung and Wills, 2010), the gradient
of cost function in terms of θ is calculated using numerical tricks or formula simplifications,
and then the parameter is updated via ML/MAP or PEM. However, due to the low sampling
frequency, the available methods fail on calculating gradients. The analytic calculation of
gradients is hardly possible due to no access to the higher derivative of matrix exponential
functions and derivatives related to Kalman filters. Therefore, a new treatment deserves our
efforts.
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5.2.4 A glance on the idea
In the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, the values of hidden states z(t) at the
sampling instants are considered as the “missing data”. In the E-step, we compute the
expected complete data log likelihood given Y N . The M-step performs the MAP estimation,
i.e. maximizing the expected complete data log likelihood plus the log prior, where a prior is
used to impose sparsity (modified SBL) and the constrains are considered heuristically. In the
M-step, the case reduces into network reconstruction using full-state measurements, which
has been studied in Yue et al. (2016b) and will be solved instead by Bayesian approaches in
this chapter. The whole idea is illustrated by Figure 5.2.
EM: BEGIN (State-space Identification)
EM: END
  State estimation via Kalman smoothers
EM: BEGIN (Sparse Bayesian Learning)
EM: END
 E-step : compute expectations of parameters
 M-step: update hyperparameters
 Calculate the DSF by definition
 Compute AABB  from estimated parameters by Log( , B)
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Figure 5.2. An overview of the idea on low-sampling-frequency network reconstruction.
5.3 Expectation Maximization
In the EM algorithm, we choose z(t) as the latent variable, whose values at t1, . . . , tN are
the “missing data”, denoted as ZN ≜ {z(t1), . . . , z(tN )}. The “complete data” is XN ≜
{x(t1), . . . , x(tN )}. Define the complete data log likelihood to be log p(XN |θ) = log p(x(t1)|θ)+∑N
k=2 log p(x(tk)|x(tk−1), θ), where p(XN |θ) is the joint p.d.f. of x(t1), . . . , x(tN ) given θ;
p(x(tk)|x(tk−1), θ) is the conditional p.d.f. of x(tk) given θ and the previous state value
x(tk−1). However, this cannot be computed directly due to the lack of the measurements
of z(t). Hence, the E-step is to calculate the expected complete data log likelihood using the
available observations Y N
Q(θ, θk) = Eθk
(




log p(Y N , ZN |θ) p(ZN |Y N , θk)dZN ,
(5.11)
where Eθk(·|Y N ) denotes the conditional expectation given the measurements Y N and the
parameters being θk (to be more clearly, the alternative notation is EZN |Y N ;θk(·)). Now we
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would like to introduce the prior distribution to impose sparsity of certain parameters that
lead to sparse network structure. We categorize the parameters in θ into two groups: one is
consist of unknown deterministic variables including m0, R0, Rd; the other comprises A,B,
denoted by w, that are random variables that commit a prior distribution. In the M-step,
we perform MAP estimation to update θ:
θk+1 = argmax
θ
Q(θ, θk) + log p(w, γ), (5.12)
where p(w, γ) is the prior that depends on hyperparameter γ . The specific construction of
p(w, γ) is presented in Section 5.4. Note the prior in (5.12) might vary over iterates due to
the hyperparameter that is determined by maximizing the marginal likelihood function (a.k.a.
evidence function). It could be problematic to directly cite the usual result that the EM
algorithm monotonically increases the log posterior of the observed data until it reaches a
local optimum (see (Murphy, 2012, Sec. 11.4)), which uses a fixed prior distribution p(θ).
The convergence deserves more discussions in further theoretical studies.
Now we explore how to calculate Q(θ, θ′) for (5.1) in our study. In Lemma 5.2 and
Lemma 5.3, to simplify notations, we use xk to denote x(tk) and x̂k|l ≜ x̂(tk|tl) that denotes
the estimate of x(tk) given x(tl), similarly for y, z, u. The lemmas are similar to the ones
proposed in Gibson and Ninness (2005), with modification due to the different choice of
latent variables in the EM algorithm.
Lemma 5.2. The expected complete data log likelihood Q(θ, θ′) is given as follows (neglecting
the constant terms)




(x0 −m0)(x0 −m0)T |Y N
)}
+ ∑Nk=1 Tr{R−1d [Eθ′(xkxTk |Y N )− LEθ′(xkξTk |Y N )T




where ξk ≜ [xTk−1 uTk−1]T , L ≜ [Ad Bd], and Ad, Bd, Rd are defined in (5.3), (5.4).
To compute (5.13), we need to calculate the following items: Eθ′(xkxTk |Y N ), Eθ′(xkxTk−1|Y N ),
Eθ′(xkuTk−1|Y N ) and Eθ′(xk−1uTk−1|Y N ). This can be done via Kalman filters and smoothers.
Note that the calculation of Eθ′(uk−1uTk−1|Y N ) is trivial, which is equal to uk−1uTk−1 since
u(t) is assumed to be deterministic2.
2In experiments we can be stochastic signals (e.g., the popular Gaussian i.i.d.) as u(t) to stimulate systems.
However, since u(t) is assumed to be accessible in identification, it is still treated as deterministic.
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Lemma 5.3. Let the parameter vector θ′ be composed of the elements of A,B,C,R,m0, R0,
which define the system (5.1). Then
Eθ′(xkxTk |Y N ) = x̂k|N x̂Tk|N + Pk|N , (5.14)
Eθ′(xkxTk−1|Y N ) = x̂k|N x̂Tk−1|N +Mk|N , (5.15)
Eθ′(xkuTk−1|Y N ) = x̂k|NuTk−1, (5.16)
Eθ′(xk−1uTk−1|Y N ) = x̂k−1|NuTk−1, (5.17)
where x̂k|N , Pk|N and Mk|N are calculated in reverse-time recursions via the Kalman smoother
Jk = Pk|kATd P−1k+1|k,
x̂k|N = x̂k|k + Jk(x̂k+1|N − x̂k+1|k),
Pk|N = Pk|k + Jk(Pk+1|N − Pk+1|k)JTk ,
(5.18)
for k = N, . . . , 1, and the lag-one covariance smoother
Mk|N = Pk|kJTk−1 + Jk(Mk+1|N −AdPk|k)JTk−1 (5.19)
for k = N, . . . , 2. The quantities x̂k|k, Pk|k, Pk|k−1 and initial conditions x̂N |N , PN |N required
in (5.18), (5.19) are computed by the Kalman filter (5.10) with replacing (5.10c), (5.10f) by
x̂k+1|k = Adx̂k|k +Bduk,
Pk+1|k = AdPk|kATd +Rd,
(5.20)
respectively, for k = 1, . . . , N . The lag-one covariance smoother is initialized with
MN |N = (I −KNC)AdPN−1|N−1. (5.21)
5.4 Sparse Bayesian Learning
This section is to construct an appropriate prior to impose sparse solutions. In regard to
network sparsity, we focus on Q(s). However, we cannot directly apply sparsity constraints
on Q. Instead, we achieve it heuristically by imposing sparsity requirements on A. However,
one deserves to be pointed out that it is possible that A is not sparse but Q is sparse, which
case fails to be covered in this work.
In each iteration, let us treat x0 as a fixed value so as to comply with the standard setup of
SBL. (Strictly speaking, x0 may be assumed to have the distribution N (m0, R0) and therefore
should also be included in the likelihood p(XN |θ), where m0, R0 are updated by Kalman
smoothers in ML or MAP.) Hence, the complete-data likelihood function considered in this
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section is p(XN |θ) ≜ p(xN , xN−1, . . . , x1|θ) = p(xN |xN−1, θ) · · · p(x2|x1, θ)p(x1, θ), where
p(xk|xk−1, θ) = N (xk −Adxk−1 −Bduk−1, Rd), k = N, . . . , 1. We rewrite the complete-data
likelihood p(XN |θ) as follows,























, Σ = blkdiag(Rd, . . . , Rd) (N blocks),
Nt denotes the dimension of t, and here I denotes the n× n identity matrix. For simplicity,
we also define the notation ivec(w) ≜ [Ad Bd]. The parameter vector θ is composed of w
and Σ, where w assumes a parametrized prior and Σ is treated as a deterministic parameter.
As studied in SBL, we introduce the Gaussian prior to impose sparsity on w,






where Γ = diag(γ)3, K = blkdiag(KLog(I)/h, I), KLog(I) = K−1exp(0) and Kexp denotes the
Kronecker form of the Fréchet derivative of matrix exponential, and Nw denotes the dimension
of w. The weight matrix K is used in the standard SBL prior to impose sparsity on A instead
of Ad. The prior is constructed as follows. We expect the prior distribution of vec(A) is the
zero-mean Gaussian with a diagonal variance matrix. In the prior, vec(A) is assumed to be in
the neighborhood of 0. Hence, vec(A) = vec(Log(Ad)/h) ≈ vec(I)/h+KLog(I)(vec(Ad)−I)/h,
which guides us to introduce the weight matrix K.
The posterior and marginal likelihood can be obtained in the procedure given by Tipping
(2001). For fixed values of the hyperparameters, the complete-data posterior is Gaussian,







µw = ΣwΦT Σ−1t,
Σw =
(




And the marginal likelihood is given by






3For convenience, we will use Γ and γ interchangeably when appropriate.
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where Σt = Σ + ΦK−1ΓK−T ΦT . The hyperparameters γ and Σ will be determined by
Evidence Maximization or Type-II Maximum Likelihood (Tipping, 2001).
Now the onus remains in estimating γ and Σ via evidence maximization of the complete-
data marginal likelihood (5.26). We might use a rougher approximation that uses Σ = σ2I,
where σ ∈ R+ and I denotes the identity matrix of the corresponding dimension, as the
classical SBL (Tipping, 2001; Wipf and Rao, 2004, 2007). To determine γ and σ2, we
employ another EM algorithm to maximize p(t;γ,Σ), which is equivalent to minimizing
−2 log p(t;γ,Σ). This EM algorithm proceeds by choosing w as the latent variable and
minimizing
Ew|t;γ,Σ (−2 log p(t,w;γ,Σ)) , (5.27)
where p(t,w;γ,Σ) = p(t|w; Σ)p(w;γ). Instead of calculating (5.27) throughout, we calculate
certain expectations in the E-step according to the demands of updating γ and σ2 in the


































One has to note that we cannot directly compute µw and Σw by (5.25) as the classical
SBL, since the complete data x(t) is not accessible. What’s worse, we have not yet known how
to compute the expected value of µw and Σw analytically via Kalman filters or smoothers due
the weighted matrices and the inverse4. Instead, we could approximately compute µw,Σw
using the state estimation from Kalman smoothers. which are used in (5.29). The details of
the algorithm is manifested in Section 5.6. Here we have to admit that we fail to fully take
advantage of information provided by Kalman filters and smoothers. The optimal variance
estimation is discarded. The essential reason is that the conditional expectation of µw,Σw
depend on more than the first and second order moments of x(t).
Without considerations on computational cost, there is a better alternative to compute
the µw,Σw using sampling methods. One way is to use particle filters to sample from
4Lemma 5.3 lists all the expected variables that can be computed from Kalman filter or smoother. Here
the difficulty comes from the weighted matrix Σ−1. One may obtain rough approximations by substituting
the estimation of x(t) from Kalman filter, which, however, does use the information of covariance provided by
Kalman filters.
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the distribution of the complete data x(t), and then use the samples to estimate µw,Σw.
Alternatively, in the special case of Gaussian x(t), we could keep using Kalman filters and
smoothers, which provide the optimal estimation of the mean and covariance of x(t). Then
we directly sample from the optimally estimated distribution of x(t) and compute µw,Σw in
the Monte Carlo way.
5.5 Integration of Network Identifiability
To clarify how to to integrate identifiability constraints, we need to review the implementation
of the SBL. The noise here is approximated by Σ = σ2I. Consider the noiseless environments,
where we allow σ2 → 0. Using results from linear algebra, we have the following expression
















where Γ̄ = K−1ΓK−T and (·)† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. It is clear to see
that the hyperparameters going to zero will lead to their corresponding w elements being
zero. At the beginning of each EM step, we first prune the data matrices Φ, t by checking
elements in Γ̄ that are smaller than the threshold of zero. To deal with noisy cases, the
associated code by Wipf and Rao (2007) performs the SVD decomposition on ΦΓ̄, which is
assumed to be USV T and the estimation of µ is updated by Γ̄V
(
S(S2 + σ̂2I + ϵI)−1
)
UT t,
where σ̂2 is the estimated value in the previous step and ϵ is a fixed value close to zero, e.g.,
10−16. During EM iterations, the sizes of Φ and t will be significantly reduced (depending on
the sparsity of w), which guarantees the computational efficiency.
The objective of network identifiability integration is to guarantee the resultant P being
diagonal. The key result used here is the P-Diagonal Form from Hayden et al. (2016b), as
reviewed in Section 5.2.2. Let us start with the simple case, where each input perturbs each
output node independently, i.e. B = [diag(b1, . . . , bp) 0]T . Instead of putting vec(Bd) in w,
we only include [b1 · · · bp] and modify the data matrix Φ correspondingly. The alternative
is to keep the form of w in (5.22), while in the implementation of the EM algorithm for
SBL, we set the hyperparameters to zeros that correspond to zeros in B. The general case
is more complicated due to the unknown dimension p22 = dim(B122) in Proposition 5.1. It
is integrated in the same way that setting the hyperparameters to zeros that corresponds
to zeros in (5.7) (note that â, b̂, ĉ are diagonal with dimension p− p22). Unfortunately, we
have not fully understood the importance of p22. It is possible that there exist multiple p22’s
leading to diagonal P ’s, which may or may not affect network reconstruction. It also has
not yet been clear on how to select p22, which “fortunately” has at most p choices (p22 is an
integer). However, this issue becomes serious if the size of network (i.e. p) is huge.
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5.6 Algorithm
In theory, all parameters are estimated in each M-step by optimizing (5.12). Nevertheless,
due to the integration of SBL, it is not necessary to repeat solving the whole optimization
problem. We can see that this optimization is separable. The parameters for initial states
m0, R0 are treated as unknown deterministic variables, which can be estimated in each M-step
by mk0 = x̂0|N , Rk0 = M0|N . This estimate comes from the study on optimizing Q(θ, θ′) given
in (5.13), e.g., see Gibson and Ninness (2005). Parameters Rd, Ad, Bd and hyperparameters
γ are estimated via another inner-loop EM procedure for the SBL. The covariance matrix Rd
is approximated as σ2I and is estimated by (5.29) together with hyperparameters γ . Ad and
Bd are thought of as random variables, whose estimations are given by (5.25). Now we set
up the EM framework with another embedded EM for SBL to present the whole algorithm,
which is given as Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 SBL embedded in the EM framework
1: Initialize w0, γ0, (σ2)0 and m00, R00. Choose the dimension of state space n.
2: while 1 do
3: Compute x̂k|N , Px|N ,Mx|N and (5.14)-(5.17) (k = 0, . . . , N) via Kalman filter and
smoother in Lemma 5.3 using the given parameters wk, γk, (σ2)k,mk0, Rk0 .
4: Update xk+10 = x̂0|N , Rk+10 = M0|N .
5: Compute the Fréchet derivative K using wk.
6: Compute Φ, t using state estimations from Step 3.
7: Perform another EM procedure (5.28), (5.29) to obtain wk+1 and (σ2)k+1.
8: Update Âd, B̂d by w, and R̂d = σ2I.
9: break if parameter estimate converges.
10: end while






12: Compute Q(s), P (s) by definition.
5.7 Numerical Examples
The empirical study is performed on random stable sparse state-space models with C =
[I 0], D = 0, from with the sparse DSF models are derived. The way to generate such
sparse stable state-space models is similar to Section 3.5.2. Here we do not include such
sparse networks whose realizations’ A matrices are not sparse, which cannot be tackled by
the proposed method. The dimension of networks is p = 40, i.e., the dimension of output
variables, and the dimension of states is set to n = 100. Considering the possibility that
sparse state-space models lead to non-sparse networks, the randomly generated state-space
models are reviewed by checking the sparsity of the corresponding DSF models.
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The continuous-time state-space models are simulated, which will then be sampled with a
specified sampling frequency to generate data for reconstruction. The choice of the sampling
frequency is based on the studies of system aliasing, referring to Figure 4.1. Recall that the
task in this study is to reconstruct networks of Case II in Figure 4.1. The Case I can also
be treated by the proposed method, which can even be further simplified by only inferring
discrete-time models since discrete-time and continuous-time DSF models share the same
network topology. To generate problems of Case II, we first calculate the critical frequency
of no system aliasing, and the sampling frequency is chosen to be close to (but larger than)
this value.
To guarantee network identifiability from data, in simulation, p-variate Gaussian i.i.d. is
used as input signals to drive each output node separately. It implies the case in consideration
is B = [I40×40 0]T . The “general” case is not considered that inputs may drive outputs via
hidden states but with guarantee that P is diagonal. It is due to the technical difficulty on
generating B automatically for the “general” case due to randomness of A matrices. The
“general” case is also barely useful in practice: one cannot know how to design the inputs
that perturb nodes via hidden states without knowing the hidden state variables and models.
The proposed method runs on 100 random networks, where the dimension of states is
set to 110 (the ground truth is 100). In the performance benchmark, we focus on Boolean
structures of Q (P has been known to be diagonal and H is not interesting in applications).
The reconstruction results are summarized in Table 5.1, where three columns of SNR show
the averaged true positive rates (TPR, the percentage of correct links in results) and the
column of “Failure” is the percentage of reconstruction results for 100 networks whose TPR
are lower than 10%.
Table 5.1. Reconstruction results of discrete-time and continuous-time DSF models (rounded to zero
decimals).
SNR
0 dB 20 dB 40 dB Failure
DSF(z) 70% 83% 94% < 4%
DSF(s) < 35% 56% 72% 24%
As shown in Table 5.1, the state-space based method (EM + SBL) provides a better
way to perform reconstruction of discrete-time DSF’s than choosing specific parametrization
models (e.g., ARX, ARMAX, etc.). As explained in Chapter 3, we can only deal with ARX
models due to difficulties on numerical optimization and such methods need to choose model
orders of each element in Q,P . Here the DSF is derived from state space models, which allows
more complicated time series models besides ARX. That is the main reason why the inference
of discrete-time DSF models has better performance. Unfortunately, the performance of
continuous-time DSF reconstruction is not really satisfactory. The main issue could be that
the proposed method still relies on taking matrix logarithms (Log(A1) and Log(A2) could be
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significantly different even though sparse A1, A2 are quite close in the sense of matrix norms).
This is obviously not an optimal solution even if we have modified the priors. The existence
of “failure” cases is mainly due to the random construction of random networks, which cannot
be covered by the proposed method but are difficult to be removed automatically in random
model generation.
5.8 Conclusions
This chapter presents an algorithm to reconstruct networks from low-sampling-frequency
data using EM algorithms and Sparse Bayesian Learning. Due to the lack of relation between
continuous-time and discrete-time DSF models under low sampling frequencies, the algorithm
reconstructs the continuous-time DSF’s via identification of state-space models. Kalman
filters and smoothers are used to provide state estimation. In order to guarantee network
identifiability, which allows unique reconstruction of network structures, samples are measured
from experiments that perturb each output independently. The identifiability conditions are
integrated in the procedure of parameter estimation, so as to guarantee diagonal P from the
inferred state-space model.
A few niches show the outlook of further studies. We did not discuss the method to
choose the dimensions n of state spaces. Methods like AIC, BIC or cross-validation may
help to determine this model complexity parameter. However, the results by the proposed
method might not be sensitive to the choice of n considering its embedded sparse recovery,
as long as n is close to the ground truth value and is large enough to model most dynamics
related to hidden states. This question deserves more studies. The second issue is that the
proposed method cannot deal with the case that the DSF model is sparse but its state-space
realization is not. Better methods should be able to impose sparsity on DSF’s directly.
5.9 Appendix
Proof of Lemma 5.2
Proof. Let us calculate the expected complete-data log likelihood Eθ′
(
log p(XN |θ)|Y N
)
. Not-
ing that (xk|xk−1, θ) ∼ N (Adxk−1 +Bduk−1, Rd) for k = 1, . . . N , we have −2 log p(XN |θ) =
log detR0 +(x0−m0)TR−10 (x0−m0)+N log detRd +
∑N
k=1(xk−Adxk−1−Bduk−1)TR−1d (xk−
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Proof of Lemma 5.3
Proof. The results follow straightforwardly by using Kalman Filters, Kalman Smoothers and






In systems biomedicine, with time series available by many techniques (e.g., gene expression
microarrays, RNA sequencing), it is expected that computational methods will help to identify
the critical genes or pathways that are responsible for diseases. However, there are still many
hurdles: large systems dimensions, nonlinearity, low sampling rates, etc. Many types of
networks have been introduced in systems biology, e.g. correlation networks, probabilistic
Boolean networks, dynamic Bayesian networks, etc. Nowadays, network reconstruction is
expected to deliver causality information, rather than ambiguous relations in data.
Considering nonlinear dynamical systems, there is a lack of general network models
similar to the DSF for LTI systems1. For the case of full-state measurements, i.e. when the
entire state vector is measured, the definition of Boolean networks is straightforward: the
directed edge yk → y1 exists if yk appears on the right-hand side of the differential equation
of y1, i.e. ẏ1(t) = f(..., yk, ...). This perspective has been used in Pan et al. (2016, 2015),
whose inference methods require full-state measurements and prior knowledge of dictionary
functions. However, in the presence of hidden states, i.e. states that are not directly measured,
the network model becomes particularly hard to define. This chapter is trying to give a useful
definition of Boolean dynamic networks for nonlinear dynamical systems. The key motivation
is to define Boolean dynamic networks without assumptions on a priori families of nonlinear
basis functions, and to find reconstruction methods that no longer require measurements of
all state variables.
1This concept may be understood by analogy to the DSF for LTI systems. The network here is required
to provide direct causality. For instance, if keeping both direct and indirect causality, the causal network of
mRNAs in the circadian clock model Pokhilko et al. (2010) would be a complete digraph, which is no longer
useful.
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This chapter generalizes the DSF to a large class of nonlinear dynamical systems allowing
the existence of hidden states. The nonlinear systems in studies are of the form
ẋ = F (x) +Bu+Re (6.1a)
y = [I 0]x (6.1b)
where the state variable x is defined on M that is an open subset of Rn, F is a smooth vector
field defined on M , B ∈ Rn×m, R ∈ Rn×p, y is of dimension p (p ≤ n), u is the control input of
dimension m, and e is p-variate unknown white noise with covariance E[e(t)eT (τ)] = Iδ(t−τ).
Here, slightly abusing the notations, we use the model of white noise in engineering to
simplify the DSF notation (2.2). To be strict, (6.1) should be described with respect to
Brownian motion, and its meaning is assigned by stochastic integrals (Karatzas and Shreve,
2012; Mörters and Peres, 2010). Let x = [yT zT ]T be the state variables in (6.1), where
the elements in y are called the output variables and those in z are the hidden states (or
latent variables). The later discussions are given in the language of differential manifolds, and
thus the idea can be applied to the case where F (x) is defined on an n-dimensional smooth
manifold.
6.2 Nonlinear Boolean Dynamic Networks
6.2.1 Definition
Considering the dynamical system (6.1), where M is an open subset of Rn and F : M →M a
smooth map, for each x ∈M we have the differential of F at x defined as a map, denoted by
dFx : TxM → TF (x)M , where TxM is the tangent space to M at x and TF (x)M the tangent
space of M at the point F (x). The matrix of dFx in terms of the standard coordinate bases
can be computed, denoted by Ax, which is irrelevant to the specific choice of coordinate
charts. In particular, M is an open subset of Euclidean spaces, thus Ax is none other than
the Jacobian matrix of F at x. Moreover, let TM denote the tangent bundle of M . The
notations comply with Lee (2012) and one may consult (Lee, 2012, chap. 3) for more details.
Now, at x ∈M , we have the dynamical system locally defined by the linear state-space
representation (Ax, B,R). Following the standard definition of DSF for LTI systems (see
Goncalves and Warnick (2008)), we have the dynamic network model defined locally as
(Qx(q), Px(q), Hx(q)). Therefore, at x ∈M , we have a Boolean dynamic network Glocx defined
as a digraph from (Qx(q), Px(q), Hx(q)) (see Definition 2.1). Now the definition of nonlinear
Boolean dynamic network naturally follows
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Definition 6.1. A nonlinear Boolean dynamic network G of the nonlinear dynamic system
(6.1) is defined as follows:




Alternatively, let us define the associated Boolean matrix C◦ of C(q) as: C◦ij = 0 if Cij(q) = 0,
otherwise 1. Then the nonlinear Boolean dynamic network G can be equivalently defined from








F (x), B, RdFx, B, R
Q , P  , H Qx, Px, Hx
Figure 6.1. A diagram illustrating the procedure to give Definition 6.1 and the domains where each
intermediate object of F,Q locates.
6.2.2 Issues on reconstruction
Definition 6.1 is based on M , which is forward invariant under a specific class of input signals.
However, in the scenario of inference, only the outputs are accessible for the algorithm,
which comprise but a subset of the state trajectories. To be precise, let C denote the
signals of state variables when the dynamical system evolves through time, and C ⊆ M .
Let M |y := {[Ip×p 0]v : v ∈ M}, C|y := {y(t), t ≥ 0} and C|y ⊆ M |y. The curve C|y is the
projection of C onto M |y, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The gap between M and C|y is split into
two parts: M ⇒ C and C ⇒ C|y. The former one is resolved by a fundamental assumption,
and the later is the network identifiability problem.
The gap between M and C (Fundamental Assumption)
Indeed, the systems can have complicated nonlinear dynamics, whose dynamical behaviors
could depend on initial conditions, or the system structure may even change over time.
However, it is not practically meaningful to consider that the underlying models of dynamical
systems are varying due to the change of initial conditions. In fact, the selected nodes in











Figure 6.2. An illustration on the domains where state and output variables are defined; and the
curves formed by their signals when the dynamical system evolves over time. Note that this illustrates
high dimensional spaces, and there is no intersection of curves.
the applications usually have physical meanings. It is fair to assume that the structure of
interactions between nodes is invariant to the changes of initial conditions.
Assumption 6.1. The interconnection structure between state variables in dynamical systems
is independent from the initial conditions.
Let G|C denote the Boolean network defined on C, i.e. E(G|C) =
⋃
x∈C E(Glocx ). Assump-
tion 6.1 implies that
E(G) = E(G|C).
Therefore, even though the total information M in Definition 6.1 cannot be accessed, we can
obtain G by inferring the feasible G|C , provided with known input signals.
The gap between C and C|y (Network Identifiability)
A straightforward definition of identifiability of nonlinear Boolean dynamic network follows
from Definition 2.8 and 6.1, which verifies linear network identifiability point-wisely. Sec-
tion 6.2.1 tells that the nonlinear Boolean dynamic network is defined on {Qx(q), Px(q), Hx(q)}x∈M ,
whose model structures can be denoted by {Mx(θ)}x∈M . The ground truth value of θ may
be different at each x ∈M , which is denoted by θ∗(x).
Definition 6.2. Given the model structures Mx(θ) at each point x ∈ M , the nonlinear
Boolean dynamic network is globally (or locally) identifiable at θ∗(x) if, for any x∗ ∈M ,
each linear Boolean dynamic network with Mx(θ) is globally (or locally) identifiable at
θ∗(x∗).
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This definition helps us to take advantage of well-known results on network identifiability.
For example, if we apply ARX models for x ∈ C and each associated quadratic program has
a unique solution, we know the nonlinear Boolean network is identifiable by definition.
6.3 Approximated Reconstruction Methods
According to Definition 6.1, the exact inference should be done by inferring (Qxt , Pxt , Hxt) by
using the input-output measurement in a “small enough” neighborhood of xt, and then taking
union of their corresponding Boolean networks. However, this is not possible in practice
due to two major issues: 1) no enough data for locally defined dynamic networks at each
value of state variables; 2) not robust in the presence of noise. With regard to the first issue,
we divide the whole time series into several segments, each of which is for approximated
inference of a Boolean network at xtk . The second issue is resolved by adopting a technique
dealing with heterogeneity in Yue et al. (2018) to guarantee the robustness by inferring all
local networks (Qxt , Pxt , Hxt) together. However, this treatment leads to an approximated
inference in general.
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, each of which corresponds
to a neighborhood of x∗tk (of which we may not know the value) and may not have the





. For simplicity, we use (Qk, Pk, Hk) instead. As presented in Yue
et al. (2018), in the sense of Prediction Error Minimization (PEM), the inference of linear
dynamic network can be formulated as p independent pseudo-linear regression problems,
ŷi(t|θi) = φT (t, θi)θi, where ŷi is the one-step-ahead prediction of yi, yi the i-th element of
p-dimensional output variable y, φ the regressor and θi the corresponding parameter vector.
Note that once we get {θ1, . . . , θp}, we obtain the network representation (Q,P,H). See
Yue et al. (2018) for details on how the variables φ, θi are constructed from network model
structures (i.e. the parametrization of DSF, e.g. ARX, ARMAX, etc.). In the following we
will manifest how to integrate multiple linear network inference problems into one regression
problems so as to improve robustness.











 , A[k](w[k]) ≜

φT (tsk−1 , θi)
...
φT (tsk , θi)
 , w[k] ≜ θi,
2The whole network inference problem is solved by repeating the following operations on each element of
the output variable y.
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we have the formulation
ŷ[k] = A[k](w[k]) w[k], k = 1, . . . ,K, (6.3)
which can be rewritten into block matrices according to the “physical” meaning of each
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where p and m are the dimensions of output and input variables respectively, N the number
of blocks. By optimizing minw[k] ∥y[k] − ŷ[k]∥ (or including penalty of network sparsity),
we get an estimate of w[k] in the sense of PEM, which yields the linear dynamic network
(Qk, Pk, Hk) defined at x∗tk . If not considering the algorithmic robustness in the presence of
noise, we solve the same problem for each segment and then take union of the results by
definition. However, we would not recommend this treatment due to two major problems: 1)
the results could be sensitive to the choice of segmentation (i.e. the number and the size of
neighborhoods); 2) due to the deficiency of data for each neighborhood of xt, the result may
not be robust to noises.
Remark 6.1. To be precise, (6.3) should include one more constant term to further decrease
the prediction errors
ŷ[k] = A[k](w[k]) w[k] + C [k]1, k = 1, . . . ,K,
where C [k] is a constant real number and 1 the vector of 1’s of the same dimension as
ŷ[k]. This constant term comes from the linearization of F (x) in the neighborhood of x∗tk .
Alternatively, if we keep using (6.3), we could update y[k] with y[k] − ȳ[k], in which ȳ[k]
denotes the mean of y[k] multiplied by 1. Thus, for simplicity, we omit the constant term
C [k] in equations.
Now consider improving the algorithmic robustness by inferring all local networks simul-
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we integrate all segments by stacking (6.3) of each segment and rearranging blocks of matrices,
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in which wE ∈ RKN ,wS ∈ RN , ∥ · ∥2 is the l2-norm of vectors. One may have noticed that
minw ∥y− ŷ∥2 + λ∥wE∥0 (λ ∈ R+ is the regularization parameter) is almost equivalent to
infer sparse local dynamic networks (Qk, Pk, Hk) (k = 1, . . . ,K) separately. Furthermore,
as studied in Yue et al. (2018), the estimates via minw ∥y− ŷ∥2 + λ∥wS∥0 guarantees both
network sparsity and the consistent network topology for all datasets (i.e. K segments),
where the latter means G(Qk, Pk, Hk) ≡ G0, ∀k, in which G(Qk, Pk, Hk) denotes the Boolean
network determined from (Qk, Pk, Hk) and G0 denotes any fixed Boolean network. However,
Definition 6.1 implies (Qk, Pk, Hk) could have the different network topology. Thus, we




∥y−A(w)w∥22 + λ1∥wE∥0 + λ2∥wS∥0, (6.7)
where λ1, λ2 ∈ R+ are the regularization parameters. There is a trade-off between two
penalty terms: λ1∥wE∥0 yields different sparse networks; λ2∥wS∥0 inclines (Qk, Pk, Hk) (k =
1, . . . ,K) to have the same network topology. Assuming that the networks (Qk, Pk, Hk), k =
1, . . . ,K share most arcs in common, the algorithmic robustness can be understood in the
following sense: due to λ2∥wS∥0, the additional arcs of (Qk, Pk, Hk) are included in the
result only if it significantly contributes to decreasing the prediction error. This is also the
reason why we emphasize that the presented approach is an approximated method. We
increase the algorithmic robustness to noise by increasing the risk of missing arcs, which
are not “significant” in the sense of predictability. In the language of Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis, this implies a trade-off between the decrease of false
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positive (a false hit) and false negative (a miss). Here we stress that the decrease of false
positive should be of higher priority in our consideration, whose large values make the
inference results useless.
Remark 6.2. Definition 6.1 poses several interesting theoretical questions on the conditions
which guarantee that the approximated method gives exact Boolean network reconstruction.
It is possible that all local linear dynamic networks share the same network topology, which
explains why and when Granger Causality applies successfully to nonlinear systems. Thus, it
is particularly interesting to find out such conditions. Moreover, it is also likely that there
exists only a finite number of different Boolean structures. Once we choose the segmentation
correctly, the approximated method gives exact network reconstructions.
6.4 Algorithms
This section provides specific numerical algorithms to solve (6.7). We use the ARX parametriza-
tion as an example, in which A does not depend on w in (6.7). There are multiple way to
heuristically solve convex-cardinality problems, e.g. l1-norm heuristic approaches, sparse
Bayesian learning. Here we give a solution using the classical l1-heuristic treatment, which
leads to the group LASSO problem (Yuan and Lin, 2006):
minimize
w

















ρEi,j denotes the dimension of w
[j]
i , ρSi the dimension of wi. To enhance sparsity further , one
may use Iterative Reweighted l1 Method (see Candes et al. (2008)), which is presented as
follows


































and k indexes the iterations, {ϵk} is a sequence converging to zero (see Candes et al. (2008)),
e.g. ϵk ∈ (0, 1) is reduced by a factor of 10 until reaching the minimum of 10−10.
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Now we present algorithms using Proximal Operators and ADMM to solve large-dimensional
(6.8) and (6.10). Let us consider (6.8) as
minimize
w
f(w) + g(w), (6.12)
where f(w) ≜ (1/2)∥y−Aw∥22, g(w) ≜ λ1∥wE∥1 + λ2∥wS∥1. Here we add 1/2 term in f(w)
to simplify calculations, which does not change the problem since the values of λ1, λ2 can be
adjusted correspondingly. Given ∇f(w) = AT (Aw−y), the Proximal Gradient Method is to
update w by wk+1 = proxγg(wk−γ∇f(wk)), γ ∈ R+, where k denotes the iteration index in
proximal methods. Thus, the key step is to calculate the proximal operator proxγg(v). It is
easy to see that g(w) = ∑Ni=1 gi(wi), where gi(wi) := λ1∑Kj=1√ρEi,j∥w[j]i ∥2 +λ2√ρSi ∥wi∥2 ≜
gEi (wi) + gSi (wi). Therefore, proxγg(v) =
[
proxγg1(v1)T · · · proxγgN (vN )
T
]T
, where v is
partitioned in the same way as w in terms of wi, i = 1, . . . , N . However, it is difficult to
calculate proxγgi(vi) analytically. The Dykstra-like Proximal Algorithm in Combettes and
Pesquet (2011) presents a numerical way to calculate this proximal operator, as shown in
Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Dykstra-like proximal algorithm for proxγgi(vi)
1: input: vi
2: output: wi = proxγgi(vi)
3: parameters: λ1, λ2, γ, ρSi , ρEi,j , j = 1, . . . ,K
4: given initial values: w0i = vi, r0 = 0, z0 = 0
5: repeat
6: sk ← proxγgSi (w
k
i + rk)
7: rk+1 ← wki + rk − sk
8: wk+1i ← proxγgEi (s
k + zk)
9: zk+1 ← sk + zk −wk+1i
10: until wi converges
The proximal operators in line 6 & 8 in Algorithm 5 can be calculated by block soft

























where (·)+ replaces each negative elements with 0, and x is partitioned in the same way as
wi in terms of w[j]i , j = 1, . . . ,K. Now we have got proxγg(w) to run (Accelerated) Proximal
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Gradient Method (see Yue et al. (2018) for similar implementations, or Parikh and Boyd
(2013)).
To implement ADMM, the proximal operator of f(w) needs to be calculated as
proxγf (v) = (I + γAT A)−1(γAT y + v). (6.14)
Given the proximal operators of f(w) and g(w), the ADMM algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 6 (one may choose γ by standard line search methods for proximal gradient
methods Parikh and Boyd (2013)). To solve the iterative reweighted l1 problem (6.10), one
Algorithm 6 ADMM method
1: Precompute AT A and AT y
2: given an initial value w0,v0,u0, γ0 = 1, β = 1/2
3: repeat
4: Let γ ← γk
5: repeat
6: ŵ← proxγf (vk − uk) using (6.14)
7: break if f(ŵ) ≤ f(wk) +∇f(wk)T (ŵ−wk) + (1/2γ)∥ŵ−wk∥22
8: γ ← βγ
9: until ;
10: wk+1 ← ŵ, γk+1 ← γ
11: ∗Compute proxγgi(w
k+1
i + uki ) using Algorithm 5 for all i = 1, . . . , N
12: vk+1 ← proxγg(wk+1 + uk)
13: uk+1 ← uk + wk+1 − vk+1
14: until any standard stopping criteria
▷ ∗Step 11 should be implemented in parallel if possible.








ρSi in the algorithms
presented above.
6.5 Numerical Examples
This section uses the Millar-10 model as an example to perform the proposed method. The
complete nonlinear ordinary differential equations have 19 state variables (mRNAs and
proteins), of which 8 mRNAs and 1 protein are output variables (LHY, TOC1, Y, PPR9,
PPR7, NI, GI, ZTL), which can be measured in biological experiments (see the supplement of
Pokhilko et al. (2010) for details). The model simulates the behaviors of eukaryotic circadian
clocks, whose outputs are sampled by 30 min, plotted in Figure 6.3. The light is controlled
as follows: -48h∼0h is two cycles of light-dark, each of which lasts for 12 hours; 0h∼48h is
always in light, illustrated as a square wave in Figure 6.3. The ground truth of interaction
path diagram of key mRNAs for circadian clocks is illustrated in Figure 6.4a.
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Figure 6.3. This simulation uses the Millar-10 model to simulate the measurements of key mRNAs
for eukaryotic circadian clocks in experiments. This is “high” resolution data in experiments, whose
sampling period is 30 min. Refer to the supplement of Pokhilko et al. (2010) for the nonlinear ordinary
different equations.
The proposed method is used to perform network reconstruction. The whole time series is
divided equidistantly into 1 (i.e. applying linear approach), 2, 3, 4 segments, i.e K = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The results of K = 1, 2, 3 is shown in Figure 6.4. To determine whether an edge exists or
not, we check the 2-norm of all parameters in its associated transfer function. Note that our
approach has enhanced sparsity, and thus it is no longer an issue as other methods to select
the threshold of 2-norm3 (10−8 used in Figure 6.4) to determine whether an edge should
exist or not, e.g. most methods reviewed in Aderhold et al. (2014).
As a convention on comparing different algorithms, the performance curves of the algorithm
are given in Figure 6.5, and Figure 6.6 with multiple model orders. One can see that K = 2
in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 clearly outperforms the others, which implies the choice of
segmentation is important. There is a trade-off between the number of segmentation and the
richness of each segment of time series. Increasing the number of segments in computation does
better in approximating the ground truth Boolean dynamic network. However, this operation
decreases the number of each segment of time series, which may then lead to bad performance
of system identification. Unfortunately, we have not yet gained enough experience on how to
perform segmentation of time series. Another point deserving to be stressed is that it may not
be fair to compare sparse methods with other network reconstruction methods, which provide
non-sparse score matrices and depend on careful selections of thresholds. We notice that,
if decreasing the regularization parameter, the sparsity drops while the performance shown
by ROC curves improves. Such an improvement is compromised in practice. Moreover, the
performance of sparse methods shown by ROC fails to be impressive, due to the observation
that the selection of thresholds concentrates on values smaller than 10−12, which is fairly
irregular and may fail the function of ROC curves. In applications, the author prefers to
show performance by Figure 6.4 with a threshold of zero with respect to numerical precision
(as the strategy used in Chapter 3). Choosing an “optimal” threshold is not practical and
3Any thresholds ranging from 10−6 to 10−11 gives the same results in Figure 6.4.
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algorithms should ease this process. Admittedly, there is no agreement on which way is better




































(d) nonlinear: K = 3
Figure 6.4. Examples of network inference results.
Considering the results in Figure 6.4, one may have noticed that the K = 3 case shows
more wrong links than K = 2. This might probably be due to the deficiency of data. Two
wrong links (PPR9→ GI,ZTL→ PPR9) only come from the middle segment (-16h∼16h),
half of which is the responses of the plants under regular dark-light cycling conditions and
the other half is under the irregularly constant lighting. However, neither of them has enough
data points to deliver rich information. Nevertheless, this still points out a problem in this
proposed method: high requirements on data (in the sense of biological data). Even though it
does improve the performance, it cannot perform as good as we expected in theory due to the
lack of data. Another problem deserving to be explained is why there are still several links
missed. These links are introduced by the nonlinear terms combining x and u, i.e. nonlinear
terms as f(..., xk, ...;u), which has not been included in our extension. The essential issue is
that we have not known how to include bilinear terms of x and u into the DSF.
6.6 Conclusions
This chapter provides a way to define Boolean dynamic networks for a large relevant class of
nonlinear dynamical systems. Based on this definition, an inference method was introduced
with great practical applicability. To handle large-scale problems, an ADMM algorithm
is presented. To show the performance of the network inference for nonlinear systems, an
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Nonlinear, K = 2
Nonlinear, K = 3
Nonlinear, K = 4
(a) ROC curve
























Nonlinear, K = 2
Nonlinear, K = 3
Nonlinear, K = 4
(b) P-R curve
Figure 6.5. Performance curves: the ROC and the precision-recall (P-R) curves. The score matrices in
the computations are obtained by taking the 2-norm of the vector of parameters associated with each
edge. For K > 1, the K number of network models are estimated and the score matrix is the average
of score matrices of all models.






















Nonlinear, K = 2
Nonlinear, K = 3
Nonlinear, K = 4
(a) ROC curve
























Nonlinear, K = 2
Nonlinear, K = 3
Nonlinear, K = 4
(b) P-R curve
Figure 6.6. Averaged performance of different methods with model orders ranging from 1 to 48. This
is not a plot of average of all ROC or P-R curves. It is obtained by taking average of score matrices
of each model order before calculating performance indices.
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example from the field of systems biology is used, the Millar-10 model. With this example we
show how the new definition for nonlinear systems improves the inference of Boolean networks
compared to the case when the linear approach is directly applied. Besides the definition
and inference of Boolean dynamic networks for nonlinear systems, we also provide a way to





The dissertation starts with reviewing concepts on dynamical structure functions (DSF)
and defining dynamic networks. In Chapter 2, we suggest a way to define linear network
identifiability, which helps to unify the available work on network identifiability. The
available results on network identifiability conditions are reviewed and commented. Further
understanding and interpretations of DSF’s are presented, such as hidden states, paths of
DSF models.
The work in this dissertation focuses on methods and algorithms on dynamic network
reconstruction. It is challenging due to the requirements on sparse network structures and the
satisfaction of network identifiability. Moreover, the work stands on the practical demands of
biological applications. The deficiency of data quality is taken into account: limited lengths
of time series, heterogeneity of “replica” data, low sampling frequencies, nonlinearity, etc.
These practical issues are the main driving force to reconstruction problems considered in
this dissertation.
Heterogeneity of datasets in experiment repetition is inevitable due to variance of individu-
als and experiments subjected to different experimental conditions, e.g., changes/perturbations
in parameters, disturbance or noise. We dedicate to exploring the common and essential
properties, which are described as network structures. Chapter 3 addresses heterogeneous
reconstruction problems of linear dynamic networks. The methods integrate the whole
datasets and promote group sparsity to assure both network sparsity and the consistency
of Boolean structures over datasets. Treatments by the iterative reweighted l1 method and
sparse Bayesian learning are provided, together with implementations via proximal methods
and ADMM for large-dimensional networks.
The low sampling frequency makes identification problems particularly difficult. It forces
us to estimate continuous-time models to reconstruct networks. However, due to limited
experiment conditions, especially in biology, we have to work on low-sampling-frequency
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data. Chapter 4 raises the concept of “system aliasing” which plays a central role on
the low-sampling-frequency reconstruction. A sampling theorem on no system aliasing is
presented, together with a test criterion of system aliasing. In terms of no system aliasing
cases, construction algorithms are provided for measurements with large sampling periods.
Moreover, certain theoretical results are presented for the cases when system aliases are
presented.
Due to particular difficulties on the calculation of gradients in parameter estimation for
low-sampling-frequency cases, Chapter 5 uses the Expectation Minimization (EM) algorithm
to bypass this issue, in which the M-step seems solving full-state measurement cases. Kalman
filters and smoothers are adapted to estimate states. Parameters in each iteration are
estimated by the maximum a posteriori (MAP), where the prior is constructed using Sparse
Bayesian Learning (SBL) to enhance network sparsity. To solve the SBL problem, another
EM algorithm is embedded, in which the constraints raised from network identifiability are
integrated. We manage to offer a solution using Bayesian approaches to reconstruct dynamic
networks from low-sampling-frequency data.
Systems in nature are inherently nonlinear. Chapter 6 presents a useful definition of
Boolean dynamic networks for a large class of nonlinear systems. Moreover, a robust but
approximated inference method is provided. The well-known Millar-10 model in systems
biology is used as a numerical example, which provides the ground truth of causal networks
for key mRNAs involved in eukaryotic circadian clocks.
In a sum, this dissertation provides a class of solutions to dynamic network reconstruction
with considerations on practical issues in biological applications.
7.2 Outlook
This dissertation focuses on methods on dynamic network reconstruction with considerations
on particular issues of data qualities in biological applications. However, many questions
remain unsolved besides our study.
First, we comment on the general treatment to identification of LTI dynamic network
models, i.e. DSF’s, assuming the sampling frequency can be arbitrary high. This is not
an easy problem, due to the difficulty on imposing sparsity. In a point of empirical view,
determining network topology is particularly important. If time series of arbitrary lengths are
available, it turns to be fairly easy due to the consistency properties of statistical estimation
of DSF models, i.e. the zero elements in the ground truth of Q,P,H will converge to zero
with the increase of lengths of time series. However, this is never the case, especially in
biological applications. We have to resort to sparsity estimation to identify network structures
from data of limited lengths. Unfortunately, we are restricted particular classes of time
series models due to issues in numerical optimization. As shown in Chapter 3, algorithms
are presented only for ARX parametrization of DSF’s. We can easily parametrize DSF’s by
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more general models, such as ARMAX, ARARX, ARARMAX, etc. (as ARMAX given in
Chapter 3). However, we fail to provide reliable algorithms on sparse parameter estimation.
The sparse estimation of nonlinear least square is still in process: SBL fails to work; solving
l1-regularized nonlinear least square remains challenging in numerical optimization and may
fail to provide sparse results. Due to the restriction on choosing time series models (only
ARX is available), as shown in numerical examples in Chapter 3, around 20% links in average
cannot be constructed and it may get worse if decreasing SNR and data lengths.
Low sampling frequencies are another issue in practice that make reconstruction problem
particularly challenging. In many biological applications, there are strict restrictions on
increasing sampling frequencies, due to experiment conditions, sources, expenses, etc. It
makes many classical methods fail to be plausible. Therefore, we have to revisit the identi-
fication/reconstruction problems as new ones in theory. However, the inclusion of matrix
exponential and logarithm brings complexities on both theories and numerical computations.
As shown in Chapter 4, it is not easy to solve even for the full-state measurement case, due
to non-convexity and non-differentiality of resultant optimization problems. We are lack
of methods in numerical optimization to solve non-convex and non-differential problems
in general. Even if we provide algorithms for our particular problems, the performance is
compromised and deserves more attentions. Chapter 5 uses EM and SBL methods. However,
one may notice that we have to use matrix logarithm, which is an compromised choice due to
the restriction of SBL. On the other hand, a simplified version (removing the logarithm part)
of the method in Chapter 5 provides a state-space based method to identify (discrete-time)
DSF models, which allow more general time series models than ARX parametrization. As
the last topic studied in the project, it deserves more careful studies.
Nonlinearity is another inevitable issue in dynamic network reconstruction. One widely
used definition is Bayesian networks defined based on conditional independency, which in
theory can handle nonlinearity but require assumptions on Markovian property. As an
alternative, in a point of system theoretic view, Chapter 6 shows a tentative definition and
presents an approximated reconstruction methods. A lot of questions on this definition tend
to be solved. For instance, what dynamic systems in Boolean network reconstruction can
be resolved by choosing one operating point and how to perturb the systems to collect rich
enough data; what dynamic systems can be resolved by choosing a finite number of operating
points. Moreover, the class of nonlinear state-space models used in Chapter 6 has not yet
been general enough. How to extend this definition to boarder classes remains unsolved,




A.1 Matrix Exponential and Logarithm
Theorem A.1 (Gantmacher (Higham, 2008a, Thm. 1.27)). Let P ∈ Cn×n be nonsingular with
the Jordan canonical form
Z−1PZ = J = diag(J1, J2, ..., Jp) (A.1a)









Then all solutions to eA = P are given by
A = ZU diag(Lj11 , L
j2












. . . ...
. . . f ′(λk)
f(λk)

with f the principal branch of the logarithm, defined by Im(log(z)) ∈ (−π, π]; jk is an arbitrary
integer; and U is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix that commutes with J .
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Theorem A.2 (classification of logarithms (Higham, 2008a, Thm. 1.28)). Let the nonsingular
matrix P ∈ Cn×n have the Jordan canonical form (A.1) with p Jordan blocks, and let s ≤ p
be the number of distinct eigenvalues of A. Then eA = P has a countable infinity of solutions
that are primary functions of P , given by
Aj = Z diag(Lj11 , L
(j2)
2 , ..., L
(jp)
p )Z−1, (A.4)
where Ljkk is defined in (A.3), corresponding to all possible choices of the integers j1, ..., jp,
subject to the constraint that ji = jk whenever λi = λk.
If s < p then eA = P has nonprimary solutions. They form parametrized families
Aj(U) = ZU diag(Lj11 , L
(j2)
2 , ..., L
(jp)
p )U−1Z−1, (A.5)
where jk is an arbitrary integer, U is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix that commutes with J ,
and for each j there exist i and k, depending on j, such that λi = λk while ji ̸= jk.
A.2 Fréchet Derivatives
Definition A.3 (Fréchet Derivatives (Higham, 2008a)). The Fréchet derivative of the
matrix function f : Cn×n → Cn×n at a point X ∈ C(n×n) is a linear mapping
Cn×n L−→ Cn×n
E 7−→ L(A,E)
such that for all E ∈ Cn×n
f(A+ E)− f(A)− L(A,E) = o(∥E∥).
The Fréchet derivative is unique if it exists, and for matrix functions exp (matrix expo-






which can be efficiently calculated by the Scaling-Pade-Squaring method in Al-Mohy and
Higham (2009). It gives a linear approximation of exp at a given point Ac in the direction E
ehA = eh(Ac+E) = ehAc + L(hAc, hE) +O(∥hE∥2). (A.7)
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(t(X − I) + I)−1E(t(X − I) + I)−1)dt,
and its efficient computation algorithm is provided in Al-Mohy et al. (2013).
Theorem A.4 (Kronecker representation (Higham, 2008a, Thm. 10.13)). For A ∈ Cn×n,



















where ψ(x) = (ex − 1)/x and τ(x) = tanh(x)/x. The third expression is valid if 12∥AT ⊕
(−A)∥ < π/2 for some consistent matrix norm.
Here the operator ⊕ is the Kronecker sum, defined as
(A⊕B) = A⊗ In + Im ⊗B,
for A ∈ Rm×m and B ∈ Rn×n.
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